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5 Introduction
to Probability

5.1 Calculating probabilities:
How likely is it?

5.2 Medical testing and
conditional probability: Ill
or not?

5.3 Counting and theoretical
probabilities: How many?

5.4 More ways of counting:
Permuting and combining

5.5 Expected value and the
law of large numbers: Don’t
bet on it

The following excerpt is from an article that appeared at the Web site of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). It refers to the
Chelyabinsk meteor, an asteroid that exploded near Chelyabinsk, Russia, on

February 15, 2013, and released energy about 20 times that released by the first
atomic bomb.

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.1

Research to Address Near-Earth Objects Remains
Critical, Experts Say
GINGER PINHOLSTER July 12, 2013

Scientists have now identified an estimated 90 percent of all larger asteroids—
those at least six-tenths of a mile in diameter—that could come too close to

Earth’s orbit. Yet, our solar system is full of many smaller objects such as the
previously undetected Chelyabinsk meteor, and current capabilities limit scientists’
ability to spot such hazards early enough to do anything about them, speakers said
at a 8 July event co-sponsored by AAAS.

Lindley Johnson, program executive for NASA’s Near-Earth Object Observa-
tions (NEOO) Program, emphasized that people should not be concerned about
an impending cosmic collision. “Currently, we know of no impact threats to the
Earth,” he said at an informational session organized by AAAS and the Secure World
Foundation. “We know of a few objects that are in orbits that have a possibility of
impacting the Earth sometime in the distant future but nothing that has a significant
probability within the next 100 or so years.”

The NEOO program, launched in 1998, this year reached its original goal to
pinpoint 90 percent of all space objects that are at least six-tenths of a mile, or 1
kilometer in size and likely to come within about 30 million miles of Earth’s orbit.
Smaller space objects are more prevalent, however, and therefore more likely to
strike the Earth, Johnson and other speakers said. He added that existing ground-
based facilities are not well-suited for detecting the population of objects as small as
140 meters, or 460 feet in diameter, which is NASA’s new NEOO program objective.

This article both warns and reassures us. The article states that there is a possibility that
an object will strike Earth sometime in the distant future but that no such event has a
significant probability within the next century. All of NASA’s highly trained scientists,
mathematicians, and engineers with access to NASA’s state-of-the-art equipment cannot
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tell us for sure whether such an event will occur. What are we to make of such infor-
mation? Probabilities of this sort apply not only to asteroids but also to hurricanes,
rainstorms, traffic accidents, sports contests, and winning the lottery. In this chapter, we
examine the idea of probability, what it means, and how probabilities are calculated.

5.1 Calculating probabilities: How likely
is it?

TAKE AWAY FROM THIS SECTION
Distinguish between the different types of probability and calculate
mathematical probabilities.

Probabilities arise in many contexts. The following article illustrates one of these
contexts.1

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.2

2008 Bay Area Earthquake Probabilities
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS) April, 2008

In April 2008, scientists and engineers released a new earthquake forecast for the
State of California called the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast

(UCERF). Compiled by USGS, Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC), and
the California Geological Survey (CGS), with support from the California Earthquake
Authority, it updates the earthquake forecast made for the greater San Francisco Bay
Area by the 2002 Working Group for California Earthquake Probabilities.

(Continued)

1A 6.0 magnitude earthquake did in fact occur in Napa, California, on August 24, 2014.
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Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.2

2008 Bay Area Earthquake Probabilities (Continued)

The accompanying figure shows the updated probabilities for earthquakes of
magnitude 6.7 or greater in the next 30 years. The overall probability of a magnitude
6.7 or greater earthquake in the Greater Bay Area is 63%, about 2 out of 3, which is
very close to the probability of 62% obtained by the 2002 Working Group.

To appreciate the significance of the preceding article, we need to understand
the meaning of “probability.” We use numbers to measure all kinds of things: our
5-foot-long dining table, our 6-pound cat, the 3% annual rate of inflation in prices,
and so on. Probability is just another kind of numerical measure. It expresses the
likelihood that a specific event will occur.

People use the term probability in various ways—often casually or infor-
mally. We will begin by explaining some of these uses. Consider the following
statements:

1. Your chances of being a TV star are zero.

2. If I toss a coin, the probability of getting a “head” is 1/2.

3. A recent poll tells us that if you bump into an American at random, there is a
31% chance you will be meeting a Democrat.

All of these statements have one thing in common: They assign a numerical
value to the likelihood of a certain event. But they are quite different in nature. Let’s
take them one at a time.

Your chances of being a TV star are zero: This statement is expressing the idea
that there’s no way you’re going to be a TV star. That’s what we usually mean
when we say your chances are zero. Similarly, if we say your chances of being a
TV star are 100%, we are saying that you are absolutely certain to become a TV
star. These statements don’t give probabilities in the mathematical sense because
they can’t be measured with any degree of accuracy. Rather, they merely express
opinions.

If I toss a coin, the probability of getting a “head” is 1/2: The probability of one-
half is obtained from the knowledge that if we toss a typical coin, there are only
two possible outcomes (heads or tails), and they are equally likely to occur. To say
the probability is 1/2 means that if we toss a coin a number of times, we expect
to obtain a head about half the time. This fact is also expressed by saying that the
probability is 50%. This number is a theoretical probability—the type we will be
most concerned with in this chapter.

A recent Harris Poll tells us that if you bump into an American at random, there is a
31% chance you will be meeting a Democrat: This numerical value is known as an
empirical probability because it comes from an actual measurement, as opposed to a
theoretical calculation. It is obtained by polling a relatively small sample of the U.S.
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population and extrapolating to estimate a percentage of the whole population. (As
we will see in Chapter 6, if the sample is properly chosen, this method can be quite
accurate.)

Theoretical probability
To discuss theoretical probability, we need to make clear what we mean by an event.
An event is a collection of specified outcomes of an experiment.2 For example,
suppose we roll a standard die (with faces numbered 1 through 6). One event is
that the number showing is even. This event consists of three outcomes: a 2 shows,
a 4 shows, or a 6 shows.

To define the probability of an event, it is common to describe the outcomes
corresponding to that event as favorable and all other outcomes as unfavorable. If
the event is that an even number shows when we toss a die, there are three favorable
outcomes (2, 4, or 6) and three unfavorable outcomes (1, 3, or 5).

KEY CONCEPT

If each outcome of an experiment is equally likely, the probability of an
event is the fraction of favorable outcomes. We can express this definition
using a formula:

Probability of an event = Number of favorable outcomes
Total number of possible equally likely outcomes

We will often shorten this to

Probability = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

It is important to recall that in this definition, each outcome is assumed to be
equally likely.

Suppose again that we roll a standard six-sided die. Let’s calculate the probabil-
ity that we will get a 1 or a 6. There are six possible outcomes—namely, the numbers
1 through 6—and each number is equally likely to occur. Two of these outcomes are
favorable: 1 and 6. So the probability is

Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 2
6

= 1
3

What this means is that if we roll the die many times, we expect about one-third of
the rolls to come up as a 1 or a 6. Now 1/3 is about 0.33 or 33%, so we can say
that the probability of a 1 or a 6 is 1/3 or 0.33 or 33%. All of these numbers are
equivalent ways of expressing the same ratio (although 0.33 is only approximately
equal to 1/3). It is common in this setting to indicate the probability of a 1 or 6 as
P(1 or 6). With this notation, we write

P(1 or 6) = 1
3

2 The situations we will consider all have a finite number of outcomes, so we are considering only discrete probabilities.
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EXAMPLE 5.1 Calculating simple probabilities: An ace
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If I draw a card at random from a
standard deck of 52 cards, what is
the probability I draw an ace?

SOLUTION

There are 52 different cards that I
might draw, and these outcomes are
equally likely. There are four aces,
so four outcomes are favorable.
Thus,

P(Ace)= Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 4
52

= 1
13

Thus, the chance of drawing an ace
is 1 in 13, or about 8%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.1
In a standard deck, the cards are divided into four suits, called spades, hearts,
diamonds, and clubs, with 13 in each suit. If I draw a card at random from a
standard deck, what is the probability I draw a diamond?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

The probability of an event is always between 0 and 1 inclusive. (Exercise 24
asks you to provide an explanation of this.) An event has probability 0 if and only
if it can never occur.3 For example, if I draw five cards from a standard deck of
cards, the probability that I get five aces is 0. At the other extreme, an event has
a probability of 1 if and only if it will always occur. For example, if I flip a coin,
the probability that I get either heads or tails is 1. Exercises 25 and 26 ask you to
provide explanations of these statements.

SUMMARY 5.1
Probability

An event is a collection of specified outcomes of an experiment, and we
describe each outcome corresponding to that event as favorable. Assume that
there are a finite number of outcomes and that each outcome is equally likely.

1. The probability of an event equals the number of favorable outcomes
divided by the total number of possible outcomes:

Probability = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

2. A probability may be expressed as a fraction, a decimal, or a percent.

3. A probability must be between 0 and 1 inclusive.

4. The probability of an event is 0 if and only if the event can never occur.

5. The probability of an event is 1 (or 100%) if and only if the event will
always occur.

3Remember that we are speaking only of discrete probabilities.
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Distinguishing outcomes
One needs to be careful in determining what constitutes an outcome. To illustrate
this point, consider a committee consisting of three members. They need to send one
member as a representative to a meeting. They decide to choose the representative by
writing their three names on slips of paper anddrawing a slip at random fromabasket.

Suppose first that the names of the members are Alan, Benny, and Jerry. What is
the probability that Alan is chosen? There are three equally likely outcomes: Alan,
Benny, and Jerry. Only one of these outcomes is favorable (Alan). Thus,

P(Alan) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 1
3

Now suppose that Jerry is replaced by another member whose name is also Alan.
Thus, two of the three committee members are now named Alan, and one is named
Benny. What is the probability that someone named Alan is chosen in this case?

To understand this situation, we imagine that members put their surnames on
the slips, say, Alan Jones and Alan Smith. Now it is easy to see that there are three
equally likely outcomes: Alan Jones, Alan Smith, and Benny. Two of these outcomes
are favorable, so the probability of selecting a member named Alan is 2/3.

This example warns of a common error in calculating probabilities: If I choose
a name from the basket, I will get either Alan or Benny. The temptation is to say
that the probability of getting Alan is 1/2. The error here is that although one can
think of having two outcomes, Alan and Benny, they are not equally likely. In fact,
because there are two Alans in the hat and only one Benny, we are twice as likely to
draw Alan as Benny. Often this sort of error is easy to spot, but we must be careful
to avoid it. We can often avoid difficulties by distinguishing outcomes just as we
used the surnames Jones and Smith to distinguish the two Alans.

EXAMPLE 5.2 Distinguishing outcomes: Coins

Suppose I flip two identical coins. What is the probability that I get two heads?

SOLUTION

We stated that the two coins are identical, but as with the “two Alans” discussed
earlier, it helps to imagine that the coins are labeled to make them distinguishable.
So let’s imagine that one of the coins is a nickel and the other is a dime.

First we must figure out how many equally likely outcomes there are. Either coin
can come up as a head (H) or a tail (T). All possibilities are listed in the table below.

Nickel Dime

H H
H T
T H
T T

There are four equally likely outcomes: HH, HT, TH, TT. Only one of them gives
two heads, so the probability of getting two heads is

P(HH) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 1
4

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.2
Suppose I flip two identical coins. What is the probability that I get two tails?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

These examples show how distinguishing things (Alan Jones and Alan Smith, or
nickel and dime) that appear to be the same can ensure that all outcomes are equally
likely.
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EXAMPLE 5.3 Distinguishing outcomes: A traffic light

Suppose I have a 50–50 chance of getting through a certain traffic light without hav-
ing to stop. I go through this light on my way to work and again on my way home.

a. What is the probability of having to stop at this light at least once on a
workday?

b. What is the probability of not having to stop at all?

SOLUTION

a. A 50–50 chance means that the probability of stopping when I come to the
light is 1/2 and the probability of not stopping is 1/2. For a trip from home to
work and back again, the possibilities are listed in the following table.

To work To home

Stop Stop
Stop Don’t stop

Don’t stop Stop
Don’t stop Don’t stop

This means that there are four equally likely outcomes: Stop–Stop, Stop–Don’t
stop, Don’t stop–Stop, Don’t stop–Don’t stop. Three of these yield the result of
stopping at least once, so the desired probability is

Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 3
4

b. One of the four possible outcomes (Don’t stop–Don’t stop) corresponds to
not having to stop at all, so the desired probability is

Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 1
4

CALCULATION TIP 5.1 Equally Likely Outcomes

When calculating probabilities, take care that each of the outcomes considered
is equally likely to occur. In cases involving identical items, such as coins or
dice, it may help to label the items to distinguish them.
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Probability of non-occurrence
The calculations in Example 5.3 lead us to something important. There we found

P(Stopping at least once) = 3
4

P(Not stopping at all) = 1
4

That is, the probability of not stopping at all is 1 minus the probability of stopping
at least once. This is no accident, as the following observations show: Recall that

Probability of event occurring = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

Then

Probability of event not occurring = Unfavorable outcomes
Total outcomes

If we add the favorable and unfavorable outcomes, we get all outcomes. Hence,

Probability of event occurring + Probability of event not occurring = Total outcomes
Total outcomes

= 1

Rearranging this equation yields the formula in Summary 5.2.

SUMMARY 5.2
Probability of an

Event Not
Occurring

The probability that an event will not occur is 1 minus the probability that it
will occur; if expressed as a percent, it is 100% minus the probability that
it will occur. As an equation, this is

Probability of event not occurring = 1 − Probability of event occurring

EXAMPLE 5.4 Calculating probability of non-occurrence: English
teachers

Several sections of English are offered. There are some English teachers I like and
some I don’t. I enroll in a section of English without knowing the teacher. A friend
of mine has calculated that the probability that I get a teacher I like is

P(Teacher I like) = 7
17

What is the probability that I will get a teacher whom I don’t like?

SOLUTION

Our formula for non-occurrence applies:

Probability of event not occurring = 1 − Probability of event occurring

Hence,

P(Teacher I don’t like) = 1 − P(Teacher I like)

= 1 − 7
17

= 10
17

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.4
I am expecting some emails. Some of these are bills and the rest are emails from
friends. There is an email in my inbox. A friend has calculated that the probability
that it is a bill is

P(The email is a bill) = 15
34

What is the probability that it is an email from a friend?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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Now we use the idea of distinguishing items in pairs with the formula for non-
occurrence.
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EXAMPLE 5.5 Distinguishing outcomes and non-occurence:
Rolling dice

Suppose we toss a pair of standard six-sided dice.

a. What is the probability that a we get a 7 (i.e., the sum of the two faces is 7)?

b. What is the probability that we get any sum but 7?

SOLUTION

a. As we discussed previously, it is helpful to distinguish the dice. Let’s imagine
that one of them is red and the other is green. There are six possible outcomes
for the red die (numbers 1 through 6). For each number on the red die, there are
six possible numbers for the green die. That is a total of 6 × 6 = 36 possible
outcomes: a 1 on the first die and a 1 on the second, a 1 on the first die and a 2
on the second, and so on.4

Now we need to know how many outcomes yield a 7 (what we would call a
favorable outcome). We list the possibilities in a table.

Red die Green die

1 6
2 5
3 4
4 3
5 2
6 1

Thus, there are six possible ways to get a 7. Therefore,

Probability of a 7 = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 6
36

= 1
6

This is about 0.17, or 17%.

b. We use Summary 5.2:

Probability of event not occurring = 1 − Probability of event occurring

We find

Probability of not getting a 7 = 1 − 1
6

= 5
6

This is about 0.83, or 83%.

Note that if you tried to compute this probability directly, you would have to
count all the ways of getting a sum different from 7, which would be very tedious.
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Probability of disjunction
Our first calculation in this section concerned the probability that when we roll a six-
sided die, we will get a 1 or a 6. This is an example of finding the probability that
either one event or another occurs. In accordance with the terminology of formal
logic (see Section 1.3), we call this the probability of the disjunction of the two
events. It turns out that there is a convenient formula for finding this probability.

4 In Section 5.3, we explain in more detail how to find the total number of outcomes in such situations.
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KEY CONCEPT

Suppose A and B are two events. Their disjunction is the event that either A
or B occurs. The probability of this disjunction is given by the formula

P (A or B) = P (A) + P (B) − P (A and B)

Event A
occurs

Event B
occurs

Both
events
occur

FIGURE 5.1 Adding the probabilities
of events A and B counts twice the
probability that both A and B occur.

The rationale for this formula comes from the fact that if you add the probability
of event A and the probability of event B, you are counting the event “A and B”
twice as illustrated in Figure 5.1. (Recall that in mathematics the disjunction allows
for the possibility that both events occur.) Therefore, subtracting P(A and B) from
the sum gives the correct answer.

EXAMPLE 5.6 Calculating the probability of a disjunction:
A biology class

You have enrolled in a biology class and don’t know yet which professor or lab
instructor you will get. You like Professor Smith, but your professor will be ran-
domly selected from a group of 10 professors. You also like Ms. Jones, who is one
of five graduate assistants who will be randomly selected to guide your lab. The
probability of getting both Professor Smith as your professor and Ms. Jones as your
lab instructor is 1/50. What is the probability that you get at least one teacher (either
professor or lab instructor) whom you like?

SOLUTION

Let A denote the event of getting Professor Smith as your professor and B the event
of getting Ms. Jones as your lab instructor. We want to find P(A or B). To use the
formula, we need P(A), P(B), and P(A and B). Because Professor Smith is one of 10
biology professors, we have

P(A) = 1
10

Likewise, Ms. Jones is one of five potential lab instructors, so

P(B) = 1
5

We are told that

P(A and B) = 1
50
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Now the formula gives

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) − P(A and B)

= 1
10

+ 1
5

− 1
50

= 14
50

= 7
25

Thus, the probability that you will get at least one teacher whom you like is 7/25,
which is 0.28, or 28%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.6
You learn that two new biology professors have been hired. A friend, who is a math
major, tells you that the probability of getting both Professor Smith and Ms. Jones is
now 1/60. What is the new probability that you will get at least one teacher whom
you like?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Probability with area
Let’s look at a different situation in which a theoretical probability can be deter-
mined. We opened this section with an article on estimating the probability of
asteroids striking Earth. Such estimates relate probability to area. To explain the
connection, we examine the probability related to a man-made object striking Earth.

In 1979, Skylab, the first space station of the United States, reentered Earth’s
atmosphere. At the time there was widespread concern that the debris would fall
in a heavily populated area, but in the end the area most affected was a sparsely
populated region in western Australia. The area was roughly rectangular in shape.
If pieces of Skylab fell at random over this rectangle, what is the probability that
a given region would be affected? To see how to answer this question, we first
consider the simpler situation in which the rectangle is divided into three regions,
designated by color as follows: 1/4 of the area is red, 1/4 is blue, and 1/2 is white.
See Figure 5.2. If a given small piece of Skylab fell at random onto this rectangle,
what is the probability that it would land on the color blue?

N
A
S
A

The Skylab space laboratory.
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White 1 White 2

Red BlueRed

White

Blue

FIGURE 5.2 Rectangle divided into
three regions.

FIGURE 5.3 Cutting white into two
sections.

There are three possible outcomes: The piece lands on red, blue, or white. These
outcomes are not equally likely, however. Because a lot more of the target is white,
one would expect that there is a greater likelihood of the piece landing on white
than on either of the other two colors. One way of looking at this problem is to
cut the white part into two sections, White 1 and White 2, as shown in Figure 5.3.
Now because each of the four sections is the same size, it should be equally likely
that the piece lands in any one of them. Because there are now four equally likely
outcomes and only one of them is blue, we see that the probability of landing on
blue is 1/4 = 0.25 = 25%. Observe that this number equals the percentage of the
area that was labeled blue.

This observation holds in general. The probability of landing on a given color
is the fraction of the area covered by that color. In this case, that means the prob-
ability of landing on white is 1/2, the probability of landing on red is 1/4, and the
probability of landing on blue is 1/4. As a practical matter, this means that an object
falling to Earth at random is likely to strike an unpopulated region: Water covers
about 70% of Earth’s surface.

EXAMPLE 5.7 Finding probability using area: Meteor

The surface area of Earth is approximately 197 million square miles. North America
covers approximately 9.37 million square miles, and South America covers approx-
imately 6.88 million square miles. A meteor falls from the sky and strikes Earth.
What is the probability that it strikes North or South America? Write your answer
in decimal form rounded to three decimal places and also as a percentage.

SOLUTION

The total area covered by North and South America is 9.37 + 6.88 = 16.25 million
square miles. As a fraction of the surface area of Earth, that is 16.25/197 or about
0.082. Hence, the probability that the meteor strikes North or South America is
0.082 or 8.2%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.7
Asia covers approximately 17.2 million square miles. In the situation above, what is
the probability that the meteor does not strike Asia? Write your answer in decimal
form rounded to three decimal places and also as a percentage.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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EXAMPLE 5.8 Applying probability: Weather in Oklahoma

When the weatherman says there is a 30% chance of rain today in Oklahoma,
she is forecasting that 30% of the land mass of Oklahoma will receive rain today.
Springtime in Oklahoma is a time of dangerous weather. Suppose a weatherman
reports a 90% chance of severe thunderstorms in Oklahoma tomorrow. About 15%
of Oklahoma’s land mass is devoted to wheat production, and in the spring emerging
plants can be damaged by severe weather. Assuming the weatherman’s prediction is
correct, is it possible that Oklahoma’s burgeoning wheat crop will be totally spared?
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SOLUTION

If the thunderstorms, covering 90% of the state, were to completely miss the 15% of
the state growing wheat, then 105% of the land would either get rain or be planted
in wheat. Because 100% of the land is all there is, this situation is impossible. We
conclude that at least some of the wheat crop could be damaged.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.8
The area of Oklahoma is 69,960 square miles. In the situation of the example, what
area is expected to be subject to severe thunderstorms?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Defining probability empirically
Suppose I have a box containing 20 red jelly beans and 10 green ones. I select a jelly
bean from the box without looking. There is a total of 30 jelly beans in the box, and
20 of them are red. Therefore, the probability of getting a red jelly bean is

20
30

= 2
3

or about 67%. This is a theoretical probability based on the known percentage of
red jelly beans.

Now suppose we pick a jelly bean at random from the box, record its color, and
toss it back into the box. If we repeat this experiment 3000 times, it is reasonable
to expect that approximately 2/3 of the jelly beans chosen would be red. Thus, we
would expect that about

3000 × 2
3

= 2000

jelly beans would be red. Similarly, we would expect that approximately 1/3 of the
jelly beans chosen, or 1000, would be green.

It would not be at all surprising if the numbers were something like 2005 red
and 995 green, but we would definitely be surprised if the numbers were 130 red and
2870 green. In other words, we expect the actual empirical probabilities obtained
by experiment to be fairly close to the theoretical probabilities.

This suggests that we can go backward. That is, we can do experiments to
estimate the theoretical probability. Let’s explore this idea.

An important feature of any manufacturing process is quality control. This term
means just what the name implies: ensuring that high-quality products are produced.
One aspect of quality control involves testing of finished products. Suppose, for
example, that we make many thousands of lightbulbs each day. It is not practical to
test each bulb we produce, but we can test a certain percentage of them.

Suppose that on a given day, we randomly choose 1000 bulbs for testing. We
find that 64 of them are defective and 936 of them work perfectly.5 On this basis, it
is reasonable to estimate that about

64
1000

= 0.064

5 These numbers are far from acceptable for any reputable producer, but we use them for illustration.
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or 6.4% of the bulbs we produce are, in fact, defective. That is, we estimate that a
customer has about a 6.4% chance of purchasing a defective bulb with our name
brand on it.

This is an example of calculation of an empirical probability. We don’t know
the actual probability but estimate it from a properly chosen sample.

KEY CONCEPT

The empirical probability of an event is a probability obtained by experi-
mental evidence. It is the ratio of the number of favorable outcomes to the
total number of outcomes in the experiment.

The idea seems simple enough, but the important question about an empirical
probability is, how meaningful is it? For example, if I select three jelly beans from a
jar and two of them are red while one is not, I surely can’t deduce from this single
experiment that exactly 2/3 of the jelly beans in the jar are red. However, suppose
we perform this experiment numerous times and in 95% of them about 2/3 of the
jelly beans we selected were red. Then, we might start believing that about 2/3 of
jelly beans in the jar really are red.

So one question is, how many samples should we take before we have some
confidence in our empirical probability? And is there some way to measure a level
of confidence? As it turns out, these questions are at the heart of what professional
polling organizations do. We will return to these questions in Section 3 of Chapter 6.

EXAMPLE 5.9 Finding empirical probability: Running a red light

Suppose a city wants to know the probability that an automobile going through the
intersection of 5th and Main will run a red light. Suppose the city posted workers
at the intersection, and over a five-week period it counted 16,652 vehicles passing
through the intersection, of which 1432 ran a red light. Use these numbers to calcu-
late an empirical probability that cars passing through the intersection will run a red
light. Round your answer in decimal form to two places.
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SOLUTION

Now 1432 out of 16,652 ran the light. So an empirical probability is

1432
16,652

which is about 0.09, or 9%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.9
At another intersection over the same period, the city found that 19,221 cars passed
through and that 2144 of them ran a red light. Using these numbers, calculate an
empirical probability that cars passing through the intersection will run a red light.
Round your answer in decimal form to two places.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Gambling: If you plan to visit a casino and participate in gambling activities, would
understanding the probabilities associated with various games be helpful? If so,
explain how.

Questions of this sort may invite many correct responses. We present one possibility:
The first thing anyone who visits a casino needs to be aware of is that the casino
knows how to calculate probabilities, and the games offered are designed so that
the advantage always goes to the casino. Anyone intending to gamble in a casino
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should expect to lose money. Still, although the odds are always stacked in favor of
the house, some games are better for the player than others. Furthermore, in many
games the player has choices. Understanding probability can help you make the best
choice and, at the very least, help limit your losses.

Further questions of this type may be found in the What Do You Think? section of
exercises.

Try It Yourself answers
Try It Yourself 5.1: Calculating simple probabilities: A diamond 13/52 = 1/4.

Try It Yourself 5.2: Distinguishing outcomes: Coins 1/4.

Try It Yourself 5.4: Calculating probability of non-occurrence: Mailbox 19/34.

Try It Yourself 5.6: Calculating probability of a disjunction: A biology class
16/60 = 4/15 or about 27%.

Try It Yourself 5.7: Finding probability using area: Meteor 0.913 or 91.3%.

Try It Yourself 5.8: Applying probability: Weather in Oklahoma 62,964 square miles.

Try It Yourself 5.9: Finding empirical probability: Running a red light
0.11 or 11%.

Exercise Set 5.1
Test Your Understanding

1. We calculate the theoretical probability of an event in terms
of total outcomes and favorable outcomes. The appropriate
formula is .

2. A probability of 0 indicates an impossibility, and a proba-
bility of 1 indicates .

3. True or false: The disjunction of two events is the event that
either occurs.

4. True or false: An event may have a negative probability if it
is unlikely enough.

5. True or false: When speaking of probabilities, a “favorable
event” does not necessarily mean one that is good.

6. True or false: When calculating probabilities, we should
take care that each of the outcomes considered is equally likely
to occur.

7. If the probability of an event occurring is p, then the prob-
ability of that event not occurring is: a. 1/p b. −p c. p− 1
d. 1 − p.

8. A probability may be expressed as: a. a decimal b. a percent
c. a fraction d. any of these.

Problems

In your answers to these exercises, leave each probability as a
fraction unless you are instructed to do otherwise.

9. Automobile accidents.According to a FoxNews report,6 the
average driver can expect to have about four traffic accidents in
a driving life of 50 years. According to these figures, what is the
probability that an average driver will have a traffic accident
this year? Report your answer as a fraction and as a percentage.

6See http://www.foxbusiness.com/features/2011/06/17/heres-how-many-car-accidents-youll-have.html

10. Boating accidents. According to the publication
Recreational Boating Statistics from the United States Coast
Guard Boating Safety Division, in 2014 there were 937
accidents reported that related to a collision with a recreational
vessel. Of these, 652 resulted in injury. According to these
figures, what is the probability that a collision with a
recreational vessel in 2014 would result in injury? Report
your answer as a fraction and as a percentage rounded to the
nearest whole number.

11. Calculating simple probabilities. You draw a single card
from a standard deck of 52 cards. What is the probability that
it is a face card (jack, queen, or king)?

12. Distinguishing outcomes. Suppose I flip two identical
coins. What is the probability that I get one head and one tail?

13. Probability of non-occurrence. You draw a single card
from a standard deck of 52 cards. What is the probability that
it is not an ace?

14. Probability of a disjunction. You have a plate of 40 cook-
ies. Ten have chocolate chips and 15 have pecans. Of the
cookies mentioned in the preceding sentence, five have both
chocolate chips and pecans. You select a cookie at random.
What is the probability that your cookie has chocolate chips
or pecans?

15. Three ways. Express each of the following probabilities as
a fraction, a decimal, and a percent:

a. 50% d. 65%

b. 1/4 e. 7/8

c. 0.05 f. 0.37
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16–21. Probabilities and opinions. For Exercises 16 through
21, determine whether the statement gives a theoretical mathe-
matical probability, an empirical mathematical probability, or
just represents someone’s opinion. Explain your answers.

16. The probability of two heads on a toss of two coins is
0.25.

17. The probability of humans going to Mars is 10% at most.

18. Your chances of dating him are zero.

19. My chances of getting a call from a telemarketer during
dinner time are 95%.

20. The probability of a smoker getting heart disease is 80%.

21. There’s a 50–50 chance of a terrorist attack occurring in
the United States sometime this year.

22. More probabilities and opinions. During the Cold War,
someone from the government asked a famous mathematics
professor if he could help them figure out the probability of a
nuclear war between the United States and the Soviet Union.
The professor said, “That’s an absurd question.” Can you
explain why he said that? (By the way, this is a true story.)

23. Rain. Someone says that the probability of rain is always
50% because there are two outcomes—either it rains or it
doesn’t. Decide whether you agree or disagree with this, and
explain your reasons.

24. Probability between 0 and 1. Explain why the probability
of an event is always a number between 0 and 1 inclusive.

25. Zero probability. Explain why the probability of an event
is 0 if and only if the event can never occur.

26. 100% probability. Explain why the probability of an event
is 1 (or 100%) if and only if the event is certain to occur.

27. Red lights. A city finds empirically that an automobile
going through the intersection of 5th and Main will run a
red light sometime during a given day with probability 9.2%.
What is the probability that an automobile will not run a red
light at that intersection on a given day? Write your answer as
a percentage.

28. Boys and girls. Alice and Bill are planning to have three
children. (Assume that it is equally likely for a boy or a girl to
be born.)

a. What is the probability that all three of their children
will be girls?

b. What is the probability that at least one will be a girl?

c. What is the probability that all three will be of the same
gender?

d. What is the probability that not all three will be of the
same gender?

29. Jelly beans. Suppose there are five jelly beans in a box—
two red and three green.

a. If a jelly bean is selected at random, what is the
probability that it is red?

b. A friend claims that the answer to part a is 1/2 because
there are two outcomes, red and green. Explain what’s
wrong with that argument.

30. More jelly beans. Suppose there are 15 jelly beans in a
box—2 red, 3 blue, 4 white, and 6 green. A jelly bean is
selected at random.

a. What is the probability that the jelly bean is red?

b. What is the probability that the jelly bean is not red?

c. What is the probability that the jelly bean is blue?

d. What is the probability that the jelly bean is red or blue?

e. What is the probability that the jelly bean is neither red
nor blue?

31. Still more jelly beans. Suppose I pick a jelly bean at ran-
dom from a box containing five red and seven blue ones. I
record the color and put the jelly bean back in the box.

a. What is the probability of getting a red jelly bean both
times if I do this twice?

b. What is the probability of getting a blue jelly bean both
times if I do this twice?

c. If I do this three times, what is the probability of getting
a red jelly bean each time?

d. If I do this three times, what is the probability of getting
a blue jelly bean each time?

32. Tossing three coins. This exercise refers to the experiment
of tossing three coins.

a. What is the total possible number of outcomes?

b. What is the probability of getting three heads?

c. What is the probability of getting one head and two
tails?

d. What is the probability of getting anything but one head
and two tails?

e. What is the probability of getting at least one tail?

33. Tossing three dice. You toss three dice and add up the faces
that show.What is the probability that the sumwill be 3, 4, or 5?

34. Passing. The probability of passing the math class of
Professor Jones is 62%, the probability of passing Professor
Smith’s physics class 34%, and the probability of passing both
is 30%. What is the probability of passing one or the other?

35. The team. The probability of making the basketball team
is 32%, the probability of making the softball team is 34%,
and the probability of making one or the other is 50%. What
is the probability of making both teams?

36. A box. Suppose the inside bottom of a box is painted with
three colors: 1/3 of the bottom area is red, 1/6 is blue, and 1/2
is white. You toss a tiny pebble into the box without aiming.

a. What is the probability that the pebble lands on the
color white?

b. What is the probability that the pebble does not land
on the color blue?

37. Heart disease. In one study, researchers at the Cleveland
Clinic looked at more than 120,000 patients enrolled in 14
international studies in the past 10 years. Among the patients
with heart problems, researchers found at least one risk factor
in 84.6% of the women and 80.6% of the men.
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If a woman is selected at random from the women with
heart problems, what is the probability she has none of the
risk factors? If a man is selected at random from the men with
heart problems, what is the probability he has none of the risk
factors? Write both of your answers as percentages.

38–40. Health. Exercises 38 through 40 refer to the accom-
panying table. The percentages are probabilities of 15-year
survival without coronary heart disease, stroke, or diabetes in
men aged 50 years with selected combinations of risk factors.
Here “BMI” stands for body mass index, an index of weight
adjusted for height. The World Health Organization gives the
following classifications: “normal” 18.5 to 24.9; “grade 1
overweight” 25.0 to 29.9; “grade 2 overweight” 30.0 to 39.9;
“grade 3 overweight” 40.0 or higher.

BMI 20−24 BMI 25−30 BMI 30+
normal somewhat very
weight overweight overweight

Active Inactive Active Inactive Active Inactive

Never 89% 83% 85% 77% 78% 67%
smoked
Former 86% 78% 81% 71% 72% 59%
smokers
Current 77% 67% 70% 56% 58% 42%
smokers

38. What is the probability that a 50-year-old man will not
survive to age 65 without coronary heart disease, stroke, or
diabetes if he smokes, is somewhat overweight, but is active?
Write your answer as a percentage.

39. A 50-year-old man who has never smoked, has normal
weight, and is active has a much higher probability of being
healthy than a man who smokes, is very overweight, and is
inactive. Is the probability twice as high, less than twice as
high, or more than twice as high?

40. Aman who used to smoke and who is very overweight and
inactive is considering either starting an exercise program or
dieting to lose enough weight to be somewhat overweight—but
not both. According to the table, which choicewould be better?

41. Skiing. Records kept by the National Ski Patrol and the
National Safety Council show that, over a period of 14 years,
skiers made 52.25 million visits to the slopes annually, with
an average of 34 deaths each year. Assuming that these figures
are current, what is the probability that a skier will die in a
skiing accident in a given year? Is your answer empirical or
theoretical?

42. Weather. If the forecast area is 5000 square miles and the
forecast is for a 30% chance of rain, how much area should
receive rain?

43. Socks. You have four socks in your drawer, two blue and
two brown. You get up early in the morning while it’s dark,
reach into your drawer, and grab two socks without looking.
What is the probability that the socks are the same color?
(Hint: If you take one sock first, what’s the probability the
second sock matches it?) If instead there are 10 blue and 10
brown socks, what is the probability that the socks you choose
are the same color?

44–48. Odds. Use the following information for Exercises
44 through 48. Another way of expressing probabilities is by
the use of odds. Suppose I roll a single die and call getting a
4 a favorable outcome. The probability of this happening is of
course 1/6, which means that we expect to see a 4 once out of
every six rolls. But this can also be expressed in terms of odds.

Here’s how it works: There are six possible outcomes; one
of these is favorable (getting a 4) and five are unfavorable. One
then says that the odds against getting a 4 are 5 to 1. This could
also be expressed by saying the odds in favor of getting a 4 are
1 to 5.

In general, if we list all the possible equally likely out-
comes, the odds in favor of a favorable outcome are expressed
as the number of favorable outcomes to the number of unfa-
vorable outcomes. To find the odds against it, we reverse the
order of these two numbers.

44. If we draw a card at random from a standard deck, the
probability of getting an ace is 1/13. What are the odds in
favor of drawing an ace? What are the odds against drawing
an ace?

45. If we flip a pair of fair coins, what is the probability of
getting one head and one tail? What are the odds in favor of
getting one head and one tail?

46. Alaska comprises about 1/5 of the total surface area of
the United States. If a meteor lands at some random point in
the United States, what is the probability that it will land in
Alaska? What are the odds in favor of it landing in Alaska?

47. The weatherman says that there is a 30% chance of rain
in your area. What are the odds against your getting rain?

48. If an event has a probability of 10%, what are the odds in
favor of it, and what are the odds against it?

49–51. More odds. Use the following information for
Exercises 49 through 51. We can calculate odds if we know
the probability. But we can also go the other way. Suppose the
odds in favor of an event are 3 to 2. We can interpret this as
saying that there are three (equally likely) favorable outcomes
and two unfavorable ones. That is a total of five outcomes. So
the probability of the event occurring is 3/5. In general, if the
odds in favor are p to q, then the probability is p/(p+ q).

49. Suppose the odds in favor of an event are 5 to 2. What
is the probability that the event will occur? What is the
probability that the event will not occur?

50. Suppose the odds against an event are 2 to 1. What is the
probability that the event will occur? What is the probability
that the event will not occur?

51. Odds in a horse race are, in fact, a reflection of money bet
on the various horses rather than a statement of probability.
But suppose for the moment that the money bet does indeed
indicate the true mathematical odds. If Whirlaway is a 6 to
5 favorite to win, what is the probability that Whirlaway
actually wins the race?

Exercises 52 through 56 involve hands-on experiments and are
suitable for group work.

52. An experiment. Try an experiment like this one: Fill a
box with 100 objects indistinguishable by feel, such as slips
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of paper. Mark 30 of them with an “X” and leave the other 70
unmarked. Now, draw a piece of paper from the box (without
looking) and record whether it had an “X” or not. Return it to
the box and shake up the box. Repeat this experiment 50 times.

Compare the theoretical probability of drawing a slip
with an “X” to the empirical probability from your 50 tri-
als. Discuss what you expected to happen versus what you
observed. Try it again with 100 trials.

53. Another experiment. Do a survey of a number of students
to find out what they are majoring in, and determine an empir-
ical probability that a given student is a psychology major.
Find out from your university administration the percentage of
students who are psychology majors. Compare your empirical
probability with the actual percentage of psychology majors.
Discuss factors that may affect the results.

54. The Monty Hall problem. Monty Hall was the host of
the popular game show Let’s Make a Deal. At the end of
each show, some lucky contestant was given the opportunity
to choose one of three doors. Behind one door was a nice prize,
and behind the other two were lesser prizes or even worthless
items. The contestant had no information about which door
might hide the prize, so his or her probability of getting the
nice prize was one-third.

An interesting variant of this scenario gained notoriety
when columnist Marilyn vos Savant posed a related question
in her Parade Magazine article of September 9, 1990. Here is
the question as stated by Mueser and Granberg in 1999.

A thoroughly honest game-show host has placed a car
behind one of three doors. There is a goat behind each
of the other two doors. You have no prior knowledge
that allows you to distinguish among the doors. “First
you point toward a door,’’ the host says, “then I’ll
open one of the other doors to reveal a goat. After I’ve
shown you the goat, you may decide whether to stick
with your initial choice of doors, or switch to the other
remaining door. You win whatever is behind the door
[you choose].”7

The question is, should you switch doors or stay with
your original choice? Or does it matter? The fun thing about
this problem is that a number of PhD mathematicians got the
wrong answer!

We will present two analyses below. One is right and the
other is wrong. Which is right? Explain why you chose the
answer you did. If you can’t decide which is right and which
is wrong, you should try the experiment suggested in the next
exercise.

Analysis number 1: It doesn’t matter whether you switch.
The probability that I guessed right to begin with is 1/3. Either
of the two remaining doors is equally likely to be a winning
door or a losing door. One of them is certain to be a loser,
and by telling me that one of the doors is a loser, the host has
given me no new information on which to base my decision.
Therefore, it makes no difference whether I change or not. In
either case, my probability of winning is 1/3.

Analysis number 2: It does matter. You should switch
doors. If I have initially chosen the right door, then changing
will cause me to lose. This happens one time out of three.

7Copyright c© 1990 Marilyn vos Savant. Initially published in Parade Magazine. All rights reserved. Reprinted by permission.

Suppose I have chosen one of the losing doors and the
host shows me the other losing door. Then if I change, I win.
This happens two times out of three.

So the strategy of changing allows me to win two times
out of three. My probability of winning is increased from 1/3
to 2/3.

55. Experimenting with the Monty Hall problem. This exer-
cise is a continuation of Exercise 54.With the help of one other
person, it is not difficult to simulate the Monty Hall problem
described earlier. Let one person act as host and hide pictures
of one car and two goats under sheets of paper numbered
1 through 3. You be the contestant. Make your guesses and
record your wins and losses if you never change and if you
always change. If you repeat the game 100 times, you should
have fairly good empirical estimates of the probability of
winning using either strategy. Do the results make you change
your mind about your answer to Exercise 54?

56. An experiment---Buffon’s needle problem. The French nat-
uralist Buffon posed the following problem—which he subse-
quently solved, andwhich bears his name today. Suppose a floor
is marked by parallel lines, each a distance D apart. (Think of
a hardwood floor.) Suppose we toss a needle of length L to the
floor. (We assume that the length L of the needle is smaller than
the distance D between the parallel lines on the floor.) What
is the probability that the needle will land touching one of the
parallel lines? It turns out that the correct answer is

Probability = 2L
πD

One may be surprised that the number π turns up in the
answer, but this fact leads us to an interesting idea that can
(at least theoretically) give a novel method of approximating
the decimal value of π . Get on a nice, level hardwood floor and
toss a needle onto the floor 100 times. Record the number n of
times the needle touches one of the parallel lines. Then n/100
is an empirical estimate of the probability that the needle will
touch a line. This gives

n
100

≈ 2L
πD

(Here, we use the symbol ≈ to indicate approximate equality.)
Rearranging gives

π ≈ 200L
nD

Perform this experiment to get an estimate for the value of π .
(Do not be disappointed if your answer is not very close to the
correct value. The method is correct, but in practice, it takes a
lot of tosses to get anywhere close to π .)

Exercises 57 and 58 are designed to be solved using technology
such as calculators or computer spreadsheets.

57. Random numbers. Simulate flipping a coin in the follow-
ing way: Use a random-number generator to obtain a random
sequence of 0’s and 1’s, with, say, 100 numbers altogether.
Count how many 0’s there are altogether. Is the result close
to 50%? Is it exactly 50%? Does the result give a theoretical
or an empirical probability? Note: Computer programs do not
actually produce random numbers, in spite of the name, but
they are close enough for our purposes.
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58. More random numbers. Think of the real numbers
between 0 and 10 as divided into two colors: red for those
at least 0 and at most 6, blue for those greater than 6 and at
most 10. Use a random-number generator to obtain a random
sequence of real numbers between 0 and 10, with, say, 50
numbers altogether. (Be sure to get a random sequence of real
numbers, not just a sequence of whole numbers.) Count how
many “red” numbers there are altogether. What percentage
of red numbers would you expect to get? Is the result of the
experiment close to this?

Writing About Mathematics

59. More on the weather. In a news article, meteorologist
Jeff Haby suggests that percentages in weather forecasts may
provide a general idea of how likely precipitation is, but
percentages don’t provide enough information. He proposes
alternative descriptions such as scattered to replace a 40% to
60% chance and widely scattered to replace a 20% to 30%
chance. He also suggests descriptions of the nature of the
precipitation (for example, severe or non-severe).

One of the weathermen on Channel 2 news in Reno,
Nevada, says that he does not use percentages when forecast-
ing precipitation. In view of the article summarized above,
explain why you think the weatherman on Channel 2 would
say this.

60. Terrorism. The accompanying excerpt is from an article at
the Web site of theDaily Mail. Based on it, would you say that
real probabilities are being used or just educated opinions?
Explain your reasoning.

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.3

‘FIFTY PERCENT Chance of
Another 9/11-Style Attack’ in the
Next Ten Years. . . but Likelihood
Is MUCH Higher if the World Gets
Less Stable
DAILY MAIL REPORTER September 5, 2012

T here’s a 50/50 chance of another catastrophic
9/11-style attack in the next ten years, and an even

greater chance if the world becomes less stable.
The startling figure was floated by a pair of

researchers who examined more than 13,000 lethal ter-
rorist attacks between 1968 and 2007.

They calculated the likelihood based on the assump-
tion that the frequency of major attacks, like earthquakes
and other natural disasters, [can be modeled] using [a]
mathematical power law.

61. History. Pierre de Fermat and Blaise Pascal were French
mathematicians and philosophers who lived in the seventeenth
century. They are credited with some of the early development
of probability theory. Pascal was an interesting figure who
was also very much involved with religion. Write a paper
about Pascal’s life and beliefs. (Exercise 51 in Section 5.3
describes a specific question about probability that attracted
the interest of Pascal, and Exercise 58 in Section 5.5 is con-
cerned with his use of a concept from probability in a religious
context.)

62. History. The formulation of the modern abstract theory of
probability is usually attributed to the Russian mathematician
A. N. Kolmogorov (1903–1987). He lived during the reign
of the brutal dictator Joseph Stalin and once wrote a paper
contradicting the academician Lysenko, who was popular with
Stalin. This was a very brave act indeed. Write a paper about
the life and work of Kolmogorov.

63. Comte de Buffon. The Buffon needle experiment was men-
tioned in Exercise 56. Write a report about the man for whom
it is named: Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon.

What Do You Think?

64. Traffic accidents. The city council has stated that the
probability of a car having an accident at a particularly dan-
gerous intersection is 0.04%. What additional information
might you need to determine what kind of probability this
is: empirical, theoretical, or someone’s opinion? Exercise 16
is relevant to this topic.

65. UFO? People sometimes attach a probability to an event
that has never occurred. An example might be, “There’s a
20% chance that a UFO will land in the next year.” Can you
say what kind of probability this is: empirical, theoretical,
or someone’s opinion? Explain your answer. Find additional
examples of probabilities of this same type. Exercise 17 is
relevant to this topic.

66. The euro. A news article from June 2012 begins, “There
is a one-in-three chance Greece will leave the euro currency
union in the months ahead, according to Standard & Poor’s.”8

What kind of probability is this: empirical, theoretical, or
someone’s opinion? Explain your answer. Find additional
examples of probabilities of this same type. Exercise 19 is
relevant to this topic.

67. Large percentage. A gloomy friend says that there is
a 110% chance it will rain on his wedding day. Does this
statement make sense? What do you think he means? Exercise
26 is relevant to this topic.

68. Making the team. At a certain school the probability of
making the soccer team is 50%, and the probability of making
the basketball team is 50%. A student concludes that it’s a
sure bet to make one of those two teams because 50% +
50% = 100%. Do you agree with this reasoning? Explain your
answer. Exercise 35 is relevant to this topic.
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69. Horses. On my farm there are 10 brown horses and
8 mares. Can you conclude that there are 18 horses on my
farm? Explain. How does this example relate to calculating
the probability of a disjunction? Exercise 34 is relevant to this
topic.

70. Medicine. Is probability useful in medicine? Provide
examples to support your answer. Exercise 38 is relevant to
this topic.

71. The weather. The morning weather forecast is for a 70%
chance of rain today. You pack your umbrella, but it does not
rain. Was the forecast wrong? Explain what was meant by the
rain prediction. Exercise 42 is relevant to this topic.

72. Where to live. If you choose to live in California, there is
a certain probability that you will experience an earthquake.
In Hawaii, you may see a tidal wave. In Oklahoma, there is a
significant probability that you will witness a tornado. Have
such probabilities affected your chosen living area in the past?
Do you anticipate that they will in the future?

73. Numbers. The study of probability depends on the use
of numbers to express the likelihood of an event. What is the
value of assigning numbers in this way? Why can’t we just say
that a certain event is either likely or not likely?

5.2 Medical testing and conditional
probability: Ill or not?

TAKE AWAY FROM THIS SECTION
Understand the probabilistic nature of medical test results.

The following excerpt is from an article that appeared at Tampa Bay Online.

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.4

Judge Strikes Down Drug Testing of FloridaWelfare
Recipients
DARA KAM
THE NEWS SERVICE OF FLORIDA December 31, 2013

TALLAHASSEE—A federal judge ruled today that a 2011 law requiring welfare
applicants to undergo drug tests is unconstitutional, striking a blow to Gov. Rick

Scott’s administration over the controversial tests.
Scott quickly said he would appeal U.S. District Judge Mary Scriven’s ruling,

the latest defeat for the governor in a drawn-out battle over drug testing some of the
state’s poorest residents.

Scriven ruled that the urine tests violate the Fourth Amendment’s protections
against unreasonable searches and seizures by the government.

(Continued)

8Ben Rooney, S&P: 1-in-3 chance Greece leaves euro. CNNMoneyInvest, June 4, 2012.
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Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.4

Judge Strikes Down Drug Testing (Continued)
In a harshly worded, 30-page opinion, Scriven concluded that “there is no set

of circumstances under which the warrantless, suspicionless drug testing at issue in
this case could be constitutionally applied.”

Scott, who used the mandatory drug tests as a campaign issue, insists that
the urine tests are needed to make sure poor children don’t grow up in drug-riddled
households.

“Any illegal drug use in a family is harmful and even abusive to a child. We
should have a zero tolerance policy for illegal drug use in families—especially those
families who struggle to make ends meet and need welfare assistance to provide
for their children. We will continue to fight for Florida children who deserve to live in
drug-free homes by appealing this judge’s decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals,”
Scott said in a statement after today’s ruling.

At Scott’s urging in 2011, the Legislature passed the law requiring all applicants
seeking Temporary Assistance for Needy Families—the “poorest of the poor”—-to
undergo the urine tests. Applicants had to pay for the tests, which cost about $35,
up front and were to have been reimbursed if they did not test positive.
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Crystal Cox at the 2004 Athens
Olympics

Whether in the context of welfare applicants being tested for drug use, Olympic
athletes being tested for use of banned substances, or women being screened for
breast cancer, medical tests are pervasive in modern society, and they have serious
consequences. In 2012, American athlete Crystal Cox was stripped of the gold medal
she won in the 4 × 400 meter relay at the 2004 Athens Olympics. In 2010, Cox
admitted to using anabolic steroids from 2001 to 2004. Some may be surprised to
learn that medical tests are not as definitive as we might hope. In fact, they typically
yield only probabilistic results. A positive result of a medical test for a disease does
not tell us for certain that the patient actually has the disease—rather, it gives a
probability that the disease is present. Similarly, a negative result does not guarantee
that the disease is not present.

What does it really mean to say that medical tests provide probabilistic results?
A patient who has tested positive for a disease would certainly like to know what
the test results really mean. That is the issue that we examine in this section.

Sensitivity and specificity
Accuracy is a crucial issue for medical tests. A medical test that gives unreliable
results is useless in terms of medical practice and may unduly alarm patients. There
are many ways of measuring accuracy, but certainly, an accurate test should detect a
disease when it is present and give negative results when the disease is not
present.9

9Although we refer to diseases, our discussion also applies to tests for banned substances, in which case having the
disease means use of the substance.
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The results of medical tests fall into four categories:

TRUE POSITIVES FALSE POSITIVES

People who test positive People who test positive but
and have the disease do not have the disease

FALSE NEGATIVES TRUE NEGATIVES

People who test negative but People who test negative
do have the disease and do not have the disease

Sensitivity and specificity are measures of a test’s accuracy in these terms.

KEY CONCEPT

The sensitivity of a test is the probability that the test will detect the disease
in a person who does have the disease.
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We calculate the sensitivity using the formula

Sensitivity = True positives
All who have the disease

= True positives
True positives + False negatives

The sensitivity measures a test’s ability to detect correctly the presence of a
disease. A test with high sensitivity has relatively few false negatives. If you actually
have a disease, a high-sensitivity test is very likely to detect it.

KEY CONCEPT

The specificity of a test is the probability that the test will give a negative
result for a person who does not have the disease.

We calculate the specificity using the formula

Specificity = True negatives
All who do not have the disease

= True negatives
True negatives + False positives

The specificity measures a test’s ability to identify correctly the absence of a
disease. A test with high specificity has relatively few false positives. If you are
healthy, a high-specificity test is very likely to confirm that fact.

We normally write the sensitivity and specificity in percentage form and round
the percentages to one decimal place when we calculate.
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EXAMPLE 5.10 Estimating sensitivity and specificity: Test for TB

The accompanying table of data is adapted from a study of a test for tuberculosis
(TB) among patients diagnosed with pulmonary TB (i.e., TB infection of the lungs).

Has TB Does not have TB

Test positive 571 8

Test negative 259 162

Use these data to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of this test.

SOLUTION

A total of 571 + 259 = 830 people in this group have TB. Of these, 571 test positive,
so there are 571 true positives. This indicates a sensitivity of

Sensitivity = True positives
All who have the disease

= 571
830

This is about 0.688 or 68.8%. Hence, about 69% of the people who have TB will
test positive, so about 31% of the people who have TB will test negative.

A total of 8 + 162 = 170 do not have TB. Among these 162 test negative, there
are 162 true negatives. This indicates a specificity of

Specificity = True negatives
All who do not have the disease

= 162
170

This is about 0.953 or 95.3%. Thus, about 95% of the people who do not have
TB will test negative, so about 5% of the people who do not have TB will test
positive.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.10
A new medical test is given to a population whose disease status is known. The
results appear in the table below.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 165 55

Test negative 29 355

Use these data to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of this test.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

We remark that the type of table used in Example 5.10 is called a contingency
table.

It is important to note that sensitivity and specificity depend only on the chemi-
cal and physical properties of a test and not on the population being tested. Hence,
the preceding calculations give empirical estimates for theoretical probabilities. To
explain this point, we consider lightbulbs of a certain brand. There is a theoretical
probability that lightbulbs of this brand will burn out in the first month of use. To
estimate this probability, we might observe the lights in a large building for a month
to see how many burn out. That is, we can estimate the theoretical probability by
calculating an empirical probability.

The next example shows how we can recover information by using the sensitiv-
ity and specificity.
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EXAMPLE 5.11 Using sensitivity and specificity: Sensitivity of 93%

A certain test has a sensitivity of 93%. If 450 people who have the disease take this
test, how many test positive?

SOLUTION

A sensitivity of 93%means that 93% of those who have the disease will test positive.
Now 93% of 450 is about 419 people. Hence, we expect that about 419 of the 450
who have the disease will test positive.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.11
The specificity of a test is 87%. If 300 people who do not have the disease take the
test, how many will test negative?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

The calculation of sensitivity and specificity for a medical test requires that we
know whether a positive result (for example) represents a true positive or a false
positive. This means that we need to be able to determine independently who in the
test group is healthy and who is not. For this determination, we need an independent
test that can be presumed to be accurate. Such a test is called a gold standard. A
gold standard is very often expensive or difficult to administer. For example, in
testing for HIV (a virus that causes AIDS), the gold standard would include a careful
clinical examination. Researchers have developed less expensive tests for HIV, and
the sensitivity and specificity provide a way to measure their accuracy in comparison
with the gold standard.

Positive predictive value
A common misconception is that if one tests positive, and the test has a high sen-
sitivity and specificity, then one should conclude that the disease is almost certainly
present. But a more careful analysis shows that the situation is not so simple, and
that prevalence plays a key role here.

KEY CONCEPT

The prevalence of a disease in a given population is the percentage of the
population that has the disease.

For example, 5.1% of U.S. females aged 14 to 19 years have HPV, the most
common sexually transmitted infection. That means the prevalence of HPV among
women in the United States aged 14 to 19 is 5.1%. (The prevalence was much
higher before the HPV vaccination was added to the routine immunization sched-
ule.) For comparison, the prevalence of epilepsy in the United States is less than 1%.
The prevalence of a disease depends on the population under consideration. For
example, the prevalence of HIV in Botswana in 2008 was almost 24%, but in the
United States it was less than 1%.

A patient who has tested positive for a disease wants to know whether the
disease is really present or not. That is, he or she wants to know the probability
that the disease is actually present, given that test results were positive. But this
probability depends on the prevalence of the disease in the population being tested.
A positive result for an HIV test administered among the residents of Botswana,
where prevalence is high, is more likely to be accurate than is a positive result for
the same test administered to residents of the United States, where prevalence is low.

We capture this notion of accuracy using the following terms: positive predictive
value and negative predictive value.
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KEY CONCEPT

For a population with a known prevalence, the positive predictive value
(PPV) of a test is the probability that a person in the population who tests
positive actually has the disease.

We calculate the positive predictive value for a given population using the
formula

PPV = True positives
All positives

= True positives
True positives + False positives

The negative predictive value is defined in a similar fashion.

KEY CONCEPT

For a population with a known prevalence, the negative predictive value
(NPV) of a test is the probability that a person in the population who tests
negative, in fact, does not have the disease.

We calculate the negative predictive value for a given population using the
formula

NPV = True negatives
All negatives

= True negatives
True negatives + False negatives

In our calculations, we normally round the PPV and NPV to one decimal place
in percentage form.

EXAMPLE 5.12 Calculating PPV and NPV: Hepatitis C

Injection drug use is among the most important risk factors for hepatitis C. Two
studies were done using a hepatitis C test with 90% sensitivity and specificity. One
test involved a group that was representative of the overall U.S. population, which
has a chronic hepatitis C prevalence of about 1%. The other test was on a population
of older and former injection drug users where the prevalence is 80%. The results
are shown in the table below.
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Hepatitis C rapid antibody test

Older and former
General population injection drug users

Does not Does not
Has hep C have hep C Has hep C have hep C

Test positive 9 99 720 20
Test negative 1 891 80 180

Calculate the PPV for each of the populations in the study.

SOLUTION

For the general population, there are 9 true positives and 99 false positives, for a
total of 9 + 99 = 108 positive results. Therefore,

PPV = True positives
All positives

= 9
108
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This is about 0.083, so only 8.3% of those who test positive from the general
population actually have hepatitis C. Applying this test to the general population
would be of little value.

For the population of older and former injection drug users, there are 720 true
positives and 20 false positives, for a total of 720 + 20 = 740 positive results. Therefore,

PPV = True positives
All positives

= 720
740

This is about 0.973, so 97.3% of those who test positive from the population of
older and former injection drug users do, in fact, have hepatitis C.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.12
Calculate the NPV for each of the populations in this study.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

The next example is concerned with Crohn’s disease, which is an incurable
inflammatory disease of the intestines.

EXAMPLE 5.13 Using prevalence and calculating PPV:
Crohn’s disease

Crohn’s is relatively rare in the United States, where the prevalence is about 0.18%.
The population of the United States is about 324 million.

a. Approximately how many people in the United States suffer from Crohn’s?

b. There is a screening test for Crohn’s disease that has a sensitivity of 80% and
a specificity of 90.2%. Use this information to complete the following table,
which shows the results we would expect if everyone in the United States were
tested for Crohn’s. (Report your answers in millions and round to two decimal
places.)

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive (millions)
Test negative (millions)

c. Use the information from part b to calculate the PPV of the Crohn’s test for
the general U.S. population.

d. There are about 3.3 million people in the United States who show symptoms
of Crohn’s, in the sense that their medical profile suggests the possibility of the
disease. In Exercise 19, you will show that if the screening test is applied to this
group, it has a PPV of about 63.0%. What conclusions can be drawn from this
information along with part c?

SOLUTION

a. Because the prevalence is 0.18%, to find the number of Americans suffering
from Crohn’s, we multiply the total population of 324 million by 0.0018:

Number with Crohn’s = 0.0018 × 324

Thus, about 0.58 million people in the United States suffer from Crohn’s.

b. Now 0.58 million people in the United States have Crohn’s disease. Because
the sensitivity of the test is 80%, to calculate the number of true positives, we
multiply the number who have Crohn’s by 0.8:
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True positives = 0.8 × 0.58

or about 0.46 million. This is the number of people who have Crohn’s and test
positive, so 0.58 − 0.46 = 0.12 million Crohn’s sufferers will test negative. This
is the number of false negatives.

Because 0.58 million have Crohn’s disease, 324 − 0.58 = 323.42 million do
not. Because the specificity of the test is 90.2%, to find the number of true
negatives, we multiply 323.42 million by 0.902:

True negatives = 323.42 × 0.902

or about 291.72 million. This is the number of people who do not have Crohn’s
and test negative, so 323.42 − 291.72 = 31.70 million disease-free individuals
will test positive. This is the number of false positives. The completed table is
shown below.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive (millions) 0.46 31.70

Test negative (millions) 0.12 291.72

c. The total number of positive results is 0.46 + 31.70 = 32.16 million. Because
0.46 million of these are true positives, we calculate the PPV as follows:

PPV = True positives
All positives

= 0.46
32.16

This is about 0.014, so the PPV for this population is 1.4%. That is, if everyone
in the United States were tested for Crohn’s, only 1.4% of people who test
positive would actually have the disease.

d. We found in part c that if everyone in the United States were tested for
Crohn’s, only 1.4% of people who test positive would actually have the disease.
If, on the other hand, the test is applied to the population of individuals who
exhibit symptoms of the disease, then it has a PPV of 63.0%. The test is of little
or no value when it is applied to the general population, but it can be an
effective diagnostic tool for people who show symptoms.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.13
Calculate the NPV for the screening test applied to the general population. Round
your answer as a percentage to two decimal places.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Examples 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate a very important feature of medical testing.
The hepatitis C test and the Crohn’s test are typical of many tests that are virtually
useless when applied to a population with a very low prevalence. Such tests can
actually be harmful when false positives lead to inappropriate treatment of healthy
individuals. For example, administering drug tests to everyone in a large high school
is likely to single out many innocent people for discipline or even legal action.

This fact by no means indicates that medical testing has no value. In Examples
5.12 and 5.13, we saw that the tests could serve as a useful diagnostic tool when
appropriately applied. Physicians are aware of this fact and will not administer a
Crohn’s test, for example, to an apparently healthy individual. On the other hand,
the Crohn’s test can be important for dealing with a patient complaining of Crohn’s
symptoms. Others, including those who may be in a position to administer certain
types of tests, may not be aware of their true value.
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SUMMARY 5.3
Prevalence, PPV,

and NPV

1. The prevalence of a disease in a given population is the percentage of the
population having the disease.

2. Among a population of individuals, the positive predictive value (PPV) of
a test is the probability that a person in the population who tests positive
actually has the disease. The formula is

PPV = True positives
All positives

= True positives
True positives + False positives

3. Among a population of individuals, the negative predictive value (NPV)
of a test is the probability that a person who tests negative actually does not
have the disease. It is calculated using

NPV = True negatives
All negatives

= True negatives
True negatives + False negatives

4. The NPV and PPV depend on the prevalence of the disease in the
population.

Conditional probability
Positive and negative predictive values (as well as the sensitivity and specificity) are
examples of conditional probabilities.

KEY CONCEPT

A conditional probability is the probability that one event occurs given that
another has occurred.

For example, suppose a card is drawn from a standard deck and laid face down
on a table. What is the probability that it is a heart? There are four equally likely
suits: clubs, diamonds, hearts, and spades. So the probability that the card is a heart
is 1/4. Now let’s change things just a little. Suppose that when the card was chosen
we took a peek and noticed that it was a red card. Now, under these conditions,
what is the probability that the card is a heart? What we’re asking is the probability
the card is a heart given that it is a red card. There are two equally likely red suits,
hearts and diamonds. So with the additional information that the card is red, the
probability that it is a heart is 1/2.

In the next example, a conditional probability is calculated in the context of
medical testing.

EXAMPLE 5.14 Relating conditional probability andmedical testing: TB

The accompanying table of data is adapted from a study of a test for TB among
patients diagnosed with extrapulmonary TB (i.e., TB infection outside of the lungs).

Has TB Does not have TB

Test positive 446 15
Test negative 216 323

Calculate the conditional probability that a person tests positive given that the
person has TB.

SOLUTION

There are 446 + 216 = 662 people who have TB, and 446 of this group test positive.
Hence, the probability that a person tests positive given that the person has TB is
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P(Positive test given TB is present) = True positives
All who have TB

= 446
662

This is about 0.674 or 67.4%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.14
Use the preceding table to find the probability that a person tests negative given that
the person does not have TB.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

You may have noticed that the conditional probability in Example 5.14 is the
same as the sensitivity: Both of them can be written as

True positives
All who have the disease

This connection holds in general: The sensitivity is the conditional probability that a
person tests positive given that the person has the disease. Similar reasoning shows
that for the PPV the order is reversed: The PPV is the conditional probability that a
person has the disease given that the person tests positive.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Should you take the test? A friend advises you that for safety’s sake you should
be tested for a rare disease such as lupus even though you show no symptoms of
the disease and are subject to none of the common risk factors. Is this advice wise?
Explain your reasoning.

Questions of this sort may invite many correct responses. We present one possibility:
Medical tests are not flawless. All have false positives and false negatives. For a rare
disease such as lupus, the number of true positives in the general population is very
small. Even though the test has high sensitivity and specificity, the number of true
positives is likely much smaller than the expected total positives from the general
population. That means the positive predictive value for the general population is
near zero. So if you take the test and get a positive result, it is almost certainly a false
positive. As a test for the general population, the test is worthless. Nevertheless, the
test is useful and very important for the tiny segment of the population for which it
is indicated.

Further questions of this type may be found in the What Do You Think? section of
exercises.

Try It Yourself answers
Try It Yourself 5.10: Estimating sensitivity and specificity: Test for disease
Sensitivity: 85.1%; Specificity: 86.6%.

Try It Yourself 5.11: Using sensitivity and specificity: Specificity of 87% 261.

Try It Yourself 5.12: Calculating PPV and NPV: Hepatitis C General population: 99.9%;
older and former injection drug users: 69.2%.

Try It Yourself 5.13: Using prevalence and calculating PPV: Crohn’s disease 99.96%.

Try It Yourself 5.14: Relating conditional probability and medical testing: TB
0.956 or 95.6%.
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Exercise Set 5.2
Test Your Understanding

1. State in your own words the meaning of the specificity of
a test.

2. If a person who has the targeted disease took a test with a
high sensitivity, what result would be expected?

3. What does the positive predictive value of a test mean?

4. A person who takes a test with a high negative predictive
value and tests negative should conclude .

5. True or false: A test with both a high sensitivity and a high
specificity is virtually certain to produce accurate results.

6. Suppose you are tested for a condition. If the test says you
do not have the condition, but you really do have it, this result
is a: a. true positive b. true negative c. false positive d. false
negative.

7. Suppose you are tested for a condition. If the test says you
have the condition, and you really do have it, this result is a: a.
true positive b. true negative c. false positive d. false negative.

8. Suppose you are tested for a condition. If the test says you
have the condition, but you really do not have it, this result
is a: a. true positive b. true negative c. false positive d. false
negative.

9. If a person is tested for a condition, and the test says he or
she has the condition, the person wants to know how likely it is
that he or she really does have it. Which of these measures that
probability? a. specificity b. sensitivity c. positive predictive
value d. negative predictive value.

Problems

In these exercises, round all answers in percentage form to one
decimal place unless you are instructed otherwise.

10. A table for a medical test: The following table shows the
results of a medical test.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 180 30
Test negative 25 400

a. Estimate the sensitivity of the test.

b. Estimate the specificity for the test.

c. Calculate the positive predictive value of the test.

d. Calculate the negative predictive value of the test.

11. 100% accurate? Your friend suggests the following as a
way of doing medical testing: Just tell each person “tested”
that he or she has the disease—the test result is always positive.
What is the sensitivity of this test? What is the specificity?

12. Crohn’s screening test. The table below shows the results
of a new screening test for Crohn’s disease.

Has Crohn’s Does not have Crohn’s

Test positive 36 25
Test negative 9 230

a. What percentage of the individuals in the study were
false negatives?

b. What percentage of the individuals in the study who
had Crohn’s tested negative?

c. For what percentage of the individuals in the study did
the test return an incorrect result?

13. Lupus. You have seen in this chapter that there are limi-
tations to using diagnostic tests. For example, the ANA (anti-
nuclear antibody) test has been useful in diagnosing systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) in patients who showmultiple signs
of the auto-immune disease, including chronic inflammation of
various tissues in the body. But many physicians use the ANA
test on patients who do not show multiple signs of the disease
(sometimes called a “shotgun” approach to diagnosis). In these
cases, the test results in many more false positives than true
positives, meaning an overwhelming number of patients who
test positive for SLE don’t actually have the disease.10

Explain the above in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and
positive predictive value.

14. Sensitivity and specificity. The accompanying table gives
the results of a screening test for a disease. Estimate the
sensitivity and specificity of the test.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 285 280
Test negative 15 420

15. Sensitivity and specificity. The accompanying table gives
the results of a screening test for a disease. Estimate the
sensitivity and specificity of the test.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 15 12
Test negative 5 68

16. Extreme populations. Suppose everyone in Population 1
has a certain disease and no one in Population 2 has the
disease. What is the NPV for each of these populations?

17. Negative predictive value. Would you expect the NPV of
a given test to be higher in a population where prevalence is
high or in a population where prevalence is low?

18. A disease. Suppose a test for a disease has a sensitivity
of 95% and a specificity of 60%. Further suppose that in a
certain country with a population of 1,000,000, 30% of the
population has the disease.

a. Fill in the accompanying table.

Has disease Does not have disease Totals

Test positive
Test negative
Totals

b. What are the PPV and NPV of this test for this country?

10http://application.fnu.ac.fj/classshare/Medical_Science_Resources/MBBS/MBBS1-3/PBL/Sexually%20Transmitted%20Infections/
HIV-AIDS/Sensitivity%20and%20Specificity%20of%20the%20HIV%20test.pdf.
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19. Crohn’s disease. A screening test for Crohn’s disease has a
sensitivity of 80% and a specificity of 90.2%. Our goal is to
calculate the PPV of this test within a population of individuals
who show symptoms of the disease. Assume that this test is
applied to the group of approximately 3.3 million Americans
who suffer from symptoms that are very similar to those of
Crohn’s. Suppose also that all of the 0.58 million Crohn’s
sufferers belong to this group.

a. Fill in the following table based on this group of 3.3
million. (Write your answers in millions and round to two
decimal places.)

Has disease Does not have disease Totals

Test positive
(millions)
Test negative
(millions)
Totals

b. Use the table in part a to show that the PPV of the test
within this population of individuals showing symptoms
of the disease is about 63.0%.

20. Another disease. Suppose a test for a disease has a sensi-
tivity of 75% and a specificity of 85%. Further suppose that
in a certain country with a population of 1,000,000, 20% of
the population has the disease.

a. Fill in the accompanying table.

Has disease Does not have disease Totals

Test positive
Test negative
Totals

b. What are the PPV and NPV of this test for this country?

21. Testing for drug abuse. Here is a scenario that came up
in the nationally syndicated column called “Ask Marilyn”
in Parade Magazine.11 Suppose a certain drug test is 95%
accurate, meaning that if a person is a user, the result is positive
95% of the time, and if she or he isn’t a user, it’s negative 95%
of the time. Assume that 5% of all people are drug users.

a. What is the sensitivity of this test?

b. What is the specificity of this test?

c. Assume that the population is 10,000, and fill in the
accompanying table.

Drug user Not a drug user Totals

Test positive
Test negative
Totals

d. Suppose a randomly chosen person from the population
in question tests positive. How likely is the individual to be

a drug user? That is, what is the PPV of this test for this
population?

e. If you found out a student was expelled because she
tested positive for drug use with this test, would you feel
that this action was justified? Explain.

f. Suppose a randomly chosen person from the population
in question tests negative. How likely is the individual not
to be a drug user? That is, what is the NPV of this test for
this population?

g. If you found out that a student who had been accused
of using drugs was exonerated because she tested negative
for drug use with this test, would you feel that this action
was justified? Explain.

22. Testing for Drug Abuse II. Repeat Exercise 21, this time
assuming that the individual being tested is chosen from a
population of which 20% are drug users. (This might be the
case if the test is being applied to a prison population that has
a known history of drug use.)

23. Conclusions. This exercise uses results from Exercises 21
and 22. In Exercise 21, it was assumed that a drug test was
applied to a population with 5% users. In Exercise 22, it was
assumed that this drug test was applied to a population with
20% users. What do the results suggest about how the drug
test could be used most effectively?

24. Genetic testing. A certain genetic condition affects 5% of
the population in a city of 10,000. Suppose there is a test
for the condition that has an error rate of 1% (i.e., 1% false
negatives and 1% false positives).

a. Fill in the table below.

Has condition Does not have condition Totals

Test positive
Test negative
Totals

b. What is the probability (as a percentage) that a person
has the condition if he or she tests positive?

c. What is the probability (as a percentage) that a person
does not have the condition if he or she tests negative?

25. PSA test. The following is paraphrased from a Web
site that discusses the sensitivity and specificity of the PSA
(prostate-specific antigen) test for prostate cancer.12 In a larger
study (243 subjects), Ward and colleagues used a cutoff ratio
of 0.15 to demonstrate 78% sensitivity and 69% specificity
in the diagnosis of prostate cancer. In contrast, tPSA mea-
surements alone yielded equivalent sensitivity but only 33%
specificity. These reports are encouraging, but larger clin-
ical studies are required for determination of the optimal
fPSA:tPSA cutoff ratio.

a. What does the figure 78% sensitivity in the above study
mean?

b. What does the figure 69% specificity in the above study
mean?

11This column is summarized at the Chance Web site: www.dartmouth.edu/∼chance/course/Syllabi/mpls/handouts/section3_8.html
12www.scrippslabs.com/content/1995fall.pdf.
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c. Assume that 10% of the male population over the age of
50 has prostate cancer. What are the PPV and NPV of this
test for this population? Suggestion: First make a table as
in Exercise 18. Because the PPV and NPV don’t depend on
the size of the population, you may assume any size you
wish. A choice of 10,000 for the population size works
well.

d. Assume that 40% of the male population over the age
of 70 has prostate cancer. What are the PPV and NPV of
this test for this population?

26–29. HIV. Suppose that a certain HIV test has both a
sensitivity and specificity of 99.9%. This test is applied to a
population of 1,000,000 people. This information is used in
Exercises 26 through 29.

26. Suppose that 1% of the population is actually infected
with HIV.

a. Calculate the PPV. Suggestion: First make a table as in
Exercise 18.

b. Calculate the NPV.

c. How many people will test positive who are, in fact,
disease-free?

27. Suppose that the population comes from the blood donor
pool that has already been screened. In this population, 0.1%
of the population is actually infected with HIV.

a. Calculate the PPV.

b. Calculate the NPV.

c. How many people will test positive who are, in fact,
disease-free?

28. Consider a population of drug rehabilitation patients for
which 10% of the population is actually infected with HIV.

a. Calculate the PPV.

b. Calculate the NPV.

c. How many people will test positive who are, in fact,
disease-free?

29. Conclusions on HIV. This exercise uses results from
Exercises 26 through 28. Consider the values of the PPV found
in Exercises 26 through 28. Explain what the results tell us
about testing for HIV.

30. Conditional probability and medical testing. This exercise
refers to the table in Example 5.14 on page 334.

a. Find the probability that a person tests positive given
that the person does not have the disease.

b. Find the probability that a person does not have the
disease given that the person tests negative. Which of the
four basic quantities (sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV)
does this number represent?

31. Conditional probability. You roll a fair six-sided die and
don’t look at it. What is the probability that it is a 5 given that
your friend looks and tells you that it is greater than 2? Leave
your answer as a fraction.

32. More conditional probability. In a standard deck of cards,
the jack, queen, and king are “face cards.” You draw a card
from a standard deck. Your friend peeks and lets you know

that your card is a face card. What is the probability that it is
a queen given that it is a face card? Leave your answer as a
fraction.

33. Shampoo. Your wife has asked you to pick up a bottle of
her favorite shampoo. When you get to the store, you can’t
remember which brand she uses. There are nine shampoo
brands on the shelf. If you select one, what is the probability
that you get the right brand of shampoo? Of the nine bottles,
four are blue, three are white, and two are red. You remember
that your wife’s shampoo comes in a blue bottle. What is the
probability that you get the right bottle with this additional
information? Leave your answers as fractions.

34. Conditional probability. The total area of the United
States is 3.79 million square miles, and Texas covers 0.27
million square miles. A meteor falls from the sky and strikes
Earth. What is the probability that it strikes Texas given that
it strikes the United States?

35. This one is tricky. A family that you haven’t yet met moves
in next door. You know the couple has two children, and you
discover that one of them is a girl. What is the probability that
the other child is a boy? That is, what is the probability that
one child is male given that the other child is female? Leave
your answer as a fraction.

36. Formula for conditional probability. We express the prob-
ability that event A occurs given that event B occurs as

P(A given B)

[In many books, the notation used is P(A|B).] It turns out
that the following basic formula for conditional probabilities
holds:

P(A and B) = P(A given B) × P(B)

In this exercise, we will verify this formula in the case that A
is the event that a card drawn from a standard deck is a heart
and B is the event that a card drawn from a standard deck is
an ace. Leave your answers as fractions.

a. Calculate P(A and B). (This is the probability that the
card is the ace of hearts.)

b. Calculate P(A given B). (This is the probability that the
card is a heart given that it is an ace.)

c. Calculate P(B). (This is the probability that the card is
an ace.)

d. Use parts a, b, and c to verify the formula above in this
case.

37. Bayes’s theorem. Bayes’s theorem on conditional proba-
bilities states that, if P(B) is not 0, then

P(A given B) = P(B given A) × P(A)
P(B)

Also note that Exercises 39 and 40 can be solved using this
formula. Leave your answers as fractions.

Mary bakes 10 chocolate chip cookies and 10 peanut
butter cookies. Bill bakes 5 chocolate chip cookies and 10
peanut butter cookies. The 35 cookies are put together and
offered on a single plate. I pick a cookie at random from the
plate.
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a. What is the probability that the cookie is chocolate
chip?

b. What is the probability that Mary baked the cookie?

c. What is the probability that the cookie is chocolate chip
given that Mary baked it?

d. Use Bayes’s theorem to calculate the probability that the
cookie was baked by Mary given that it is chocolate chip.
In this situation, Bayes’s theorem tells us that

P(Mary given Chocolate)

= P(Chocolate given Mary) × P(Mary)
P(Chocolate)

e. Calculate without using Bayes’s theorem the probabil-
ity that the cookie was baked by Mary given that it is
chocolate chip. Suggestion: How many of the chocolate
chip cookies were baked by Mary?

38. Cookies again. As in Exercise 37, Mary bakes 10 choco-
late chip cookies and 10 peanut butter cookies. Bill bakes 5
chocolate chip cookies and 10 peanut butter cookies. But now,
Mary’s cookies are put on one plate and Bill’s on another.
I pick a plate at random and then pick a cookie from that
plate. Do you think the probability that cookie is chocolate
chip is the same as in the scenario from Exercise 37? To help
answer that question, consider the extreme case in whichMary
bakes 99 chocolate chip cookies and no peanut butter cookies,
while Bill bakes no chocolate chip cookies and 1 peanut butter
cookie. Explain why you give the answer you do.

39. Car lots. Yesterday, car lot Alpha had two Toyotas and
one Chevrolet for sale. Car lot Beta had three Toyotas and five
Chevrolets for sale. This morning Alan bought a car, choosing
one of the two lots at random and then choosing a car at
random from that lot. Leave your answers as fractions.

a. What is the probability that Alan bought from Alpha?

b. If Alan bought from Alpha, what is the probability he
bought a Toyota?

c. If Alan bought from Beta, what is the probability he
bought a Toyota?

d. It can be shown that the probability that Alan bought
a Toyota is 25/48. What is the probability Alan bought
from Alpha given that he bought a Toyota? Give your
answer both as a fraction and in decimal form rounded to
two places. Note: In this situation, Bayes’s theorem from
Exercise 37 says

P(Alpha given Toyota)

= P(Toyota given Alpha) × P(Alpha)
P(Toyota)

40. Bowls of cookies. There are two bowls of cookies. Bowl
Alpha has 5 chocolate chip cookies and 10 peanut butter cook-
ies. Bowl Beta has 10 chocolate chip cookies and 10 peanut
butter cookies. Jerry selects a bowl at random and chooses
a cookie at random from that bowl. Leave your answers as
fractions.

a. What is the probability that he chooses bowl Alpha?

b. What is the probability that he gets a chocolate chip
cookie given that he chooses from bowl Alpha?

c. It can be shown that the probability that he gets a
chocolate chip cookie is 5/12. What is the probability that
he chose from bowl Alpha given that he got a chocolate
chip cookie?
Note: In this situation, Bayes’s theorem from Exercise 37
says

P(Alpha given Chocolate)

= P(Chocolate given Alpha) × P(Alpha)
P(Chocolate)

Exercise 41 is designed to be solved using technology such as
a calculator or computer spreadsheet.

41. Spreadsheet. Devise a spreadsheet that will allow the user
to input the prevalence of a disease in a population along with
the sensitivity and specificity of a test for the disease. The
spreadsheet should then complete a table similar to that in
Example 5.10 on page 329 and report the PPV and NPV.

Writing About Mathematics

42. Contingency tables. Most of the tables in this section are
examples of contingency tables. These tables came into use in
the twentieth century, but the concepts in probability behind
them are often traced to Thomas Bayes, who lived in Britain
in the eighteenth century. Write a report about his life and
work.

43. Bayesian statistics. The field of Bayesian statistics is named
for Thomas Bayes. Write a report about Bayesian statistics.

44. Medical test. Look up a disease or condition and write a
report on a medical test associated with it.

What Do You Think?

45. A worthless test.Devise a simple, but ultimately worthless,
test that has 100% specificity. Exercise 11 is relevant to this
topic.

46. Lost needle. Sometimes we use the phrase “looking for a
needle in a haystack” to refer to the difficulty of locating one
object in the midst of a lot of others. Explain how this phrase is
relevant to the connection between the prevalence of a disease
and the usefulness of testing the general population. Exercise
20 is relevant to this topic.

47. Test my child? A community activist who supports zero
tolerance advocates testing every child in high school for drugs
even though there is no evidence of widespread drug abuse
in that school. Is this a good idea? Explain your reasoning.
Exercise 21 is relevant to this topic.

48. Calculating sensitivity. In some exercises in this section,
you are asked to use given data to estimate the sensitivity of a
test. Why is the instruction to estimate rather than to calculate
exactly? What information is needed in order to calculate
exactly the sensitivity? Exercise 14 is relevant to this topic.

49. Specificity. Is it necessarily true that a large specificity
(nearly equal to 100%) indicates a relatively small number of
false positives? Explain your answer. Exercise 15 is relevant to
this topic.
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50. Which causes concern? If you test positive for a disease,
would you be more concerned if the test is known to have a
high sensitivity or a high specificity? Explain your reasoning.

51. What do they mean? Use your own words to explain the
meaning of the terms positive predictive value and negative
predictive value, and give some good examples. Exercise 26 is
relevant to this topic.

52. Conditional probability.Use your ownwords to explain the
meaning of conditional probability, and give some examples.
Exercise 30 is relevant to this topic.

53. Connection. Explain the connection between conditional
probability and the terms such as sensitivity used in medical
testing.

5.3 Counting and theoretical probabilities:
How many?

TAKE AWAY FROM THIS SECTION
Learn how to count outcomes without listing all of them.

The following excerpt is an article that appeared at the Web site of the Quad City
Times.
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Testing for fingerprints

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.5

How a Davenport Murder Case Turned on a
Fingerprint
SUSAN DU, STEPHANIE HAINES, GIDEON RESNICK AND TORI SIMKOVIC THE MEDILL JUSTICE
PROJECT December 22, 2013

On March 10, 2003, police arrived on the scene of a grisly murder in a dead-
end neighborhood. . . .
Later, police found a fingerprint thought to be made in blood on [a] cigarette

box’s cellophane wrapping. The police used the print to place a then 29-year-old
named Chad Enderle, who said he sometimes bought drugs from the victim, at the
scene of the crime.

At trial, authorities highlighted seven identifying characteristics—or points of
minutiae—to link the cigarette print to Enderle’s right ring finger. But seven points
isn’t usually enough to make a match, according to several fingerprint experts who
say the industry typically calls for more. The Medill Justice Project interviewed several
fingerprint experts who offered conflicting conclusions.

Since Enderle’s sentencing [for murder], studies, federal agencies on foren-
sic sciences, and some judges across the country have urged greater scrutiny of
fingerprint analysis. . . .
Industry challenges
Cedric Neumann, an assistant statistics professor at South Dakota State University
with a Ph.D. in forensic science, said differences in the understanding of the logic
behind fingerprint examination resulting from examiners’ varied field and apprentice-
ship experiences are like “night and day.”

Neumann, in the February 2012 issue of Significance, a statistical magazine,
described a statistical model he developed for quantifying fingerprint
characteristics.

Neumann said that although it is difficult to summarize fingerprints into sets of
data that can be processed using statistics, he compared his model to that used
to back DNA identification. Humans have 46 chromosomes and each chromosome
has thousands of genes, yet DNA identification relies on a minimum of 16 of those
genes. In Neumann’s model, still being tested, the most prominent minutiae in a
suspect’s print would be connected to form a polygonal figure. Qualities of that
polygon would be assigned numerical values that would render the probability that
the suspect is the source of the crime-scene mark.
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This article describes the use of probability calculations to aid in examining
fingerprints. To calculate the necessary probabilities, we need to be able to count
the number of ways in which an event can happen. In this section, we will examine
some fundamental counting methods.

Simple counting
Counting the number of outcomes in the case of flipping two coins, as we did in
Section 5.1, is not difficult.We distinguish the two coins (by thinking of a nickel and a
dime, for example) and then simply list the four possible outcomes: HH, HT, TH, TT.

If we are flipping three coins, the number of possible outcomes is much larger.
Distinguishing the coins as a penny, nickel, and dime, we find the possibilities listed
below.

Penny Nickel Dime

H H H
H H T
H T H
H T T
T H H
T H T
T T H
T T T

That is a total of eight possible outcomes.
If there are many coins, it is impractical to make a list of all possible outcomes.

For example, if you try to make such a list for 10 coins, you are unlikely to finish
it. How can we compute the number of outcomes without writing down all such
sequences? We do it by a systematic counting scheme. There are two possibilities
for the first coin: a head or a tail. For each of these possibilities, there are also
two possibilities for the second coin. To obtain the number of possibilities for two
coins, we multiply these together to get 2 × 2 = 22 = 4. (As we noted earlier, these
are HH, HT, TH, TT.) If we were flipping three coins, we would continue this
counting process: For each of the four possibilities for the first two coins, there are
two possibilities for the third coin. Thus, the total number of outcomes for flipping
three coins is 4 × 2 = 23 = 8. (This agrees with the list HHH, HHT, HTH, HTT,
THH, THT, TTH, TTT we made earlier.) If we continue in this way, we see that the
number of possible outcomes in tossing 10 coins is 210 = 1024.

Armed with this information, we can calculate the probability of getting all
heads in the toss of 10 coins. There is only one favorable outcome—namely, all
heads. Therefore,

P(10 heads) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 1
1024

This is 0.00098 or 0.098%.

EXAMPLE 5.15 Counting outcomes: Tossing coins

How many possible outcomes are there if we toss 12 coins?

SOLUTION

Reasoning as before, we see that each extra coin doubles the number of outcomes.
That gives a total of 212 = 4096 possible outcomes.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.15
How many possible outcomes are there if we toss 15 coins?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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The Counting Principle
The method we used to count outcomes of coin tosses works in a more general set-
ting. Its formal statement is known as the Counting Principle. Suppose we perform
two experiments in succession and that for each outcome of the first experiment
there is the same number of outcomes for the second. For example, think of a
menu at a diner where there are five entrées, and for each choice of entrée there
are three side dishes available for that choice. The Counting Principle asserts that
the number of possible outcomes for the two experiments is the number of possible
outcomes for the first experiment times the number of possible outcomes for the
second experiment. This extends to any number of such experiments. In the case of
the diner, there are 5 × 3 = 15 possible combinations of an entrée with a side dish.
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KEY CONCEPT

The Counting Principle tells us how to calculate the results of two experi-
ments performed in succession. Suppose there are N outcomes for the first
experiment. If for each outcome of the first experiment, there are M out-
comes of the second experiment, then the number of possible outcomes for
the two experiments is N × M.

This principle extends to any number of such experiments.

Another way to think about this principle is as follows: Suppose there are two
blanks

that we wish to fill, and we have N choices for the first blank andM choices for the
second blank:

N M

Then the total number of ways we can fill the two blanks is N ×M. This extends to
any number of blanks.

As a simple application of the Counting Principle, let’s look at product labeling.
Suppose a company labels its products with a letter of the alphabet followed by a
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numeral (0 through 9), for example, model A4 or model D9. How many different
labels can the company make? Let’s think of this as filling in two blanks:

A letter goes in the first blank and a numeral goes in the second blank. There are
26 letters that can go in the first blank and 10 numerals that can go in the second
blank:

26 10

According to the Counting Principle, the total number of labels is the number of
outcomes for the first blank times the number of outcomes for the second blank.
This is 26 × 10 = 260.

CALCULATION TIP 5.2 Filling in Blanks

When we want to know how many ways a set of items can be arranged, it is
often helpful to think of filling a list of blank spaces with the items, one at a
time.

EXAMPLE 5.16 Counting by filling in blanks: Codes

How many three-letter codes can we make if the first letter is a vowel (A, E, I, O, or
U)? One such code is OXJ.

SOLUTION

We think of filling in three blanks:

There are 5 letters that can go in the first blank and 26 in each of the other two:

5 26 26

Applying the Counting Principle, we find a total of 5 × 26 × 26 = 3380 codes.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.16
How many three-letter codes can we make if the first letter is a consonant rather
than a vowel? One such code is KXJ.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

The Counting Principle allows us to calculate the total number of outcomes for
fairly complex events. Suppose, for example, that we toss five dice and want to know
the total number of outcomes. We think of tossing the dice one at a time. Applying
the Counting Principle, we see that the total number of outcomes is

Outcomes for die #1 × Outcomes for die #2 × · · · × Outcomes for die #5

Because each die has six possible outcomes, we are multiplying five 6’s together,
which gives the total number of outcomes as

6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 = 65 = 7776

We can also think of this in terms of five blanks, one for each die. Each blank
has six possible outcomes:

6 6 6 6 6

We find 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 = 65 outcomes, just as before.
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EXAMPLE 5.17 Counting for complex events: License plates

Automobile license plates in the state of Nevada typically consist of three numerals
followed by three letters of the alphabet, such as 072 ZXE.

FO
R
R
AY

D
id
ie
r/
S
A
G
A
P
H
O
TO

.C
O
M
/A
la
m
y

a. How many such license plates are possible?

b. How many such plates are possible if we insist that on each plate no numeral
can appear more than once and no letter can appear more than once?

SOLUTION

a. Let’s think of a blank license tag with three slots for numbers and three slots
for letters:

numbers letters

We need to figure out how many ways we can fill in the slots. For each number
slot, there are 10 possible numerals (0 through 9) to use: 10 for the first blank,
10 for the second, and 10 for the third:

10 10 10
numbers letters

For each letter slot, there are 26 possible letters of the alphabet: 26 for the first
blank, 26 for the second, and 26 for the third:

10 10 10 26 26 26
numbers letters

Applying the Counting Principle gives

10 × 10 × 10 × 26 × 26 × 26 = 17,576,000

ways to fill in the six slots.
By the way, the population of Nevada is approximately 2.9 million. There

should be enough license plate numbers for a while!

b. As in part a, we think of a blank plate with three slots for numbers and three
slots for letters. We need to count the number of ways we can fill in these slots.
But this time we are not allowed to repeat letters or numbers.

For the first number slot, we have 10 choices. For the second slot, we can’t
repeat the number in the first blank, so we have only nine choices. For the third
slot, we can’t repeat the numbers used in the first two slots, so we have a choice
of only eight numbers:

10 9 8
numbers letters

Now we fill in the blanks for the letters. There are 26 ways to fill in the first
blank. We can’t use that letter again, so there are only 25 ways to fill in the
second blank. We can’t use the first 2 letters, so we have a choice of only
24 letters for the third blank:

10 9 8 26 25 24
numbers letters

Now the Counting Principle gives

Number of plates = 10 × 9 × 8 × 26 × 25 × 24 = 11,232,000

Applying counting to probabilities
Let’s see how to apply the Counting Principle to calculate probabilities when draw-
ing cards. Recall that there are 52 playing cards in a standard deck. They are divided
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into four suits, called spades, hearts, diamonds, and clubs. Twelve of the cards (four
kings, four queens, and four jacks) are called face cards.

Let’s use what we have learned about counting to determine in how many ways
we can draw two cards from a deck in order without replacement. That is, we draw
a first card from a deck and, without putting it back, draw a second card. In this
situation, drawing the 2 of spades for the first card and the 3 of spades for the second
is different from drawing the 3 of spades for the first card and the 2 of spades for
the second. We can think of filling in two blanks. There are 52 possibilities for the
first, but only 51 for the second:

52 51

The Counting Principle gives 52 × 51 = 2652 possible outcomes. These kinds of
calculations will be helpful in calculating probabilities for cards.

EXAMPLE 5.18 Counting and calculating probabilities: Draw two cards

Suppose you draw a card, put it back in the deck, and draw another. What is the
probability that the first card is an ace and the second one is a jack? (Assume that
the deck is shuffled after the first card is returned to the deck.)
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SOLUTION

To find the probability, we have two numbers to calculate: The number of ways we
can draw two cards (the total number of possible outcomes), and the number of
ways we can draw an ace followed by a jack (the number of favorable outcomes).

First we count the total number of ways to draw two cards in order from a deck.
Think of filling two blanks:

The first blank is filled by a card drawn from the full deck, and the second blank
is also filled by a card drawn from a full deck (because we put the first card back
in the deck). There are 52 possible cards to place in the first blank, and for each of
these, there are 52 possible cards to place in the second blank:

52 52

Using the Counting Principle, we find 52 × 52 = 2704 ways to fill the two blanks
with two cards from the deck. This is the total number of possible outcomes.

Now we ask how many ways there are to fill these two blanks with an ace
followed by a jack. There are four aces in the deck, so there are four choices to fill
the first blank:

4

After this has been done, there are four jacks with which to fill the second blank:

4 4

Again, using the Counting Principle, we find 4 × 4 = 16 ways to fill the two blanks
with an ace followed by a jack. This is the number of favorable outcomes. So the
probability of drawing an ace followed by a jack is

P(Ace followed by jack) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 16
2704

This is about 0.006 or 0.6%.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.18
Suppose you draw a card and, without putting it back, draw another. What is the
probability that the first card is an ace and the second one is a jack?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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The Counting Principle applies to elections just as it does to cards.

EXAMPLE 5.19 Counting: Election outcomes

Suppose there are 10 people willing to serve as an officer for a club. It’s decided just
to put the 10 names in a hat and draw 3 of them out in succession. The first name
drawn is declared president, the second name vice president, and the third name
treasurer.

a. How many possible election outcomes are there?

b. John is a candidate. What is the probability that he will be vice president?

c. Mary and Jim are also candidates along with John. What is the probability
that all three will be selected to office?

d. What is the probability that none of the three (Mary, Jim, and John) will be
selected to office?

e. What is the probability that at least one of the three (Mary, Jim, and John)
will not be selected? Suggestion: Recall from Section 5.1 that if p is the
probability of an event occurring, then the probability that the event will not
occur is 1 − p.

SOLUTION

a. Imagine that we have three blanks corresponding to president, vice president,
and treasurer:

P VP T

There are 10 possibilities for the president blank. When that is filled, there are
nine names left, so there are nine possibilities for the vice president blank. When
that is filled, there are eight possibilities for the third blank:

10 9 8
P VP T

The Counting Principle gives

Number of outcomes = 10 × 9 × 8 = 720

b. We must count the number of ways John can be vice president. In this case,
John is not president, so there are nine possible names for the president blank.
There is just one possibility, John, for the vice president blank, and that leaves
eight possibilities for the treasurer blank:
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9 1 8
P VP T

Hence,

Number of ways John is vice president = 9 × 1 × 8 = 72

This is the number of favorable outcomes. Using these numbers, we find the
probability we want:

Probability John is vice president = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 72
720

= 0.1

Thus, there is a 10% chance of John being selected as vice president.
Alternatively, we can think along the following lines. All we are interested

in knowing is whose name goes in the vice president blank. There are 10
equally likely possibilities. Exactly one of them is John. Thus, the probability
that he is vice president is 1/10 = 0.1.

c. We want to arrange the three names John, Jim, and Mary in the three
officeholder blanks. There are three possible names for the first, two for the
second, and one for the third:

3 2 1
P VP T

Thus, the total number of ways these three candidates can all win office is
3 × 2 × 1 = 6. These are the favorable outcomes. We calculated in part a that
there are 720 possible outcomes. Using these values, we calculate

Probability all three selected = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 6
720

This is about 0.008 and represents a 0.8% chance that all three are selected.

d. If these three names don’t appear in the officer blanks, then there are seven
possibilities for the first, six for the second, and five for the third:

7 6 5
P VP T

That is a total of 7 × 6 × 5 = 210 favorable outcomes. Thus, the probability
that none will be selected is

Probability none selected = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 210
720

This is about 0.292, and it represents a 29.2% chance that none will be selected.

e. We found in part c that the probability that all three are selected is 6/720.
The probability that at least one will not be selected is the probability that the
event of all three being selected does not occur. This is 1 minus the probability
that all three are selected, so the probability that at least one will not be
selected is

1 − 6
720

or about 0.992. Hence, there is a 99.2% chance that at least one will not be
selected.
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Independent events
Suppose we pick a person at random and consider the probability that the person
is female and the probability that the person’s last name is Smith. Knowing that the
person is female does not affect the probability that the person’s last name is Smith.
These two events (picking a female and picking someone whose last name is Smith)
are independent.

In contrast, suppose we pick a person at random and look at the probability
that the person is female and the probability that the person’s first name is Mary. If
we know that the person is female, the probability that the name will be Mary may
be quite small. But if we don’t know whether the person is female, the probability
that the name will be Mary is much smaller. These two events (picking a female and
picking someone named Mary) are not independent.

KEY CONCEPT

Suppose we perform an experiment. Two events are independent if knowing
that one event occurs has no effect on the probability of the occurrence of
the other.

In many practical situations, it is important to determine whether or not events
are independent. For example, the events of being a smoker and having heart disease
are not independent. The establishment of the link between smoking and heart
disease was a milestone in public health policy.
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There is an important formula involving probabilities of independent events. We
look at an example to illustrate it. One of my favorite stores is having a sale. When
I buy something, I get a ticket at the checkout stand that gives me either 10% off,
20% off, 30% off, 40% off, or 50% off. (We suppose that each of these tickets is
equally likely.) I buy a pair of jeans in the morning and a shirt in the afternoon.
What is the probability that I get at least 30% off in the morning and at least 40%
off in the afternoon? These are independent events because winning one discount
does not give any information about the other.

First we count the total number of possible outcomes. Because there are five
possibilities for the morning and five for the afternoon, the Counting Principle tells
us that there are 5 × 5 = 25 possible outcomes. Now let’s count favorable outcomes.
For the morning, 30%, 40%, and 50% are favorable, and for the afternoon, only
40% and 50% are favorable. With three favorable outcomes for the morning and
two for the afternoon, the Counting Principle gives 3 × 2 = 6 favorable outcomes.
So the probability we seek is

P(At least 30% and At least 40%) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 6
25

Now we calculate the two probabilities individually. For the morning, there are
three favorable outcomes out of a total of five. So the probability of getting 30% or
greater in the morning is 3/5. For the afternoon, there are two favorable outcomes
out of a total of five. Thus, the probability of getting 40% or more in the afternoon
is 2/5.

If we multiply the individual probabilities, we find the probability of 30% or
more in the morning and 40% or more in the afternoon:

3
5

× 2
5

= 6
25

so

P(At least 30%) × P(At least 40%) = P(At least 30% and At least 40%)
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This result is no accident. Given two independent events, the probability that
both occur is the product of the separate probabilities for the two events.13 Here,
each probability must be written as a decimal or a fraction, not as a percentage.

SUMMARY 5.4
Product Formula
for Independent

Events

Events A and B are independent exactly when the probability of Event A and
Event B occurring is the probability of Event A times the probability of Event
B. So A and B are independent exactly when

P(A and B) = P(A) × P(B)

Here, each probability must be written as a decimal or a fraction, not as a
percentage.

The formula characterizes the situation when knowing that one event
occurs has no effect on the probability of the occurrence of the other.

EXAMPLE 5.20 Using the product formula: Defective products

Suppose that 1 in 500 digital cameras is defective and 3 in 1000 printers are defec-
tive. On a shopping trip, I purchase a digital camera and a printer. What is the
probability that both the camera and the printer are defective?

SOLUTION

The probability of getting a defective camera is 1/500, and the probability of getting
a defective printer is 3/1000. The fact that one item is defective gives no information
about the other, so the two events are independent. We use the product formula:

P(Defective camera and Defective printer) = 1
500

× 3
1000

= 3
500,000

This represents six times in a million.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.20
Suppose that 20% of T-shirts in a stack are red and 10% of shorts in another stack
are red. You pick a T-shirt and pair of shorts at random. What is the probability that
both are red?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Let’s look further at the previous example. Suppose I got home and found that
my digital camera was defective. I might reason as follows: “The probability of
both the camera and the printer being defective is so small that perhaps I can be
assured that the printer is fine.” This is a bogus argument. The probability of both
being defective is indeed quite small. Nonetheless, the two events are independent,
so knowing that the camera is defective does not change the probability that the
printer is defective.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Tossing a coin: A friend tossed a fair coin 10 times, and each time it came up heads.
On the next toss he is betting on tails because getting 11 heads in a row is so unlikely.
Is his reasoning valid?

13In fact, our initial description of independent events is useful to build intuition, but the mathematical definition of
independent events is that the product formula applies.
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Questions of this sort may invite many correct responses. We present one possibility:
Assuming that the coin being tossed is a fair coin, then the probability of a head on
the eleventh toss is 50%. That is because coin tosses are independent events. The
probability associated with the next toss has nothing to do with previous tosses.
But in practice, after seeing 10 straight heads, we might be inclined to question the
fairness of the coin. Perhaps our friend is thinking that 10 heads in a row from a fair
coin is so unlikely that he suspects the coin is not fair. It is probably time to examine
the coin closely.

Further questions of this type may be found in the What Do You Think? section of
exercises.

Try It Yourself answers
Try It Yourself 5.15: Counting outcomes: Tossing coins 215 = 32,768.

Try It Yourself 5.16: Counting by filling in blanks: Codes 14,196.

Try It Yourself 5.18: Counting and calculating probabilities: Draw two cards
16

52 × 51
or about 0.60%.

Try It Yourself 5.20: Using the product formula: Clothing color 0.02 or 2%.

Exercise Set 5.3
Test Your Understanding

1. State the Counting Principle.

2. True or false: Two events are independent if knowing that
one event occurs has no effect on the probability of the
occurrence of the other.

3. If A and B are independent events, then the probability of
A and B occurring equals .

Problems

In your answers to these exercises, leave each probability as a
fraction unless you are instructed to do otherwise.

4. Counting outcomes. There are five possible outcomes for
experiment A, and for each outcome of experiment A there are
three possible outcomes for experiment B. How many possible
outcomes are there if experiments A and B are performed in
succession?

5. Counting outcomes. In hat A there are three different num-
bers. In hat B there are four distinct lower-case letters. In
hat C there are five distinct upper-case letters. How many
possible collections of numbers, lower-case letters, and upper-
case letters are possible if I choose one item from each of the
three hats?

6. Counting outcomes. There are four entrants in the 100-
meter dash, five entrants in the high jump, and six entrants
in the javelin throw. No one enters more than one event. The
winner of each event receives a medal at the end of the contest.
How many possible groups of three winners are there?

7. Counting outcomes. How many possible outcomes are
there if we toss 10 dice, each of a different color?

8. Counting codes. How many three-letter codes can we make
using only vowels, a, e, i, o, or u?

9. Drawing two cards. Suppose you draw a card, put it back in
the deck, and draw another one. What is the probability that
the first card is a diamond and the second is a spade?

10. Playing two games.You play two unrelated games, one
after the other. There is a 30% chance of winning the first
game, and there is a 40% chance of winning the second game.
Use the product formula for independent events to find the
probability that you win both games. Express your answer as
a percentage.

11. Why use letters? Automobile license plates often use a mix
of numerals and letters of the alphabet. Why do you suppose
this is done? Why not use only numerals?

12. Bicycle speeds. A customer in a bicycle shop is looking
at a bicycle with three gears on the front (technically, three
chainrings) and seven gears on the rear (technically, seven
sprockets). He decides to look at a different bike because he
wants more than 10 speeds. Has he counted correctly?

13. Shampoo. A company wants to market different types
of shampoo using color-coded bottles, lids, and label print.
It has four different colors of lids, five different colors of
bottles, and two different colors of print for the label avail-
able. How many different types of shampoo can the company
package?
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14–16. Phone numbers. Local phone numbers consist of
seven numerals, the first three of which are common to many
users. Exercises 14 through 16 refer to phone numbers in
various settings.

14. A small town’s phone numbers all start with 337, 352, or
363. How many phone numbers are available?

15. Until 1996 all toll-free numbers started with the area code
800. Assume that all seven digits for the rest of a number were
possible, and determine how many toll-free 800 numbers there
were.

16. Today there are a total of six toll-free area codes: 800,
844, 855, 866, 877, and 888. Assume that all seven digits for
the rest of a number are possible, and determine how many
toll-free numbers there are now.

17. I won the lottery. I just won the Powerball lottery and
wanted to keep it a secret. But I told two close friends, who
each told five other different people, and those in turn each
told four other different people. How many people (other than
me) heard the story of my lottery win? Be careful how you
count.

18. Voting. I am voting in a state election. There are three can-
didates for governor, four candidates for lieutenant governor,
three candidates for the state house of representatives, and four
candidates for the senate. In how many different ways can I fill
out a ballot if I vote once for each office?

19. My bicycle lock. My combination bicycle lock has four
wheels, each of which has the numbers 0 through 20. Exactly
one combination of numbers (in order) on the wheels (e.g.,
2-17-0-12) will open the lock.
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a. How many possible combinations of numbers are there
on my bicycle lock?

b. Suppose that I have forgotten my combination. At ran-
dom I try 1-2-3-4. What is the probability that the lock
will open with this combination?

c. Out of frustration I try at random 50 different combi-
nations. What is the probability that 1 of these 50 efforts
will open the lock?

20. Counting faces. A classic children’s toy consists of 11
different blocks that combine to form a rectangle showing a
man’s face.14 Each block has four sides with alternatives for
that part of the face; for example, the block for the right eye

might have a closed eye on one side, a partially open eye on
another, and so on. A child can turn any block and so change
that part of the face, and in this way many different faces can
be formed.
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Changeable Charlie: A face formed by blocks.

a. How many different faces can be formed by the chil-
dren’s toy?

b. If a child makes one change each minute and spends 48
hours a week changing faces, how many years will it take
to see every possible face?

21–30. Independent events. In each of Exercises 21 through
30, determine whether you think the given pair of events is
independent. Explain your answer.

21. You collect Social Security benefits. You are over age 65.

22. You are in good physical condition. You work out
regularly.

23. You suffer from diabetes. You are a registered Democrat.

24. You are over 6 feet tall. You prefer light-colored attire.

25. You frequent casinos. You have lost money gambling.

26. It rains today. It is cloudy today.

27. It rains today. There is a pop quiz in math today.

28. It rains today. The streets are wet today.

29. It rains today. There are flight delays at the airport today.

30. It rains today. I take my umbrella to class with me.

31. Coins. We toss a coin twice. Use the product formula for
independent events to calculate the probability that we get a
tail followed by a head.

32. A coin and a die. We toss a coin and then roll a die. Use
the product formula for independent events to calculate the
probability that we get a tail followed by a 6.

14One such toy was called Changeable Charlie.
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33. Jelly beans. Assume that a box contains four red
jelly beans and two green ones. We consider the event that
a red bean is drawn.

a. Suppose I pick a jelly bean from the boxwithout looking.
I record the color and put the bean back in the box. Then I
choose a bean again. Are the two events independent?What
is the probability of getting a red bean both times?

b. Now suppose I pick a jelly bean from the same box
without looking, but this time I do not put the bean back
in the box. Then I choose a bean again. Are the two events
independent? What is the probability of getting two red
beans?

34. Two dice. This exercise refers to the toss of a pair of dice.
a. What is the probability that the total number of dots
appearing on top is 5?

b. What is the probability that the total number of dots
appearing on top is 7?

c. What is the probability that the total number of dots
appearing on top is not 5?

d. What is the probability that the total number of dots
appearing on top is not 7?

35. Marbles. Suppose an opaque jar contains 5 red marbles
and 10 green marbles. This exercise refers to the experiment of
picking twomarbles from the jarwithout replacing the first one.

a. What is the probability of getting a green marble first
and a red marble second?

b. What is the probability of getting a green marble and a
red marble? (How is this part different from part a?)

36. More jelly beans. Suppose I pick (without looking) a jelly
bean from a box containing five red beans and seven blue
beans. I record the color and put the bean back in the box.
Then I choose a bean again.

a. What is the probability of getting a red bean both times?

b. What is the probability of getting a blue bean both times?

37. Two cards. This exercise refers to choosing two cards from
a thoroughly shuffled deck. Assume that the deck is shuffled
after a card is returned to the deck.

a. If you put the first card back in the deck before you
draw the next, what is the probability that the first card is
a 10 and the second card is a jack?

b. If you do not put the first card back in the deck before
you draw the next, what is the probability that the first
card is a 10 and the second card is a jack?

c. If you put the first card back in the deck before you
draw the next, what is the probability that the first card is
a club and the second card is a diamond?

d. If you do not put the first card back in the deck before
you draw the next, what is the probability that the first
card is a club and the second card is a diamond?

e. If you do not put the first card back in the deck before
you draw the next, what is the probability that both cards
are diamonds?

f. If you do not put the first card back in the deck before
you draw the next, what is the probability that the first
card is a club and the second one is black?

38. Two cards and a die. You choose two cards from a thor-
oughly shuffled deck, and then you roll a die. If you do not put
the first card back in the deck before you draw the next, what
is the probability that the first card is a queen, the second card
is a king, and the die shows a 6?

39. Traffic lights. Suppose a certain traffic light shows a red
light for 45 seconds, a green light for 45 seconds, and a yellow
light for 5 seconds.

a. If you look at this light at a randomly chosen instant,
what is the probability that you see a red or yellow light?

b. Each day you look at this light at a randomly chosen
instant. What is the probability that you see a red light five
days in a row?

40. Red light. The city finds empirically that the probability
that an automobile going through the intersection of 5th and
Main will run a red light sometime during a given day is
9.2%, and the probability that an automobile going through
the intersection of 7th and Polk will run a red light sometime
during a given day is 11.7%. Suppose a car is picked at random
at 5th and Main on a given day and another at random at 7th
and Polk. Write each probability as a percentage rounded to
one decimal place.

a. What is the probability that the car will not run a red
light at 5th and Main?

b. What is the probability that the car will not run a red
light at 7th and Polk?

c. What is the probability that neither car runs a red light?

41. A box. Suppose that the inside bottom of a box is painted
with three colors: 1/3 of the bottom area is red, 1/6 is blue,
and 1/2 is white. You toss a tiny pebble into the box without
aiming and note the color on which the pebble lands. Then
you toss another tiny pebble into the box without aiming and
note the color on which that pebble lands.

a. Are the two trials independent?

b. What is the probability that both pebbles land on the
color blue?

c. What is the probability that the first pebble lands on the
color blue and the second pebble lands on red?

d. What is the probability that one of the pebbles lands on
the color blue and the other pebble lands on red? (How is
this part different from part c?)

42. Lightbulbs I. A room has three lightbulbs. Each one has a
10% probability of burning out within the month. Write each
probability as a percentage rounded to one decimal place.

a. What is the probability that all three will burn out
within the month?

b. What is the probability that all three will be lit at the
end of the month?

c. What is the probability that at the end of the month at
least one of the bulbs will be lit?

43. Lightbulbs II. This exercise is a bit more challenging. It is
important that a room have light during the next month. You
want to ensure that the chances of the room going dark are less
than 1 in a million. How many lightbulbs should you install in
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the room to guarantee this if each one has a 95% probability
of staying lit during the month?

44. Murphy’s law. “If something can go wrong, it will go
wrong.” This funny saying is called Murphy’s law. Let’s inter-
pret this to mean “If something can go wrong, there is a very
high probability that it will eventually go wrong.”

Suppose we look at the event of having an automobile
accident at some time during a day’s commute. Let’s assume
that the probability of having an accident on a given day
is 1 in a thousand or 0.001. That is, in your town, one of
every thousand cars on a given day is involved in an accident
(including little fender-benders). We also assume that having
(or not having) an accident on a given day is independent of
having (or not having) an accident on any other given day.
Suppose you commute 44 weeks per year, 5 days a week, for a
total of 220 days each year. In the following parts, write each
probability in decimal form rounded to three places.

a. What is the probability that you have no accident over
a year’s time?

b. What is the probability that you will have at least one
accident over a one-year period?

c. Repeat parts a and b for a 10-year period and for a
20-year period.

d. Does your work support the idea that there is a
mathematical basis for Murphy’s law as we interpreted it?

45–48. Political party preference. The following excerpt is
from an article that appeared at the Web site NewsOK.

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.6

In Oklahoma, Republicans
Continue to Show Net
Increase Over Democrats
in Registered Voters
Oklahoma Republicans had a 3-1 net increase
over Democrats in registered voters, registration
records show.
MICHAEL MCNUTT November 2, 2012

O klahoma, where the Republican presidential
candidate four years ago won all 77 counties,

continues to move toward a deeper shade of red.
Republicans showed a 3-1 net increase over Demo-

crats in registered voters since Jan. 15, figures released
Thursday by the state Election Board show. Even inde-
pendents outpaced Democrats in the net increase of
voters. . .

Democrats still have the most registered voters in
the state, but have slipped to 45.6 percent of all voters.
Republicans have grown to 42.4 percent of registered
voters and independents have grown to 12 percent. . .

This information is used in Exercises 45 through 48. Write
each probability as a percentage rounded to the nearest whole
number.

45. If you pick a registered voter at random, what is the proba-
bility that you have chosen aDemocrat?What is the probability
of a Republican?What is the probability of an Independent?

46. Suppose that on 11/1/2012, you chose a registered voter in
Oklahoma at random. What is the probability that you have
chosen either a Democrat or a Republican?

47. Suppose you choose two people at random from among
the registered voters. What is the probability that you get two
independents?

48. This problem is more challenging. Suppose you choose
three people at random from among the registered voters.
What is the probability that you get one Republican, one
Democrat, and one Independent? Suggestion: First assume that
you pick three people one at a time, and find the probability
that you get a Republican, a Democrat, and an Independent,
in that order. How should you modify this number to get the
requested probability?

Exercise 49 is suitable for group work.

49. Billion Dollar Bracket Challenge. In January 2014, the
company Quicken Loans made news by announcing that it
would pay $1 billion to the person who submitted the per-
fect NCAA bracket for the men’s Division I tournament that
year. The company bought an insurance policy from Warren
Buffett’s holding company Berkshire Hathaway to cover the
cost of any prize money.

a. Winning the $1 billion prize required a contestant to
complete a bracket that predicted correctly the outcome
of 63 games. What is the probability that a person who
predicted the winners of the 63 games by random choice
would have a perfect bracket? Express your answer in
terms of a power of 2.

b. The answer to part a is very small. To see how small
it is, assume that everyone in the United States filled out
many brackets and that all of the brackets produced in this
way were different. (In fact, the contest was limited to 15
million entries altogether.) Howmany brackets would each
person have to fill out to make sure that altogether all of
the possible outcomes of the 63 games were represented?
Use the fact that the population of the United States at
this time was 317 million, and round your answer to the
nearest billion. Note: You will need a calculator that can
handle large numbers.

50. History. The Counting Principle has surely been known for
a long time. In fact, it may be involved in a curious problem
found in one of the oldest surviving mathematical texts, the
Rhindpapyrus fromancientEgypt.Thepapyrus itselfdates from
about 1650 b.c., but itmay be a copy of a source 150 years older
than that. The curious problem from the Rhind papyrus has the
following data (where a hekat is a measure of volume):

Houses 7
Cats 49
Mice 343
Heads of wheat 2401
Hekat measures 16,807
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One historian has suggested that the context of the table is
as follows: In an estate there are seven houses, each house had
seven cats, each cat could eat seven mice, each mouse could eat
seven heads of wheat, and each head of wheat could produce
seven hekat measures of grain.15 Use the Counting Principle to
explain how this interpretation is consistent with the numbers
in the table.

51. Double sixes. Chevalier de Méré was a gambler who
lived in the seventeenth century. He asked whether or not
one should bet even money on the occurrence of at least one
“double six” during 24 throws of a pair of dice. This ques-
tion was a factor that motivated Fermat and Pascal to study
probability (see Exercise 61 in Section 5.1). Answer de Méré’s
question: What is the probability of at least one “double six”
in 24 consecutive rolls of a pair of dice? Write your answer
in decimal form rounded to two places. Hint: First find the
probability of 24 consecutive rolls of a pair of dice without a
“double six.”

Exercises 52 through 54 are designed to be solved using
technology such as calculators or computer spreadsheets.

52. Factorials. Suppose you want to arrange five people in
order in a waiting line. There are five choices for the person
who goes first, four for the person who goes second, and so
on. Thus, the number of ways to arrange five people is 5 × 4 ×
3 × 2 × 1 = 120. This sort of product arises often enough that
it has a special notation:16 We write n! (read “n factorial”) for
n× (n− 1) × · · · × 1. For example, 5! = 120 according to the
previous expansion. Use technology to determine how many
ways there are to arrange 12 people in order in a waiting
line.

53. More on factorials. This is a continuation of Exercise 52.
Use technology to determine how many ways there are to
arrange 50 people in order in a waiting line. Can you find
the answer for 200 people?

54. Listing cases. Devise a computer program that will list all
possible outcomes of tossing n coins. Warning: If you actually
run your program for even moderate values of n, you will get
a very long output.

Writing About Mathematics

55. The Rhind papyrus. The Rhind papyrus cited in Exercise
50 is an important document in the history of mathematics.
Look up information about the Rhind papyrus and write a
report.

56. Chevalier de Méré. Chevalier de Méré was mentioned
in Exercise 51. Look up information about him and report
your findings. Be sure to include connections with Fermat and
Pascal.

What Do You Think?

57. Favorable? In calculating the probability of losing a game,
you told a friend that your textbook referred to a loss as
“favorable event.” Your friend challenged you and said that a
loss is not favorable. What would you say in response?

58. Passwords. When you choose passwords for Web sites,
often you are prompted to use letters and numbers as well as
some of the symbols across the top row of your keyboard. Why
does this procedure result in a more secure password than just
using the name of your pet? Exercise 11 is relevant to this topic.

59. The Counting Principle. Refer to the statement of the
Counting Principle on page 342. Provide an example to show
that M+N does not give the correct number of possible
outcomes for the two experiments.

60. Independent events. What does it mean for events to be
independent? Give examples of events that are independent as
well as some that are not. Exercise 21 is relevant to this topic.

61. Dangerous intersection. A city commission has observed
that there have been accidents for each of the past 30 weeks
at a certain intersection. One commissioner proposes that a
traffic light be installed at that intersection. Another commis-
sioner says that having 31 accidents in a row is very unlikely,
so a traffic light is not needed. Which is right? What does
this have to do with the concepts of “independent events” and
“empirical probability”? Exercise 40 is relevant to this topic.

62. Going to St. Ives. Here is a simplified version of an old
riddle. I saw seven men going to St. Ives. Each man had seven
sacks, and each sack had seven cats. Each cat had seven kits.
Howmany people were going to St. Ives?Of course the answer
is seven, but what counting idea would you use if you were
asked how many items were traveling to St. Ives? Can you
think of other traditional riddles or fairy tales that involve this
same counting idea? Exercise 50 is relevant to this topic.

63. Justice.Discuss how probability plays a role in our judicial
system. Hint: Consider DNA testing, among other things.

64. Outcomes. In the statement of the Counting Principle, we
assume that for each outcome of the first experiment there
are the same number of outcomes of the second experiment.
Would the Counting Principle apply without this assumption?
Hint: Consider, for example, a very simple menu with two
entrées. There is one side dish available for one entrée, and
there are two side dishes available for the other. How many
possible combinations of an entrée with a side dish are there?

65. Self-independence. Use the product formula to determine
under what conditions an event A is independent of itself. Does
your result make sense in terms of the initial informal descrip-
tion of independence in the text? Reminder: The solutions of
the equation x= x2 are x= 0 and x= 1.

15See Howard Eves, An Introduction to the History of Mathematics, 6th ed. (Philadelphia: Saunders, 1990).
16The idea of factorials is discussed more fully in Section 5.4.
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5.4 More ways of counting:
Permuting and combining

TAKE AWAY FROM THIS SECTION
Efficient counting techniques apply in many practical settings.

This following article provides a basic introduction to the way genetic information
is stored in DNA.
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SearchIN THE NEWS 5.7

The Human Genome Project Completion: Frequently
Asked Questions

O n April 14, 2003 the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), the
Department of Energy (DOE), and their partners in the International Human

Genome Sequencing Consortium announced the successful completion of the
Human Genome Project.

What is a genome?

A genome is an organism’s complete set of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), a chemical
compound that contains the genetic instructions needed to develop and direct
the activities of every organism. DNA molecules are made of two twisting, paired
strands. Each strand is made of four chemical units, called nucleotide bases. The
bases are adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). Bases on opposite
strands pair specifically; an A always pairs with a T, and a C always with a G.

The human genome contains approximately 3 billion of these base pairs, which
reside in the 23 pairs of chromosomes within the nucleus of all our cells. Each
chromosome contains hundreds to thousands of genes, which carry the instructions
for making proteins. Each of the estimated 30,000 genes in the human genome
makes an average of three proteins.

One major goal of understanding the sequence in a DNA molecule is the identi-
fication of genes that give rise to cancer. Understanding the genetics of cancer comes
down to determining how four letters, A, C, G, T, go together in long strings. The
number of possibilities is staggering, but there are mathematical tools to help in
the enumeration. These tools, which ultimately rely on the Counting Principle, are
considered in this section.

Permutations
Suppose we arrange a group of people into a line. The first in line gets first prize,
the second in line gets second prize, and so on. Your place in line determines the
prize you get. So the order in which people are arranged in the line is important. An
arrangement where order is important is called a permutation.
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KEY CONCEPT

A permutation of items is an arrangement of the items in a certain order.
Each item can be used only once in the sequence.

Suppose, for example, that we use the letters A, B, and C to make product codes
where each letter is used exactly once. How many such codes can we make? That
is, how many permutations are there of the letters A, B, and C? We can list them
all to get the answer. The permutations of the letters A, B, C, are ABC, ACB, BAC,
BCA, CAB, CBA—six in all. When the number of items is large, it is not efficient to
list all of the permutations. Instead, we need a faster way of calculating how many
there are.

Think of making a permutation (or arrangement) by filling three blanks with
the three letters without repetition, that is, using each letter once:

There are three choices for the first blank. When that blank is filled, we have only
two letters left, so there are two choices for the next blank. Now there is only one
letter left, so we have just one choice for the last blank:

3 2 1

The Counting Principle says that the total number of ways to fill all the blanks is
3 × 2 × 1 = 6. This agrees with the number we found by making a list.

This kind of calculation occurs so often that it is given a special name and
symbol. For a positive whole number n, the product of all the whole numbers from
n down through 1 is denoted by n with an exclamation point: n!. This is pronounced
“n factorial.”

Although it may seem strange, zero factorial (0!) is always defined to be the
number 1. One way to justify this is by asserting that there’s just one way to arrange
no items. We’ll see another reason why later. Here are some factorials:

0! = 1

1! = 1

2! = 2 × 1 = 2

3! = 3 × 2 × 1 = 6

4! = 4 × 3 × 2 × 1 = 24

The method we used to find the number of arrangements of the letters A, B, C works
in general. For example, suppose there are 10 people waiting to buy tickets to some
event. In how many ways can we arrange the 10 people in a line at the ticket booth?
Thinking again of filling in slots, we see that there are 10 people who could be at the
head of the line. That leaves nine who might be second, eight in third place, etc. So
the total number of ways to arrange the 10 people is 10!, which equals 3,628,800.
That’s a pretty big number.

SUMMARY 5.5
Permutations of n

Items

The number of permutations of n items is the number of ways to arrange n
distinct items without repetition. The Counting Principle shows that this is n
factorial, which is defined as

n! = n× (n− 1) × · · · × 2 × 1
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EXAMPLE 5.21 Using factorials: Arranging four letters

In how many ways can I arrange the four letters A, B, C, D using each letter only
once?

SOLUTION

The number of permutations of four letters is 4! = 4 × 3 × 2 × 1 = 24.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.21
In how many ways can I arrange the five letters A, B, C, D, E using each letter only
once?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Factorials get big fast—as we just saw, 10! = 3,628,800. To find large factorials
on a calculator using the definition, you would have to do a lot of multiplications,
which could be quite tedious. The accompanying tip should help.

CALCULATION TIP 5.3 Factorials with a Calculator
or Computer

• On the TI-83 and TI-84 graphing calculators, there’s a factorial command

! located in the math probability menu. To find 10!, enter 10 MATH

PRB 4 .
• In the spreadsheet program Excel c©, the command for n! is FACT(n). For

example, to find 10!, enter FACT(10).
• You can also find factorials on the calculator that comes with Microsoft

Windows c©. Choose the View menu in the calculator and click on Scientific

to get the full size. You can see the n! button in the fourth column, just

above the 1/x button.

More on arrangements
Let’s revisit the idea of putting people in order and awarding prizes. But this time,
let’s do it under the more realistic assumption that not everyone gets a prize.We think
of selecting 3 lucky winners from a group of 10 people. The first person selected
gets first prize, the second gets second prize, and the third gets third prize. Such an
arrangement is called a permutation of 10 people taken 3 at a time.

KEY CONCEPT

The number of ways to select k items from n distinct items and arrange them
in order is called the number of permutations of n items taken k at a time.

The Counting Principle allows us to calculate the number of permutations of
this type.
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EXAMPLE 5.22 Counting permutations: Three prizes

In how many ways can we select 3 people from a group of 10 and award them first,
second, and third prizes? This is the number of permutations of 10 items taken 3 at
a time.

SOLUTION

We think of filling 3 slots with names selected from the 10 people:

There are 10 names available for the first slot. But because nobody gets more than
one prize, there are only 9 available for the second and then 8 available for the third:

10 9 8

The Counting Principle shows that the number of ways to select the three winners is
10 × 9 × 8 = 720.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.22
In how many ways can we select four letters from the alphabet without repetition
and then arrange them in a sequence?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Now we use our ideas about counting permutations to assign poll watchers.

EXAMPLE 5.23 Permutations: Poll watchers

A political organization wants to observe the voting procedures at five polling places.
The organization has five poll watchers available.

a. In how many different ways can the poll watchers be assigned?

b. For each of the polling places, one of the available watchers lives in the
precinct for that polling place. If the watchers are assigned at random, what is
the probability that each one will be assigned to the polling place for the
precinct where he or she lives?

c. Suppose now that the organization wants to observe only two of the polling
places. In how many ways can the organization assign these places to two of the
available watchers? This is the number of permutations of five items taken two
at a time.

d. Assume now that there are 20 polling places and 20 poll watchers available.
How many permutations are there of the 20 watchers?
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SOLUTION

a. As we noted earlier, the number of ways to arrange five items is

5! = 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1 = 120

In terms of assigning poll watchers, there are five choices for the first polling
place, followed by four choices for the next place, and so on.

b. From part a there are 120 outcomes, and only one of them has each of the
watchers assigned to his or her home precinct. So the probability that each one
will be assigned to the polling place for the precinct where he or she lives is
1/120 or about 0.008.

c. There are five choices to watch the first polling place and four choices to
watch the second polling place. That makes 5 × 4 = 20 different arrangements.

d. As we have noted, the number of arrangements of 20 items is 20!, which is
(get ready!) 2,432,902,008,176,640,000. Yikes! This number is too big even for
most calculators, which will report at best an estimate. Generally speaking,
specialized mathematical software is needed to handle numbers of this size, and
hand calculation is out of the question.

Calculations using factorials
We want to find a simpler way to write the number of permutations when the
number of items is large. Let’s look at what happens when we have lots of books to
arrange on a shelf. Suppose, for example, that we have 20 different books and we
want to arrange 9 of them (in order) on a shelf. That is, we want to calculate the
number of permutations of 20 items taken 9 at a time. Thinking of filling in blanks,
we see that there are 20 books for the first position, 19 for the second, down to 12
for the last position:

20 19 18 . . . 12

Thus, we find

20 × 19 × 18 × 17 × 16 × 15 × 14 × 13 × 12 arrangements

It would be very tedious to multiply all nine of these numbers, even with a
calculator. But there’s an easy way to find the answer on a calculator using the
factorial command. Here’s the trick: We write the expression

20 × 19 × 18 × 17 × 16 × 15 × 14 × 13 × 12

as
20 × 19 × 18 × 17 × 16 × 15 × 14 × 13 × 12 × (11!)

11!
Now we expand the factorial in the numerator to find

20 × 19 × 18 × 17 × 16 × 15 × 14 × 13 × 12 × (11 × 10 × 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1)
11!

= 20!
11!

The result is that the number of permutations of 20 items taken 9 at a time is

20!
11!

= 20!
(20 − 9)!

We use the notation P(20, 9) to denote the number of permutations of 20 items
taken 9 at a time. We have found that

P(20, 9) = 20!
(20 − 9)!
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With the aid of a calculator, we get

20!
(20 − 9)!

= 20!
11!

= 60,949,324,800

This method is often useful, and we call attention to it in the accompanying
summary.

SUMMARY 5.6
Permutations of n
Items Taken k at

a Time

The number of ways to select k items from n items and arrange them in
order is the number of permutations of n items taken k at a time. We use
the notation P(n, k) to denote this number, and we can calculate it using the
permutations formula

P(n, k) = n!
(n− k)!

EXAMPLE 5.24 Using the permutations formula: Student newspaper

The editor of the student newspaper has seven slots to fill on the editorial board.
Twenty-five students have applied for a slot. Use the permutations formula to find
the number of ways to select seven applicants and arrange them in a sequence.

SOLUTION

We are selecting 7 of 25 applicants, so we use the permutations formula P(n, k) =
n!

(n− k)!
with n= 25 and k= 7:

P(25, 7) = 25!
(25 − 7)!

= 25!
18!

Using a calculator, or by a hand-calculation method that we will shortly introduce,
we find that there are 2,422,728,000 ways to select seven applicants and arrange
them in a sequence. We remark that many calculations involving permutations pro-
duce exceptionally large numbers.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.24
Use the permutations formula to find the number of ways to select 10 applicants
from 25 and arrange them in a sequence. Leave your answer in terms of factorials.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

CALCULATION TIP 5.4 Permutations

The TI-83 and TI-84 graphing calculators have a permutation command nPr

located in the math probability menu along with the factorial command. To
find the number of permutations of n items taken r at a time, enter the number
of items n, first, then the permutation key, then the number of items to select at
a time, r. For example, to find the number of permutations of 10 items taken
4 at a time (10P4), enter 10 MATH PRB 2 4.

In the spreadsheet Excel c©, the command for the number of permutations
of n items taken r at a time is PERMUT(n,r). For example, to find the number
of permutations of 10 items taken 4 at a time, enter PERMUT(10,4).
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Combinations
A permutation of a set of items is an arrangement of those items in a certain order.
By contrast, a combination of a set of items is a collection that does not take into
account the order in which they happen to appear.

KEY CONCEPT

A combination of a group of items is a selection from that group in which
order is not taken into account. No item can be used more than once in a
combination.

For example, if we consider the number of ways we can pick 5 people from
a group of 10 and give the first a prize of $10, the second a prize of $9, and so
on, it matters who comes first. Thus, we are interested in counting permutations. In
contrast, if we select 5 people from a group of 10 and give each of them a $10 prize,
order makes no difference. Everybody gets the same prize. Here, we want to find the
number of combinations, not the number of permutations.

To illustrate the point further, note that CAB and BAC are two different per-
mutations of the letters A, B, and C. However, they would be considered the same
combination.

How many combinations of the letters A, B, C are there taken two at a time?
In other words, how many ways can we select two of the three letters if it makes no
difference in which order the letters are considered? Simply by listing them, we can
see that there are three possible combinations: AB, AC, and BC.

For comparison, we note that there are six permutations of these three letters
taken two at a time: AB, BA, AC, CA, BC, and CB. That is, there are six ways of
selecting two letters from a list of three if the order in which they are chosen matters.
Note that in the list of six permutations above each combination appears twice—for
example, AB and BA. The number of permutations, 6, is twice the number of combi-
nations, 3. Thus, to find the number of combinations from the number of permuta-
tions, we divide 6 by 2. This observation is the key to finding an easy way to count
combinations. We find the number of permutations, then look to see how many
times each different combination is listed, and divide. Expressed as a formula, this is

Combinations = Permutations
Repeated listings

In the case of permutations of k items, the number of times each combination is
listed is k!. (Why?) This observation yields the formula in the following summary.

SUMMARY 5.7
Combinations

The number of ways to select k items from n items when order makes no
difference is the number of combinations of n items taken k at a time. We use
the notation C(n, k) to denote this number, and we can calculate this number
using the combinations formula:

Combinations of n items taken k at a time = n!
k!(n− k)!

EXAMPLE 5.25 Using the combinations formula: Three-person
committee

Use the combinations formula to express the number of three-person committees I
can select from a group of six people.
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SOLUTION

This is the number of combinations of six people taken three at a time. We use the

combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 6 and k= 3:

C(6, 3) = 6!
3!(6 − 3)!

= 6!
3!3!

= 20

Thus, there are 20 possible ways of selecting a three-person committee from a group
of six people.
TRY IT YOURSELF 5.25
Use the combinations formula to express the number of four-person committees I
can select from a group of nine people. Leave your answer in terms of factorials.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

CALCULATION TIP 5.5 Combinations

If you enter the formula for combinations on a calculator, be sure to put

parentheses around the denominator. For example, enter
8!
5!3!

as 8!/(5!3!).

The TI-83 and TI-84 graphing calculators have a combination key nCr

located in the math probability menu. To find the number of combinations of n
items taken r at a time, enter the number of items n first, then the combination
key, then the number of items to select at one time, r. For example, to find the
number of combinations of 10 items taken 4 at a time (10C4), enter 10 MATH
PRB 3 4.

In the spreadsheet Excel c©, the command to find the number of combina-
tions of n items taken r at a time is COMBIN(n,r). For example, to find the
number of combinations of 10 items taken 4 at a time, enter COMBIN(10,4).

Hand calculation of combinations
Sometimes we can simplify fractions involving factorials to avoid long calculations.
Let’s look, for example, at 55!/53!. We can save a lot of time in calculating this by
hand if we notice that lots of terms cancel:

55!
53!

= 55 × 54 × 53 × 52 × · · · × 3 × 2 × 1
53 × 52 × · · · × 3 × 2 × 1

= 55 × 54 × 53 × 52 × · · · × /3 × /2 × /1
53 × 52 × · · · × /3 × /2 × /1

= 55 × 54

= 2970

Cancellations may be even more helpful when dealing with combinations. For exam-
ple, consider the number of combinations of 10 items taken 6 at a time:

C(10, 6) = 10!
6!(10 − 6)!

= 10!
6!4!

If we write this out, we find

10!
6!4!

= 10 × 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1
(6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1) × (4 × 3 × 2 × 1)
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Look at the larger factorial on the bottom (6! in this case). It will always cancel with
part of the top:

10 × 9 × 8 × 7 × /6 × /5 × /4 × /3 × /2 × /1
( /6 × /5 × /4 × /3 × /2 × /1) × (4 × 3 × 2 × 1)

= 10 × 9 × 8 × 7
4 × 3 × 2 × 1

We will always get a whole number for the final answer. (Why?) Thus, the rest of
the denominator will cancel as well. Note that the 4 × 2 in the denominator cancels
with the 8 in the numerator, and the 3 divides into the 9:

10×
3
/9 × /8 × 7

/4 × /3 × /2 × 1
= 10 × 3 × 7 = 210

Following this procedure can significantly shorten manual computations of
this sort.

Remember that whenever you calculate any permutation P(n, k) or combination
C(n, k), you should always end up with a whole number. If you wind up with a
fraction, go back and check your work.

CALCULATION TIP 5.6 Combinations

If you calculate a permutation or combination with pencil and paper, you can
always cancel all the terms in the denominator before doing any multiplica-
tion. Calculating combinations involving large numbers is best done with a
computer or calculator.

EXAMPLE 5.26 Calculating combinations by hand: Nine items taken
five at a time

Calculate by hand the number of combinations of nine items taken five at a time.

SOLUTION

The number of combinations of nine items taken five at a time is

C(9, 5) = 9!
5!(9 − 5)!

= 9!
5!4!

We compute

9!
5!4!

= 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1
5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1

= 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 × /5 × /4 × /3 × /2 × /1
/5 × /4 × /3 × /2 × /1 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1

= 9 × 8 × 7 × 6
4 × 3 × 2 × 1

= 9 × /8 × 7 × 6
/4 × 3 × /2 × 1

=
3
/9 ×7 × 6
/3 × 1

= 3 × 7 × 6

= 126

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.26
Calculate by hand the number of combinations of 10 items taken 7 at a time.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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Here is an example of using combinations to count the number of three-judge
panels used in the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, which covers several western
states, including California.

EXAMPLE 5.27 Computing combinations: Three-judge panels

The New York Times ran an article on June 30, 2002, with the title, “Court That
Ruled on Pledge Often Runs Afoul of Justices.” The court in question is the Ninth
Circuit Court, which ruled in 2002 that the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag is uncon-
stitutional because it includes the phrase “under God.” The article discusses the
effect of having a large number of judges, and it states, “The judges have chambers
throughout the circuit and meet only rarely. Assuming there are 28 judges, there are
more than 3000 possible combinations of three-judge panels.”
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a. Is the article correct in stating that there are more than 3000 possible
combinations consisting of three-judge panels? Exactly how many three-judge
panels can be formed from the 28-judge court?

b. Assume that there are 28 judges. How many 28-judge panels are there?

SOLUTION

a. We want to find the number of ways to choose 3 items from 28 items. We

use the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 28 and k= 3:

C(28, 3) = 28!
3!(28 − 3)!

= 28!
3!25!

This fraction can be simplified by cancellation:

28!
3!25!

= 28 × 27 × 26 × 25 × 24 × 23 × · · · × /1
(3 × 2 × 1) × (25 × 24 × 23 × · · · × /1)

= 28 × 27 × 26
3 × 2 × 1

= 28×
9
27 ×

13
26

/3 × /2 × 1
= 3276

The article is correct in stating that there are more than 3000 possible
three-judge panels. There are, in fact, 3276 such combinations.

b. We are really being asked, “In how many ways can we choose 28 judges
from 28 judges to form a panel?” There is obviously only one way: All 28
judges go on the panel.

Let’s see what happens if we apply the combinations formula to this simple

case. We use the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 28 and

k= 28:

C(28, 28) = 28!
28!(28 − 28)!

= 28!
28!0!

= 1

This is the same as the answer we found before. Remember that 0! is taken to
be 1, and this formula is one reason why.
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Probabilities with permutations or combinations
Now that we have more sophisticated ways of counting, we can calculate certain
probabilities more easily.

EXAMPLE 5.28 Finding the probability: Selecting a committee

In a group of six men and four women, I select a committee of three at random.
What is the probability that all three committee members are women?

SOLUTION

Recall that

Probability = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

We first find the number of favorable outcomes, which is the number of three-person
committees consisting of women. There are four women, so the number of ways to
select a three-woman committee is the number of combinations of four items taken

three at a time. We use the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 4

and k= 3:

C(4, 3) = 4!
3!(4 − 3)!

= 4!
3!1!

= 4

Next we find the number of ways to select a 3-person committee from the 10 people
(the total number of outcomes). This is the number of combinations of 10 people

taken 3 at a time. We use the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 10

and k= 3:

C(10, 3) = 10!
3!(10 − 3)!

= 10!
3!7!

= 120

So the probability of an all-female committee is

Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 4
120

= 1
30

This is about 0.03.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.28
In a group of five men and five women, I select a committee of three at random.
What is the probability that all three committee members are women?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.
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Hand

Royal Flush 4000 0.00%

Straight  Flush 250 0.01%

4 of a Kind 125 0.24%

Full House 45 1.15%

Flush 30 1.10%

Straight 20 1.12%

3 of a Kind 15 7.45%

Two Pair 10 12.93%

Jacks or Better 5 21.46%

Nothing 0 54.54%

17

Payout (5) Probability

This table displays some results for Deuce’s
Wild poker played using a popular video
poker game: the hand that is dealt or
held, the payout or amount of coins for
that winning hand, and the probability
that a hand will occur.

EXAMPLE 5.29 Finding the probability: Poker hands

There are many different kinds of poker games, but in most of them the winner is
ultimately decided by the best five-card hand. Suppose you draw five cards from a
full deck.

a. How many five-card hands are possible?

b. What is the probability that exactly two of the cards are kings?

c. What is the probability that all of them are hearts?

B
en

ny
E
va

ns

SOLUTION

a. The total number of hands is the number of combinations of 52 items taken

5 at a time. We use the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 52

and k= 5:

C(52, 5) = 52!
5!(52 − 5)!

= 52!
5!47!

= 2,598,960

(Thus, there are more than 2.5 million different five-card poker hands.) This is
the number we will use in the denominator of the remaining calculations.

b. We must count how many ways we can choose five cards from the deck so
that exactly two are kings. To do this, we must choose two kings and three
others. There are four kings, from which we choose two. We use the

combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 4 and k= 2:

C(4, 2) = 4!
2!(4 − 2)!

= 4!
2!2!

= 6

17Although the chart gives a probability of 0.00% for a Royal Flush, the probability is actually a very small positive
number.
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There are 48 cards that are not kings, and we must choose 3 from these. That
is, we need the number of combinations of 48 items taken 3 at a time. We use

the combinations formula C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 48 and k= 3:

C(48, 3) = 48!
3!(48 − 3)!

= 48!
3!45!

= 17,296

The Counting Principle says that there are 6 × 17,296 = 103,776 ways to do
both. Therefore, the probability we seek is 103,776/2,598,960. This is about
0.040 or 4.0%.
c. We need to count how many ways we can choose five cards from the deck so
that all of them are hearts. There are 13 hearts, and the number of ways to
choose 5 of them is the number of combinations of 13 items taken 5 at a time.
We use the combinations formula

C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

with n= 13 and k= 5:
C(13, 5) = 13!

5!(13 − 5)!

= 13!
5!8!

= 1287

So the probability is 1287/2,598,960. This is about 0.0005 or 0.05%.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Just one more: If you use the first 10 letters of the alphabet to make a code where
repetition is not allowed, there are 10! possible arrangements of those 10 letters.
That means the probability of someone cracking your code by choosing a random
arrangement of the 10 letters is 1 divided by 10!. How is this probability affected if
you add the eleventh letter of the alphabet to your list of numbers? In general, how
is a factorial affected if the number is increased by 1? What if it is increased by 2?

Questions of this sort may invite many correct responses. We present one possibility:
If I add one more letter, there are 11! arrangements without repetition of the letters.
Since 10! is the product of the first 10 integers and 11! is the product of the first
11 integers, 11! is 11 times 10!. Thus, adding one letter multiplies the number of
possible codes by 11. The probability of someone guessing the code is 1 divided
by 11! and that is one-eleventh of 1 divided by 10!. This works for any number.
For example, if you go from 99 letters to 100 letters then the new probability is
one-hundredth of the old probability. If you use two new letters, you reduce the
probability even more. Going from 99 to 101 multiplies the number of possibilities
by 100 × 101 = 10,100. Thus, the new probability is less than one ten-thousandth
of the old probability.

Further questions of this type may be found in the What Do You Think? section of
exercises.

Try It Yourself answers

Try It Yourself 5.21: Using factorials: Arranging five letters 5! = 120.

Try It Yourself 5.22: Counting permutations: Four letters 26 × 25 × 24 × 23 = 358,800.

Try It Yourself 5.24: Using the permutations formula: Student newspaper 25!/15!.

Try It Yourself 5.25: Using the combinations formula: Four-person committee 9!/(4!5!).

Try It Yourself 5.26: Calculating combinations by hand: Ten items taken seven
at a time 120.

Try It Yourself 5.28: Finding the probability: Selecting a committee 1/12 or about 0.08.
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Exercise Set 5.4
Test Your Understanding

1. True or false: Permutations take into account the order of
items, whereas combinations do not.

2. True or false: If k and n are integers with k between 0 and

n, then the expression
n!

k!(n− k)!
always reduces to a whole

number.

3. In mathematics, a whole number followed by an exclama-
tion point indicates .

4. True or false: It is impossible for there to be more combina-
tions of n items taken k at a time than there are permutations
of n items taken k at a time.

Problems

5–10. Calculating with factorials. In Exercises 5 through
10, calculate the given factorial, permutation, or combination.

5. 4!

6.
8!
6!

7. P(5, 2)

8. P(7, 3)

9. C(6, 4)

10. C(10, 5)

11. Arranging letters. In how many ways can I arrange the six
letters A, B, C, D, E, F?.

12. Awarding prizes. In howmany ways can we select 4 people
from a group of 10 people and award them first through fourth
prizes?

13. More prizes. In how many ways can we select 6 people
from a group of 20 and award first through sixth prizes? Leave
your answer in terms of factorials.

14. Selecting a committee. In how many ways can we select a
committee of 6 people from a group of 30 candidates? Leave
your answer in terms of factorials.

15. Calculating permutations. Calculate the number of per-
mutations of 11 items taken 5 at a time.

16. Calculating combinations. Calculate the number of com-
binations of 10 items taken 7 at a time.

17. Candidates. There are eight candidates running for the
presidential and vice-presidential nomination. How many
ways are there of selecting presidential and vice-presidential
candidates from the field?

18–25. Order or not. In Exercises 18 through 25, determine
whether order makes a difference in the given situations.

18. Three people are selected at random from the class and are
permitted to skip the final exam.

19. We put letters and numbers on a license plate.

20. I need some change, so I pick 5 coins from a dish
containing 10 coins.

21. People are lined up at the polls to vote. Some are
Democrats, and some are Republicans. We are interested in
the outcome of the election.

22. We select three people for a committee. The first chosen
will hold the office of president, the second vice president, and
the third secretary.

23. We go to the deli and buy three kinds of cheeses for next
week’s lunches.

24. We select four men and six women to serve on a commit-
tee.

25. We put five people on a basketball team. They get the posi-
tions of point guard, shooting guard, small forward, power
forward, and center.

26. Signals. The king has 10 (different) colored flags that he
uses to send coded messages to his general in the field. For
example, red-blue-green might mean “attack at dawn” and
blue-green-red may mean “retreat.” He sends the message by
arranging three of the flags atop the castle wall. How many
coded messages can the king send?

27. The Enigma machine. The Enigma machine was used by
Germany in World War II to send coded messages. It has
gained fame because it was an excellent coding device for its
day and because of the ultimately successful efforts of the
British (with considerable aid from the Poles) to crack the
Enigma code. The breaking of the code involved, among other
things, some very good mathematics developed by Alan Turing
and others. One part of the machine consisted of three rotors,
each containing the letters A through Z. To read an encrypted
message, it was necessary to determine the initial settings of
the three rotors (e.g., PDX or JJN). How many different initial
settings of the three rotors are there? The naval version of the
Enigma machine had four rotors rather than three. How many
initial settings were made possible by the rotors on the naval
Enigma machine?

Enigma machine.
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This is only the beginning of the problem of deciphering
the Enigma code. Other parts of the machine allowed for many
more initial settings.
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28. A new Enigma machine. This is a continuation of
Exercise 27. Suppose we invent a new Enigma machine with
10 rotors. Four of the rotors must be initially set to A, but the
remaining rotors can be set to any letter from B to Z. How
many initial settings are there for this new Enigma machine?
Suggestion: First select four rotors that will be set to A. (In
how many ways can you do that?) Now determine how many
settings there are for the remaining six rotors. Finally, use the
Counting Principle to put the two together.

29. Permutations and passcodes. In a post at the Zscaler
Security Cloud blog, Satyam Tyagi discusses the security of
the iPhone. He states that a four-digit passcode has 10,000
permutations and that a six-digit passcode has a million
permutations.

Howmany permutations (in the sense we have used in this
chapter) are there of four digits? Do you think this author is
using the word “permutation” in the same sense as we have
used it in this chapter?

30. Military draft. On December 1, 1969 (in the midst of the
Vietnam War), the U.S. Selective Service System conducted a
lottery to determine the order in which young men (ages 18
to 26) would be drafted into military service. The days of the
year, including February 29, were assigned numbers from 1 to
366. Each such number was written on a slip of paper and
placed in a plastic capsule. The 366 capsules were placed in a
large bowl. Then capsules were drawn, one at a time, from the
bowl. The first number drawn corresponded to September 14,
and young men born on that day were the first group to be
called up.

Military draft lottery in 1969.

A
P
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a. Assume that capsules were drawn at random. (This
point has been the subject of much discussion.) What is
the probability that a given young man would be in the
first group to be called up?

b. How many different outcomes are possible for such a
drawing? Leave your answer in terms of factorials.

c. Young men born on the same day of the year were dis-
tinguished according to the first letter of their last, first,
andmiddle names. This was done by randomly selecting the

26 letters of the alphabet. Howmany permutations of those
26 letters are there?Leave your answer in termsof factorials.

31. Candy. On Halloween, a man presents a child with a
bowl containing eight different pieces of candy. He tells her
that she may have three pieces. How many choices does she
have?

32. More candy. On Halloween, a man presents a child with
a bowl containing eight different pieces of candy and six
different pieces of gum. He tells her that she may have four
of each. How many choices does she have?

33. The Ninth Circuit Court. This exercise refers to the arti-
cle on the Ninth Circuit Court summarized in Example 5.27.
Suppose a three-judge panel has a designated chief justice
and that we count two panels with the same members as
being different if they have different chief justices. That is,
we count the panel Adams, Jones, Smith, with Smith as chief,
as a different panel than Adams, Jones, Smith, with Jones as
chief. How many such panels can be formed from the 28-judge
court?

34. Committees. Suppose there is a group of seven people
from which we will make a committee.

a. In how many ways can we pick a three-person
committee?

b. In howmanyways canwepick a four-person committee?
Compare your answer with what you found in part a.

c. In howmanyways can we pick a five-person committee?

d. In howmanyways canwe pick a two-person committee?
Compare your answer with what you found in part c.

35–38. Committees of men and women. We want to select
a committee of five members from a group of eight women
and six men. The order of selection is irrelevant. Exercises 35
through 38 refer to this information.

35. What is the total number of committees we can make?

36. How many committees can we make consisting of two
women and three men?

37. Howmany committees can we make with Jack as commit-
tee chair? (Assume that only one member has that name!)

38. How many committees can we make with fewer men than
women? Suggestion: There could be three women and two
men, four women and one man, or five women.

39. Choosing 200 from 500. Is it true that the number of ways
of choosing 200 items (not considering order) from 500 items
is the same as the number of ways of choosing 300 items from
500 items? Explain how you arrived at your answer.

40. Mom’s Country Kitchen. A dinner order at Mom’s
Country Kitchen consists of a salad with dressing, an entrée,
and three sides. The menu offers a salad with your choice
of ranch, bleu cheese, French, or Italian dressing; a choice of
entrée from chicken-fried steak, meat loaf, fried chicken, cat-
fish, roast beef, or pork chops; and, as sides, mashed potatoes,
French fries, fried okra, black-eyed peas, green beans, corn,
rice, pinto beans, or squash. How many possible dinner orders
are available at Mom’s?
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41–44. Marbles. In Exercises 41 through 44, we have a box
with eight green marbles, five red marbles, and seven blue mar-
bles. We choose three marbles from the box at random without
looking. Write each probability in decimal form rounded to
three places.

41. What is the probability that they will all be green?

42. What is the probability that they will all be red?

43. What is the probability that they will all be blue?

44. What is the probability that they will all be the same color?

45. Money. You have the following bills: a one, a two, a five,
a ten, a twenty, and a hundred. In how many ways can you
distribute three bills to one person and two bills to a second
person?

46. Poll watchers. A certain political organization has 50
poll watchers. Of these, 15 are to be sent to Ohio, 15 to
Pennsylvania, 15 to Florida, and the remaining 5 to Iowa. In
how many ways can we divide the poll watchers into groups
to be sent to the different states? First write your answer in
terms of factorials, and then give an estimate such as “about
1020.” Suggestion: Choose 15 to go to Ohio, then choose 15
from the remaining 35 to go to Pennsylvania, and so on.

47–49. Cards. In Exercises 47 through 49, we draw three
cards from a full deck. Write each probability in decimal form
rounded to four places.

47. What is the probability that they are all red?

48. What is the probability that they are all hearts?

49. What is the probability that they are all aces?

50–52. More cards. In Exercises 50 through 52, we draw
five cards from a full deck. Write each probability in decimal
form rounded to four places.

50. What is the probability that you have at least one ace?
Suggestion: First find the probability that you get no aces.

51. What is the probability that they are all face cards (jacks,
queens, or kings)?

52. What is the probability that exactly three of them are
jacks? Suggestion: Think of first picking three jacks. Then
pick the remaining two cards at random.

Exercises 53 and 54 are more challenging and are suitable for
group work. See also Exercise 55.

53. Birthdays. Consider the following problem: Assume that
Jack and Jane were both born in August and that they were
born on different days. Find the probability that both were
born in the first week of August.

Here is a purported solution: The number of ways of

choosing 2 days from the first 7 is
7!
5!2!

= 21. Next we get

the number of ways of picking 2 birthdays out of 31 (because
August has 31 days). There are 31 days for the first birthday
and 30 for the second. That is 30 × 31 = 930 ways to choose
2 birthdays from 31. So the probability of both birthdays

occurring in the first week is
21
930

.

What is wrong with this solution? What is the correct
answer? Suggestion: Counting using permutations shouldn’t
be mixed with counting using combinations.

54. Changing locks. The following article is concerned with
the continuing plight of evacuees from Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita in 2005.

Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.8

FEMA Changing Locks
on Trailers
LARA JAKES JORDAN August 15, 2006

W ASHINGTON—FEMA will replace locks on as
many as 118,000 trailers used by Gulf Coast

hurricane victims after discovering the same key could
open many of the mobile homes.

One locksmith cut only 50 different kinds of keys
for the trailers sold to FEMA, officials said Monday. That
means, in an example of a worst-case scenario, one key
could be used to unlock up to 10 mobile homes in a park
of 500 trailers.

FEMA officials said such a situation was unlikely, but
they still moved to warn storm evacuees living in Louisiana
and Mississippi trailer parks of the security risk.

This exercise refers to this article. You do not need to simplify
your answers to parts a and c; just leave your answers in terms
of factorials. In Exercise 55, you are asked to use technology
to simplify those answers.

a. Suppose that a trailer park has 50 sets of 10 trailers,
each set keyed the same. If you have one of the 50 keys
and you try unlocking 34 trailers at random from the 500,
what is the probability that you can open at least one of
them? Suggestion: First calculate the probability that you
can open none of them.

b. Now let’s assume that each of the 50 keys fits the same
number of trailers and that there are 118,000 trailers.
Then each key would fit 118,000/50 = 2360 trailers. If
we select two trailers at random from the 118,000 trailers,
what is the probability that the same key will fit them
both? That is, what is the probability that the two trailers
are keyed the same? Write the answer as a simple fraction
and in decimal form rounded to two places.

c. Let’s make the same assumptions as in part b. If we
select 500 trailers at random from the 118,000, what is
the probability that we get 50 sets (one for each key) of
10 trailers each that are keyed the same? (This is what the
news article seems to suggest would be a “worst case.”)

The following exercise is designed to be solved using
technology such as a calculator or computer spreadsheet.

55. More on changing locks. Simplify the answers to parts a
and c of Exercise 54. Write the probability in decimal form
rounded to two places. Warning: For part c, this may require
more sophisticated technology.
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Writing About Mathematics

56. Abraham ben Meir ibn Ezra. The earliest detailed work
on combinations was apparently done by Rabbi Abraham
ben Meir ibn Ezra in the twelfth century in a text on
astrology. Research the problems on combinations of inter-
est to ibn Ezra, and determine some of his other scholarly
pursuits.

57. The Enigma machine: history. Exercise 27 provides a very
brief introduction to the German Enigma machine used in
World War II. Investigate the Enigma code, including its even-
tual cracking by the code breakers at Bletchley Park, England,
and report on your finding.

58. Alan Turing. Alan Turing was a mathematician who
played a key role in cracking the Enigma code in World War II.
His life story is intriguing for many reasons. Read about Alan
Turing, and report your findings.

59. More on Alan Turing. One of Alan Turing’s most impor-
tant contributions to mathematics and computer science
involved his Turing machine. Find out what a Turing machine
is, and report your finding.

60. Factorial notation. Factorial notation has been attributed
to a Frenchman, Christian Kramp. Find out what you can
about him, and write a report.

What Do You Think?

61. A bicycle lock. Suppose you have a four-number bicycle
lock. (Each rotor is numbered 0 to 9.) If a thief tries a random
combination, how many times does he have to try in order to
be sure the lock will open? Suppose the thief finds out that
the four numbers in the combination are all different. Devise
a systematic method that the thief could use to get the lock
open. How many tries does your method require before all
combinations are attempted?

62. Too big. Your friend said he was trying to use his calcula-
tor to solve a problem, and he kept getting an error message
indicating that the numbers were too big. He said he was trying

to find
1,000,000!
999,999!

. Can you help him?

63. Error. Describe what happens when you ask a scientific
calculator or spreadsheet program for 1,000,000!. Try some
other numbers such as 9999! and describe what you see.
Search the Internet to see if you can find tools that can
make accurate calculations of this sort, and report on your
findings.

64. A simple proof. Recall that C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

. It is a

mathematical fact that C(100, 20) = C(100, 80). Provide a
simple justification for this fact in two ways: (a) Calculate by
plugging in the numbers to show that the two expressions are
equal, and (b) Consider how many ways you can select 20
people who will receive a prize from a group of 100 people,
and compare that with how many ways you can select 80
people who will not receive a prize from a group of 100 people.
Can you use either argument to formulate a general principle?
Explain.

65. Permutations and combinations. How do you decide
whether to approach counting problems using permutations or
combinations? Give examples of two situations, one relevant
to each approach.

66. Returning a card. Consider drawing one card from a stan-
dard deck of 52 cards and then drawing another card. What is
the probability that the second card is the ace of spades? Does
the answer depend on whether the first card was returned to
the deck before the second card was drawn?

67. Listing permutations. List in a systematic way all the
arrangements of the three letters A, B, C that use each letter
exactly once. You should have 3! = 6 arrangements, the num-
ber of permutations of three letters. Now consider adding the
letter D. Give two explanations of the fact that there are now
4 times as many arrangements, one explanation based on how
you would modify your earlier list and one explanation based
on counting permutations.

68. The Enigma machine. It has been asserted that the Enigma
machine code was broken by Polish cryptographers before the
British at Bletchley Park broke it (see Exercise 57). Explore this
story. Exercise 27 is relevant to this topic.

5.5 Expected value and the law of large
numbers: Don’t bet on it

TAKE AWAY FROM THIS SECTION
Mathematics provides tools that aid in risk assessment.

The following excerpt is from a report published by the National Gambling Impact
Study Commission.
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Home TV & Video U. S. World Politics Entertainment Tech Travel

SearchIN THE NEWS 5.9

National Gambling Impact Study
Commission Report
Overview

Today the vast majority of Americans either gamble recreationally and experience
no measurable side effects related to their gambling, or they choose not to

gamble at all. Regrettably, some of them gamble in ways that harm themselves,
their families, and their communities. This Commission’s research suggests that 86
percent of Americans report having gambled at least once during their lives. Sixty-
eight percent of Americans report having gambled at least once in the past year. In
1998, people gambling in this country lost $50 billion in legal wagering, a figure that
has increased every year for over two decades, and often at double-digit rates. And
there is no end in sight: Every prediction that the gambling market was becoming
saturated has proven to be premature.

Once exotic, gambling has quickly taken its place in mainstream culture:
Televised megabucks drawings; senior citizens’ day-trips to nearby casinos; and
the transformation of Las Vegas into family friendly theme resorts, in which gambling
is but one of a menu of attractions, have become familiar backdrops to daily life.

Some form of legal gambling has spread to all but two states.18 Examples
include casinos, state lotteries, and parimutuel wagering on horse or dog racing.
With gambling now so prevalent, an educated person should understand how it
works. Gambling establishments have one thing in common: The odds are stacked
against the player. In fact, a good title for our discussion could be, “Why you
shouldn’t gamble.”

The mathematical concept of expected value is key to understanding games of
chance. Theoretical expected values are connected to empirical observations through
the law of large numbers. In this section, we will discuss these concepts. We begin
with applications to gambling because this is the simplest setting for explaining the
ideas we wish to explore. But of more importance to most people is the application
to risk assessment for business and industry. To introduce the concept of expected
value, we take a quick look at lotteries.

Lotteries and expected value
Forty-four states now have a lottery, which can be a significant source of revenue for
them. According to the state of Iowa, its lottery had sales of $3.05 billion over a nine-
year period. The lottery awarded $1.66 billion in prizes, spent $577.7 million on
operations, and transferred $827.8 million to the state as profits (including $136.0
million in sales tax collected on the purchase of tickets). This means that only about

18Hawaii and Utah are the exceptions.
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1.66 billion out of 3.05 billion, or about 54%, of the money collected was paid
back to players in the form of prizes. The end result is that in the Iowa State
Lottery players lose, on average, 46 cents of every dollar they spend on lottery
tickets and, on average, the state takes in 46 cents of every dollar spent on lottery
tickets.
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The Iowa State Lottery illustrates the notion of expected value. It’s not whether
you win or how many times you win, it’s the overall net payback you can expect
that’s important. Expected value has a precise mathematical description that we will
introduce shortly. But for the moment, an informal notion of expected value will
suffice.

KEY CONCEPT

Informally, the expected value for you of a game is a measure of the average
amount you can expect to win (or lose) per play in the long run.

In the Iowa State Lottery, the expected value for the state would appear to be
about 46 cents for each dollar played, on the basis of the empirical information
above: For each dollar played, the state expects to take in 46 cents. Often the
expected value is expressed as a percentage. For the Iowa State Lottery, the state
apparently has an expected value of 46%. We can also look at the expected value
from the point of view of the player. The expected value for the player is negative
46% or −46%, which means that, on average over time, the players expect to lose
46 cents for each dollar wagered.

In many lotteries, only a few people ever win anything. Some win millions and
most win nothing. Therefore, when we speak of the expected value for a player in
the Iowa State Lottery being −46%, we don’t mean that all players really lose 46%
of their wager. We mean that is the average loss per player. Another thing to keep in
mind is that expected values should be applied over the long run.
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The largest jackpot in Mega Millions history was $656 million
annuity value for the March 30, 2012, drawing.
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EXAMPLE 5.30 Meaning of expected value: Lottery

Suppose you buy $20 worth of Iowa State Lottery tickets each week. How much
should you expect to win or lose, on average, over the period of one year based on
the lottery’s expected value?

SOLUTION

Over the long run you would expect to lose about 46 cents of each dollar you spend
on lottery tickets. Because there are 52 weeks in a year, you are betting $20 × 52 =
$1040. Therefore, you should expect to lose about $1040 × 0.46 = $478.40.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.30
Suppose the lottery in your state has an expected value for the player of −36%. If
you spend $100 per month on lottery tickets, how much money do you expect to
win or lose in an average year?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Expected value and the law of large numbers
Our informal definition of the expected value is that it tells the average amount you
can expect to win or lose per play in the long run. But there is a theoretical expected
value that has meaning for a single play of a game. Later we will give a formula
for calculating the theoretical expected value, but first we explain the idea using slot
machines.

Slot machines are designed so that each outcome has a certain probability and a
certain payout. According to the manufacturers, the machines are designed so that
every time you pull the handle, the result is independent of whatever has happened
before. The overall result is that each machine has a theoretical expected value that
can be set by the manufacturer.
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m According to the Nevada Gaming Control Board, the payback on all slot
machines in a recent year was 94.93%, which means that casinos kept, on average,
about 5% of all money put into them. This suggests that the theoretical expected
value for the casino on slot machines is about 5% (and therefore the expected value
for the player is −5%). A return of 5% might not seem enough to support a lavish
casino, but it can because of the huge amount of money involved.

The connection between the theoretical expected value and the effect of that
expected value in the long run is expressed by the law of large numbers, which
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applies to games for which repeated trials are independent. (Independent events were
discussed in Section 5.3.)

KEY CONCEPT

If you play a game many, many times, then according to the law of large num-
bers, you will almost certainly win or lose approximately what the theoretical
expected value of the game says you will win or lose.

The law of large numbers is actually a mathematical theorem and not just based
on empirical observation.

The law of large numbers is the mathematical principle that assures lotteries
and casinos of making money even though the players are going to win sometimes.
Consider again the slot machines in Nevada. Even though the expected value for the
player says you would expect to lose 5 cents for each dollar you put in the machine,
the occasional win is no surprise. But now suppose you play a slot machine 1000
times. The expected value tells us that you would expect to be down about 5% of
$1000, or $50. It would not be very surprising if you were down a few dollars more
than $50 or a few dollars less, but it’s very likely that you will have lost money. In
the long term, the casino will come out ahead.

The fact that individual plays on a slot machine are independent means that you
cannot predict what a slot machine will do based on what has happened before.
Some gamblers do not behave as if they accept this. They seem to believe that if they
play a slot machine many times without a payoff, the machine must be “due.” This
means that surely the machine must be ready to pay off after so many losses. This
belief is the gambler’s fallacy.

KEY CONCEPT

The gambler’s fallacy is the belief that a string of losses in the past will be
compensated by wins in the future.

To see why this belief is a fallacy, consider tossing a fair coin. If we toss 50 heads
in a row, the probability of a tail on the 51st toss is still 1/2. In the same way, the
next play of a slot machine has the same probability of a payout as any other play.

It may seem that the law of large numbers supports the gambler’s fallacy. But
the law of large numbers refers to the average payoff in the long run—it does not
rule out streaks of losses or wins. The law of large numbers refers to future payoff,
not payoff in the past. It does not mean that past losses will necessarily be made up
by future wins or that past wins will be offset by future losses. It says that if you
play many times from this point onward, your wins or losses will be very close to
the prediction given by the expected value.

Calculating expected value
Here is how we calculate the theoretical expected value. For each winning outcome,
we multiply the probability of that outcome by the profit for that outcome. Adding
these numbers gives the anticipated profit. Similarly, for each losing outcome, we
multiply the probability of that outcome by the loss for that outcome. Adding these
numbers gives the expected loss. Then we calculate the expected value using

Expected value = Anticipated profit − Anticipated loss

For a game like the Iowa State Lottery that has only two outcomes, the expected
value can be written simply as

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss
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To illustrate the calculation, we look at a simple game. A fair die is rolled. If the
result is a 1 or 2, I win $9. If any other number comes up, I lose $3. To calculate the
expected value for me, we must first find the probability for a win and for a loss.
For a win, there are two favorable outcomes (1 and 2) out of six total outcomes.
Hence, the probability of a win is

P(Winning) = Favorable outcomes
Total outcomes

= 2
6

= 1
3

We find the probability of a loss in a similar fashion: There are four losing numbers
out of six, so the probability of a loss is 4/6 = 2/3. We use these probabilities to
calculate the expected value for me:

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

= 1
3

× $9 − 2
3

× $3

= $1

My expected value for this game is $1 per play. So if I play this game many times,
I can expect to win an average of $1 for each time I play. This is a very attractive
game. Typical casino games are not as lucrative for the player, as is illustrated by the
following example.
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A standard roulette wheel has numbers 1 through 36 alternately colored red
and black. It also has a green 0 and a green 00 called “double zero.”19 The wheel is
spun with a small white ball inside. While the wheel is spinning, the ball falls into
a numbered slot, which determines the winners. Successive spins of a wheel yield
independent results.

There are many wagers you can place at the roulette table. For example, you
may bet on the color (red or black), or on whether the number is odd or even, or on
a single number. Note that, even though 0 is in fact an even number, in roulette both
0 and 00 count as neither odd nor even. These green numbers give the edge to the
house.

EXAMPLE 5.31 Calculating expected value: A roulette bet

You are playing roulette, and you bet a dollar on the number 10. If 10 comes up,
you win $35 (profit). If anything else comes up, you lose your dollar. What is your
expected value for this bet?

SOLUTION

Because there are a total of 38 numbers on the roulette wheel (remember the 0 and
00), the probability of a 10 is 1/38, and this outcome wins $35. The probability of
not getting a 10 is 37/38, and this outcome loses $1. We use these probabilities to
calculate your expected value:

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

= 1
38

× $35 − 37
38

× $1

= − 2
38

dollar

= − 1
19

dollar

19European roulette wheels have no double zero.
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This is about −5.3 cents, so your expected value for this bet is −5.3%. This means
that if you make this roulette bet many times, you can expect to lose about 5.3% of
all the money you wager.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.31
If you bet $1 on an even number, you win $1 (profit) if any of the even numbers 2
through 36 comes up, and you lose your dollar if 0, 00, or any odd number between
1 and 35 comes up. What is your expected value for this wager?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

EXAMPLE 5.32 Calculating expected value: Roll a die

You play a gambling game with a friend where a single die is rolled, and your profit
or loss depends on the number that comes up.

• If a 6 comes up, your profit is $6.00.
• If a 5 comes up, your profit is $3.00.
• If a 4 comes up, there is neither a profit nor a loss. You win 0 dollars.
• If a 1, 2, or 3 comes up, you lose $4.00

Find your expected value for this game.

SOLUTION

The method of calculating the expected value when there are multiple outcomes is
the same as when there are only two, except that wins and losses may come in several
pieces.

You win if there is a 5 or 6. Also, if there is a 4, you win 0 dollars. The probability
for each of these outcomes is 1/6. Your expected winnings are

6 comes up
1
6 × 6 +

5 comes up
1
6 × 3 +

4 comes up
1
6 × 0 =

Total anticipated profit
$1.50

You lose $4.00 when 1, 2, or 3 comes up. The probability of a 1, 2, or 3 is 1/2. This
gives

Anticipated loss = 1
2

× 4 = $2.00

Subtracting these gives the expected value:

Expected value = Anticipated profit − Anticipated loss

= 1.50 − 2.00

= −0.50 dollar

We conclude that your expected value is −$0.50, which means that in the long run
you can expect to lose about 50 cents per play.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.32
Suppose your profit is $18.00 if a 6 comes up and 0 dollars if a 5 comes up. You
lose $6.00 if a 4 or 3 comes up, and you lose $3.00 if a 1 or 2 comes up. Find your
expected value for this game.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

In addition to slot machines and roulette, casinos offer a variety of games,
among which are blackjack, keno, craps, and various kinds of poker. But they all
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have one thing in common: The theoretical expected value for the player is negative.
And no system of placing wagers can change this fact.20

Many people enjoy buying lottery tickets or going to casinos even though they
assume they will probably lose some money. Some view it as buying entertainment,
just as they might pay to go to a movie. A few will get lucky once in a while and win
money, but the law of large numbers ensures that the vast majority will eventually
lose and that casinos and state lotteries will be profitable for the proprietors.

Fair games
In probability theory, a game is called fair if its expected value is zero. Intuitively
then, a fair game is one in which no participant has an advantage over others.
Clearly, we would not call the game of roulette fair, because it gives the edge to
the casino.

KEY CONCEPT

A game is said to be fair if the expected value is zero.

For example, suppose Sue and Alice toss a coin. Sue wins $2 from Alice if the
coin comes up heads and loses $2 to Alice if it comes up tails. Let’s determine
whether this is a fair game.

There are two outcomes: heads (Sue wins) and tails (Sue loses). The probability
that Sue wins is 1/2, in which case she wins $2. The probability that Sue loses is also
1/2, and then she loses $2. Sue’s expected value is

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

= 1
2

× $2 − 1
2

× $2

= $0

Because the expected value is 0, this is a fair game. If Sue plays this game many
times, she can expect to lose about as much as she wins. This does not mean that
she is certain to come out even in the end, but it would be unusual for her either to
win or to lose a large amount of money over a long stretch.

EXAMPLE 5.33 Making a game fair: Roll a die

In a gambling game, I roll a single die. If it comes up a 6, I win. I lose $1 otherwise.
How much money should I collect on a win to make this a fair game?

SOLUTION

The probability of a win is 1/6, and the probability of a loss is 5/6. Thus, we find
that my expected value is

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

= 1
6

× Profit − 5
6

× $1

To make the game fair, the expected value should be 0. So the profit for a win should
be $5.

20“Card counting” at blackjack can produce a very small positive expected value for the player. But most casinos do
not allow the practice.
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TRY IT YOURSELF 5.33
In Example 5.31, if I place a bet on the number 10 on the roulette wheel, the casino
has the advantage. How much profit should I get from a $1 bet on number 10 to
make the game fair?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Now we give an application to guessing strategies for taking tests.

EXAMPLE 5.34 Understanding fair game: Guessing on the SAT

Your parents may have had a tougher time with the SAT exam than you: When they
took the exam, scoring of the exam included a penalty for guessing incorrectly. Until
recently, multiple-choice questions had five possible answers. One point was added
to the raw score for the correct answer, and 1/4 point was subtracted from the raw
score for each incorrect answer.21 (Supplying no answer to a problem didn’t change
the raw score.) In this setting, if students randomly guessed answers, what average
raw score for a problem would we expect to see in the long run? In other words,
what is your expected value of the raw score for a problem if the answers are filled
in at random?

SOLUTION

We calculate the expected value using the formula

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

When you take the SAT, winning corresponds to giving a correct answer, with a
profit of 1 point, and losing corresponds to giving an incorrect answer, with a loss
of 1/4 point.

Now we find the probabilities. There are five possible answers one can fill in,
and one of them is correct. The probability of getting a correct answer by random
guessing is thus 1/5, so the probability of an incorrect answer is 4/5.

Thus, the expected value of the score is

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

= 1
5

× 1 point − 4
5

× 1
4
point

= 0 points

This means that random guessing gives no advantage in the long run—which
was the purpose of subtracting 1/4 point for incorrect answers. Because the expected
value is 0, the awarding of points on the SAT exam was fair in the sense that we have
been discussing.

TRY IT YOURSELF 5.34
Suppose that on SAT questions, you can always recognize one possible answer as
incorrect. What is your expected value of the raw score for a problem if you guess
at random among the remaining four choices? (Leave your answer as a fraction.) Is
this “game” fair?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

21The penalty for wrong answers was discontinued in 2016.
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SUMMARY 5.8
Expected Value

The theoretical expected value for you, the player in a game, is calculated
as follows: For each winning outcome, we multiply the probability of the
outcome by the profit for that outcome. Adding these numbers gives the
anticipated profit. Similarly, for each losing outcome, we multiply the prob-
ability of the outcome by the loss for that outcome. Adding these numbers
gives the expected loss. Then

Expected value = Anticipated profit − Anticipated loss

For a game which has only two outcomes, the expected value can be written
simply as

Expected value = P(Winning) × Profit − P(Losing) × Loss

The expected value is a measure of the average amount you can expect to win
(or lose) per play in the long run.

If the expected value is zero, the game is fair.

Risk assessment
So far we have discussed the concept of expected value primarily in the context of
games of chance. But this concept is relevant whenever we weigh risks and benefits
by considering the likelihood of various outcomes. Applications of expected values
are found in various contexts, including manufacturing, finance, economics, and the
insurance industry. Blaise Pascal, a famous mathematician and religious philosopher
of the seventeenth century, applied the concept of expected value to belief in the
existence of God. See Exercise 58.

The concept of expected value plays a key role in the insurance industry.
Companies that insure property, for example, have to pay for catastrophic damages
occasionally, such as those caused by a hurricane. The companies must set the costs
of premiums to compensate for such losses but also provide a profit (i.e., a positive
expected value) in the long run. The experts whom they employ to figure this out
are called actuaries.

Storm damage.
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EXAMPLE 5.35 Calculating expected profit: Automobile insurance

The car insurance industry estimates22 that the probability of your having an auto-
mobile collision this year is about 0.06. Repair costs vary dramatically, but for
simplicity let’s assume that it costs an average of $4000 (after the deductible has
been applied) to repair a car that has been in a collision. You pay $300 this year for
insurance. Can your insurance company expect business to be profitable?

22See https://www.forbes.com/sites/moneybuilder/2011/07/27/how-many-times-will-you-
crash-your-car/#3515abaa4e62.
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SOLUTION

In order to determine profitability, we think of this scenario as a game where the
insurance company wins $300 if you have no accident and loses 4000 − 300 = 3700
dollars if you do have an accident. The expected value for the company for this game
is the profit the insurance company can reasonably expect. Note that the probability
of no accident is 1 − 0.06 = 0.94. Thus,

Expected value = Anticipated profit − Anticipated loss

= P(No accident) × $300 − P(Accident) × $3700

= 0.94 × $300 − 0.06 × $3700

= $60

Thus, the insurance company expects to earn a profit of about $60 from you this
year.

This example (as well as those that follow) illustrates facts that are important for
the insurance industry as well as virtually every other business. In order to set prices
that will ensure profitability, it is necessary to have a good idea of the probability
of losses. Risk assessment involves getting a handle on expected values for your
business, and it is essential to success.

EXAMPLE 5.36 Calculating expected profit: Insurance

Suppose a company charges a premium of $150 per year for an insurance policy for
storm damage to roofs. Actuarial studies show that in case of a storm, the insurance
company will pay out an average of $8000 for damage to a composition shingle roof
and an average of $12,000 for damage to a shake roof. They also determine that out
of every 10,000 policies, there are 7 claims per year made on composition shingle
roofs and 11 claims per year made on shake roofs. What is the company’s expected
value (i.e., expected profit) per year of a storm insurance policy? What annual profit
can the company expect if it issues 1000 such policies?

SOLUTION

This is just like a game where the insurance company accepts a bet of $150 from the
customer and makes payouts to meet claims. To find the expected value, we multiply
the probability of each outcome by the amount the company takes in (or by minus
the amount if the company pays out) and add these numbers.

The probability of a composition shingle roof claim is 7/10,000 = 0.0007, and
the probability of a shake roof claim is 11/10,000 = 0.0011. For every 10,000
policies, there are 7 + 11 = 18 total claims. Hence, 9982 policies make no claim.
So the probability of no claim is 9982/10,000 = 0.9982.

Each composition shingle roof claim costs the company $7850 (which is $8000
minus the $150 premium), and each shake roof claim costs $11,850 (which is $12,000
minus the $150 premium). But each policy that makes no claim results in $150 profit
for the company. Thus, the expected value for the company is

Expected value = P(No claim) × Profit − P(Composition claim)

× Cost − P(Shake claim) × Cost

= 0.9982 × $150 − 0.0007 × $7850 − 0.0011 × $11,850

= $131.20

This means that, on average, the insurance company earns a profit of $131.20
on each policy it writes. If the insurance company issues 1000 such policies, it can
expect an annual profit of $131.20 × 1000 = $131,200.
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TRY IT YOURSELF 5.36
Suppose a company charges an annual premium of $300 for a flood insurance policy.
In case of a flood claim, the company will pay out an average of $200,000 per policy.
Based on actuarial studies, it determines that in an average year there is one flood
claim for every 5000 policies. What is the company’s expected annual profit for a
flood insurance policy? What annual profit can the company expect if it issues 1000
policies?

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

Here is an application of the concept of expected value to manufacturing.

EXAMPLE 5.37 Calculating expected cost: An assembly line

A company manufactures small electric motors at a cost of $50 each. Based on
experience, quality control experts have come up with the following probabilities of
defective motors in a given production run:

Probability of no defective motors: 30%.

Probability that 1% of motors are defective: 40%.

Probability that 2% of motors are defective: 20%.

Probability that 3% of motors are defective: 10%.

Note that the sum of the probabilities is 100%. When a defective motor is detected,
it must be removed from the assembly line and replaced. This process adds an extra
$15 to the cost of the replaced motor. What is the expected cost to the company of
a batch of 1000 motors?

SOLUTION

You can think of a production run as a game where the company “wins” $50 for
each good motor and “wins” $65 for each defective motor. The expected cost to
the company is the expected value for the company of 1000 motors with the given
probabilities. We proceed as follows.

If there were no defective motors in the production run, the cost to the company
would be $50 × 1000 = $50,000. The probability of this happening is 30%, so we
multiply $50,000 by 0.3 to get $15,000.

Now suppose that 1% of the motors in the production run are defective. Then
there are 10 defective motors, which costs the company $15 × 10 = $150 extra.
Therefore, the cost to the company is $50,150. The probability of this happening is
40%, so we multiply $50,150 by 0.4 to get $20,060.

Now suppose that 2% of the motors in the production run are defective. Then
there are 20 defective motors, which costs the company $15 × 20 = $300 extra.
Therefore, the cost to the company is $50,300. The probability of this happening is
20%, so we multiply $50,300 by 0.2 to get $10,060.

Finally, suppose that 3% of the motors in the production run are defective. Then
there are 30 defective motors, which costs the company $15 × 30 = $450 extra.
Therefore, the cost to the company is $50,450. The probability of this happening is
10%, so we multiply $50,450 by 0.1 to get $5045.

To get the expected value, we add up the results of the previous four calculations.
Thus, we find

Expected value = $15,000 + $20,060 + $10,060 + $5045 = $50,165

The expected cost to the company of a batch of 1000 motors is $50,165.
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TRY IT YOURSELF 5.37
Suppose the probability of no defective motors is 40%, the probability of 1% defec-
tive motors is 30%, the probability of 2% defective motors is 15%, and the prob-
ability of 3% defective motors is 15%. Assume that the motors cost $50 each and
replacement adds $15 to the cost. Find the expected cost to the company of a run of
2000 motors.

The answer is provided at the end of this section.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Lottery: Your friend says that the more lottery tickets he buys, the more likely he is
to win a prize. Is your friend right? Is your friend more likely to make a profit by
buying more tickets? Is there any strategy you can use to improve your chances of
winning money from the lottery?

Questions of this sort may invite many correct responses. We present one possibility:
It is certainly true that buying more tickets improves your chances of winning, but
it also increases the amount of money you spend on tickets. There is no way to
increase your expected winnings other than to avoid playing altogether. The lottery
has a fixed expected value which is negative for the player. Each dollar you spend
increases your expected losses. If you play the lottery many times, the law of large
numbers virtually assures that you will lose the amount of money predicted by the
expected value. One may play the lottery for fun or as a way of contributing to your
state. If one does it expecting to win, disappointment is highly likely.

Further questions of this type may be found in the What Do You Think? section of
exercises.

Try It Yourself answers
Try It Yourself 5.30: Meaning of expected value: Lottery Lose $432.

Try It Yourself 5.31: Calculating expected value: A roulette bet −5.3%.

Try It Yourself 5.32: Calculating expected value: Rolling a die $0.

Try It Yourself 5.33: Making a game fair: Another roulette bet $37.

Try It Yourself 5.34: Understanding fair game: Guessing on the SAT 1/16; no.

Try It Yourself 5.36: Calculating expected profit: Insurance $260; $260,000.

Try It Yourself 5.37: Calculating expected cost: An assembly line $100,315.

Exercise Set 5.5

Test Your Understanding

1. A fair game is one in which the expected value is
.

2. True or false: Gambling games in casinos and state lotteries
all have negative expected value for you, the player.

3. True or false: The idea of expected value is important to
businesses other than gambling.

4. True or false: The law of large numbers says that the more
times you play a game, the more likely you are to win.

5. State the gambler’s fallacy.

6. Bob says, “The more lottery tickets I buy the more likely I
am to win a prize.” Ann says, “Buying more lottery tickets will
not increase your expected value.” Who is right? a. Bob b. Ann
c. both d. neither.

7. If an insurance company is to be profitable, it must charge
rates that will ensure that the expected value of their net
income is .

8. True or false: The expected value is an important part of
risk assessment.
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Problems

In these exercises, express the expected value as a dollar
amount unless otherwise instructed. If rounding is necessary,
round to the nearest cent.

9–14. Calculating expected value. In Exercises 9 through
14, a simple game is described. Find your expected value for
the game, and determine whether the game is fair.

9. A fair coin is tossed. If heads come up, your profit is $2. If
tails come up, your loss is $2.

10. A fair coin is tossed. If heads come up, your profit is $3.
If tails come up, your loss is $2.

11. A die is tossed. If a 5 or 6 comes up, your profit is $6. If
any other number comes up, your loss is $3.

12. A die is tossed. If a 5 or 6 comes up, your profit is $12. If a
3 or 4 comes up, your loss $3. If a 1 or 2 comes up, your loss is
$6.

13. A die is tossed. If a 6 comes up, your profit is $24. If a 5
comes up, your profit is $6. If a 4 comes up, your profit is 0.
If a 2 or 3 comes up, your loss is $9. If a 1 comes up, your loss
is $18.

14. A coin game. In a game, you bet $1 and toss two coins.
If two heads come up, you win a profit of 75 cents. If two
tails come up, no one wins anything. Otherwise, you lose your
dollar. Don’t round your answer.

15–18. Making games fair. In Exercises 15 through 18,
games are described. You are to asked to find a profit or loss
that makes the game fair.

15. A fair coin is tossed. If heads come up, your profit is $7. In
order to make the game fair, what should be your loss if tails
comes up?

16. A die is tossed. If a 5 or 6 comes up, your profit is $18. In
order to make the game fair, what should be your loss if a 1,
2, 3, or 4 comes up?

17. A die is tossed. If a 6 comes up, your profit is $24. If a 5
comes up, your profit is $6. If a 2, 3, or 4 comes up, your loss
is $4. In order to make the game fair, what should be your loss
if a 1 comes up?

18. Make it fair. You play a gambling game with your friend
in which you win 30% of the time and lose 70% of the time.
When you lose, you lose $1. What profit should you earn when
you win in order for the game to be fair?

19. Expected value and the lottery. Suppose your state lottery
has an expected value of −34%. If you spend $20 per month
on lottery tickets, how much money would you be expected to
lose in an average year?

20. Calculating expected value. You play a gambling game
with a friend in which you roll a die. If a 1 or 2 comes up,
you win $6. Otherwise you lose $2. What is your expected
value for this game?

21. Making a game fair. You play a gambling game with a
friend in which you roll a die. If a 1 or 2 comes up, you win
$6. How much should you lose on any other outcome in order
to make this a fair game?

22. Expected cost. A company produces products at a cost
of $35 each. Defective products cost an additional $15 each
to repair. The probability of no defective products is 80%.

The probability of 5% defective products is 20%. What is the
expected cost of producing 500 products?

23. Fair games I. Explain why casinos do not offer fair games.

24. Fair games II. I told my friend Bob that I learned in math
class that no casino games are fair. Bob said, “That’s not true.
My mom works in a casino and I know they don’t cheat.”
What should I say to explain myself to Bob?

25. Expected value. Bill and Larry toss two coins. If both
coins come up heads, Bill pays Larry $4. Larry pays Bill $1
otherwise.

a. What is the expected value of this game for Bill?

b. What is the expected value of this game for Larry?

c. Bill and Larry play the game 100 times. Who should
come out ahead and by how much?

d. Bill and Larry play the game 100 times, and Larry
comes out $23 ahead. Use only this empirical information
to estimate the expected value of this game for Bill and the
expected value for Larry.

e. Explain the difference, in general, between the theoret-
ical expected value and an estimate of the expected value
obtained using empirical information. (You may use the
game above as an example.)

26. Double or nothing. You are playing a game with a friend
in which you toss a fair coin. Your friend pays you a nickel
if it’s heads, and you pay your friend a nickel if it’s tails. You
win 10 times in a row and want to stop, but your friend says,
“Let’s play one more time, double or nothing. I’m due to win.”
What’s the expected value of this game? What is your response
to your friend?

27. Shooting free-throws. A basketball player who typically
makes 80% of his free-throws has missed his first two attempts
in a game. You hear a sports commentator say that the player
is therefore “due” to make his next attempt. Analyze this state-
ment. Consider whether the gambler’s fallacy applies here. Are
successive free-throws independent events?

28. Gambler’s fallacy. One sports fan, in describing how his
mediocre team went from a five-game winning streak to a
five-game losing streak, had this summary: “The law of aver-
ages was bound to catch up with a team like this.” Is this
statement an application of the law of large numbers, an
example of the gambler’s fallacy, or neither? Explain your
answer.

29. Martingale method. Suppose a game pays even money.
That is, if you win, you get whatever you bet, and if you
lose, you lose that same amount. Here’s a strategy called the
Martingale method.

If you win, bet the same amount again. But every time you lose,
you play again and double your previous bet. For example,
suppose you bet a dollar in such a game. If you win, you bet $1
again. If you lose, then you play again but this time you bet $2.
If you win, you’re back to even and you bet $1 next time. If
you lose, you play again and bet $4. If you win, you’re back to
even, and so forth. This strategy seems appealing because no
matter how many times you lose, eventually you’re bound to
win one time, and that puts you back to even. If you win twice
in a row, you have a profit. So in theory you can’t lose in the
end. But this strategy is flawed. Can you find the flaw?
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30. How much will we win?We decide to open a casino where
we offer only one game. We win a dollar 60% of the time, and
our customer wins a dollar 40% of the time. How much profit
would we expect to have if 5000 games are played?

31. Voting. A poll taken in Massachusetts in October 2012
showed Obama leading Romney by 60% to 40% in the U.S.
presidential race. Let’s assume that these numbers represent
probabilities. I wished to make a bet with my friend on who
would win Massachusetts, and we agreed to base our bet on
that poll. I predicted a victory for Obama and would win a
profit of $1 if I were right. Assuming we wished this to be a
fair game, how much should I have agreed to pay my friend if
he was right and Massachusetts went to Romney?

32. Card game. A card game goes like this: You draw a card
from a 52-card deck. If it is a face card (jack, queen, or king),
you win $5; otherwise, you lose $2. What is your expected
value for this game?

33. Modified card game. Exercise 32 described a card game in
which you draw a card from a 52-card deck. Suppose that
this game is modified so that if you draw an ace, then no
money changes hands. What is your expected value for this
game?

34. Expected value I. What is your expected value for a game
where your probability of winning is 1/6 and your profit is
four times your wager? Report your answer as a percentage
rounded to one decimal place.

35. Expected value II. Consider the following game: The prob-
ability of winning a profit of twice your wager is 1/7, the
probability of winning a profit equal to your wager is 2/7, and
all other probabilities of winning are 0. What is your expected
value for this game? Report your answer as a percentage.

36. Expected value III.What is your expected value for a game
whose probabilities and outcomes are given in the following
table? Report your answer as a percentage.

Probability Profit

0.2 You win 1.5 times your wager.
0.4 You win your wager.
0.2 You lose 2 times your wager.
0.2 You win nothing.

37. Expected value IV.What is your expected value for a game
whose probabilities and outcomes are given in the following
table? Report your answer as a percentage.

Probability Profit

0.1 You win your wager.
0.4 You win half your wager.
0.2 You lose 3 times your wager.
0.3 You win nothing.

38. Exam score I. Each question on a multiple-choice exam
has four choices. One of the choices is the correct answer,
worth 5 points, another choice is wrong but still carries partial
credit of 1 point, and the other two choices are worth 0 points.
If a student picks answers at random, what is the expected

value of his or her score for a problem? If the exam has 30
questions, what is his or her expected score?

39. Exam score II. Each question on a multiple-choice exam
has five choices. One of the choices is the correct answer, worth
5 points. There are two other choices that are wrong but still
carry partial credit of 2 points each. The other two choices are
worth 0 points. If a student picks answers at random, what
is the expected value of his or her score for a problem? If the
exam has 40 questions, what is his or her expected score?

40. Insurance I. Suppose a company charges an annual pre-
mium of $450 for a fire insurance policy. In case of a fire claim,
the company will pay out an average of $100,000. Based on
actuarial studies, it determines that the probability of a fire
claim in a year is 0.004. What is the expected annual profit of
a fire insurance policy for the company? What annual profit
can the company expect if it issues 1000 policies?

41. Insurance II. Suppose a company charges an annual pre-
mium of $100 for an insurance policy for minor injuries.
Actuarial studies show that in case of an injury claim, the
company will pay out an average of $900 for outpatient care
and an average of $3000 for an overnight stay in the hospital.
They also determine that, on average, each year there are
five claims made that result in outpatient care for every 1000
policies and three claims made that result in an overnight stay
out of every 1000 policies. What is the expected annual profit
of an insurance policy for the company?

42. Tires. A company manufactures tires at a cost of $60
each. The following are probabilities of defective tires in a
given production run: probability of no defective tires: 10%;
probability of 1% defective tires: 30%; probability of 2%
defective tires: 40%; probability of 3% defective tires: 20%.
When a defective tire is detected, it must be removed from the
assembly line and replaced. This process adds an extra $5 to
the cost of the replaced tire. What is the expected cost to the
company of a batch of 3000 tires?

43. Chairs. A company manufactures chairs at a cost of $30
each. The following are probabilities of defective chairs in
a given production run: probability of 1% defective chairs:
40%; probability of 2% defective chairs: 35%; probability of
3% defective chairs: 25%. When a defective chair is detected,
it must be removed from the assembly line and replaced. This
process adds an extra $10 to the cost of the replaced chair.
What is the expected cost to the company of a batch of
500 chairs?

44–45. Expected rate of return. Exercises 44 and 45 refer
to the following concept. In finance, the notion of expected
value is used to analyze investments for which the investor
has an estimate of the chances associated with various returns
(and losses). For example, suppose you have the following
information about one of your investments: With a probability
of 0.9, the investment will return 20 cents for every dollar
you invest, and with a probability of 0.1, the investment will
lose 50 cents for every dollar you invest. The expected rate of
return for this investment is calculated the way we calculate
the expected value of a game: Multiply the probability of each
outcome by the amount you earn (or by minus the amount if
you lose) and add up these numbers.
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44. Calculate the expected rate of return for the investment
described above.

45. Here is information about another investment: With a
probability of 0.5, it will return 20 cents for every dollar you
invest; with a probability of 0.3, it will return 10 cents for
every dollar you invest; and otherwise, it will lose 90 cents for
every dollar you invest. Calculate the expected rate of return
for this investment. Is this a good investment?

46. Betting on 11. In a dice game, you win if the two dice come
up 11. Otherwise, you lose $1. What should be the profit for
winning to make this game fair?

47. A fair game. You roll a pair of dice. You bet $1 that you
will get a 2, 3, or 12. If you win, you are paid $9 (a profit of
$8). Show that this is a fair game.

48. The real game. In Exercise 47, you rolled a pair of dice,
and you bet $1 that you will get a 2, 3, or 12. In the casino
game called craps, the casino pays you $8 (a profit of $7) if
these numbers come up on your “opening roll.” What is your
expected value for this bet expressed as a percent?

49. Betting on red. Suppose you bet $1 on red at the roulette
wheel. There are 18 red numbers and 20 nonred numbers
(including the green 0 and 00). You win $1 if a red number
comes up, and you lose $1 if any other number comes up.
What is your expected value for this wager?

50. Even or odd. In roulette, you may bet whether the num-
ber that comes up is odd (or even). (Remember that 0 does
not count as either odd or even.) The wager pays even money,
that is, if you win, you get whatever you bet, and if you lose,
you lose that same amount. What is your expected value for
this bet?

51. Roulette and gambler’s fallacy. Roulette wheels in Monte
Carlo have no double zero, so there are 37 numbers on a wheel.

a. What is the probability of getting an even number on
one spin of a roulette wheel in Monte Carlo? Express your
answer as a fraction and as a percentage rounded to one
decimal place.

b. You spin a roulette wheel in Monte Carlo 26 times.
What is the probability of getting an even number on all
26 spins? Express your answer as a fraction, then express
the chances using a phrase such as “1 in 5 billion.”

c. In 1913, at one fair roulette table in Monte Carlo, an
even number came up on 26 spins in a row. What was the
probability of getting an even number on the 27th spin?

d. Explain how the historical event described in part c is
consistent with the law of large numbers.

52. Blackjack in Nevada. Nevada casinos offer the following
wager at some blackjack tables: You are dealt two cards. If
they are of the same suit, you win $3 for each $1 you bet.

a. What is the probability your two cards are the same
suit?

b. What is your expected value for this wager?

c. Is this a good bet?

Exercises 53 through 56 are suitable for group work.

53–56. Powerball. Exercises 53 through 56 refer to the fol-
lowing description of Powerball, a lottery in which most U.S.
states participate. To play, you pay $2 and choose five white
numbers between 1 and 69. Then you choose a single red ball,
the Powerball, from a second set of numbers that range from
1 to 26. To win the Powerball jackpot, you must match all
five white numbers, plus the Powerball number. Like other
lottery games, varying amounts of money can also be won by
matching fewer numbers, allowing for nine different ways to
win a Powerball prize. Here they are:

• 5 white + Powerball = Powerball jackpot prize,
$40 million minimum (Probability of winning: 1 in
292 million)
• 5 white = $1 million prize (Probability of winning: 1 in
11.7 million)
• 4 white + Powerball = $50,000 prize (Probability of
winning: 1 in 913 thousand)
• 4 white = $100 prize (Probability of winning: 1 in 37
thousand)
• 3 white + Powerball = $100 prize (Probability of
winning: 1 in 14 thousand)
• 3 white = $7 prize (Probability of winning: 1 in 580)
• 2 white + Powerball = $7 prize (Probability of
winning: 1 in 701)
• 1 white + Powerball = $4 prize (Probability of
winning: 1 in 92)
• Powerball only = $4 prize (Probability of winning:
1 in 38)

The Powerball jackpot starts at $40 million and increases
after each drawing with no Powerball jackpot hit. The largest
Powerball jackpot on record (as of 2016) is $1.586 billion,
won in January 2016 and split by three tickets.

53. Powerball players may choose to have the numbers gener-
ated randomly by the computer—called a Quick Pick—rather
than choosing the numbers themselves. Do you think it
matters? Why?

54. How many possible combinations of five numbers chosen
from 1 through 69 are there?

55. How many possible combinations of six Powerball num-
bers are there, where five white numbers are chosen from
1 through 69 and one red Powerball number is chosen from
1 through 26?

56. Suppose several people chose the same winning numbers
for the jackpot. Wouldn’t that cause the state to lose money?
(This may require some investigation.)
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Writing About Mathematics

57. History. Historically, many of the ideas from proba-
bility were developed to understand games of chance. See
Exercise 51 in Section 5.3 about “double sixes.” Write a paper
about this historical connection.

58. History. Blaise Pascal was an eminent scientist, math-
ematician, and religious philosopher. His work led to the
development of probability theory and the notion of expected
value. In a section of his writings, he discusses belief in the
existence of God in terms of expected value. Write a paper
about Pascal’s wager.

59. History. Choose one of the games discussed in this section
and write a paper about its history and evolution.

60. History. If your state or a neighboring state has a lottery,
write a paper about its history, the revenue it generates, and
how it operates.

What Do You Think?

61. Making wagers at a casino. Mathematics does not tell you
how to behave. But it can tell you the consequences of certain
types of behavior. Given that the expected value of all casino
games is positive for the casino, what does the law of large
numbers say will happen in the long term to a person who
wagers money at casinos? Exercise 23 is relevant to this topic.

62. Lie? A friend said he was told that the expected value of
a game was $1.00, but he played twice and lost $1.50. He
said he must have been told a lie. How would you respond?
Exercise 25 is relevant to this topic.

63. Fair game. What does it mean to say that a game is fair?
Does it mean that you can never lose money? Exercise 18 is
relevant to this topic.

64. Insurance. Investigate the role of expected value in the
insurance industry. Report on your findings. Exercise 40 is
relevant to this topic.

65. Expected value and manufacturing. We have seen appli-
cations of expected value to manufacturing. After a manufac-
turer calculated the expected cost of a production batch, what
could the manufacturer do with this information? Exercise 42
is relevant to this topic.

66. Roulette. Explain how the standard roulette wheel gives
the edge to the casino. Exercise 49 is relevant to this
topic.

67. Gambler’s fallacy—not. If we flip a coin 10 times and each
time it comes up heads, then the gambler’s fallacy would lead
us to bet tails for the next toss because “tails are due.” For
independent events, the gambler’s fallacy is indeed a fallacy.
But suppose you flip a coin 20 times, and each time it comes
up heads. Would you conclude that heads and tails are equally
likely on the next toss, or would the first 20 tosses make
you suspect that the coin is in fact not a fair coin? Discuss
the conditions under which you might question a game that
purports to be fair. Exercise 51 is relevant to this topic.

68. Law of large numbers. Explain in your own words why
the law of large numbers does not support the gambler’s
fallacy.

69. Adjusting expected value. The text states that the expected
value for the Iowa State Lottery is about −46% for the player.
What could the state do to increase (or decrease) this expected
value?

70. Law of large numbers? On the Web, question is posed,
“How can I avoid a catastrophic stock loss?” The answer
provided says, “Due to the law of large numbers, when a
stock suffers a big decline, it’s all that more difficult to recover.
Mathematically, it takes a 25% rally to break even from a 20%
decline.” What do you think? Is this really an example of the
law of large numbers? Explain. Also, is this assertion correct:
“it takes a 25% rally to break even from a 20% decline”?
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CHAPTER SUMMARY
The mathematical study of probability is an attempt to model and understand uncer-
tainty. We examine how a probability is obtained, what it means, and where it is
useful in the real world.

Calculating probabilities: How likely is it?
A probability is a numerical measure of the likelihood of an event. It can be theoret-
ical, empirical, or subjective (based merely on opinion). An example of a statement
using a theoretical probability is, “The probability of a fair coin coming up heads
is 50%.” This represents a theoretical probability because there are two equally
likely events that can occur. Therefore, in theory one of them should happen half
of the time. An example of a statement using an empirical probability is, “Based
on a sample of some of the lightbulbs on a production line, I estimate that the
probability of a lightbulb being defective is 1%.” This represents an empirical prob-
ability because it is based on experimental evidence. An example of a statement
using a subjective probability is, “My probability of becoming a rock star is one
in a million.” This probability is based on opinion: The number is plucked out of
thin air.

To calculate a theoretical probability, we designate the outcomes in which we
are interested as favorable and all other outcomes as unfavorable. In the experi-
ments we consider, we make sure that each outcome is equally likely. We have the
formula

Probability of an event = Number of favorable outcomes
Total number of possible outcomes

For example, suppose we want to find the theoretical probability that I roll a 3 with
two dice. We need to count the number of possible outcomes for the two dice, which
is 6 × 6 = 36. The number of favorable outcomes, that is, those that give a 3, is 2
(either one and two or two and one). Then the probability is 2/36 = 1/18. In cases
involving identical items, such as coins or dice, it may help to label the items to
distinguish them.

Here are two useful formulas:

Probability of event not occurring = 1 − Probability of event occurring

and

P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B) − P(A and B)

Medical testing and conditional probability: Ill or not?
One important application of mathematical probability involves medical testing.
The terminology used in such tests includes: true positives, false positives, true
negatives, false negatives, sensitivity, specificity, prevalence, positive predictive value
(PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV). Two key formulas are

PPV = True positives
All positives

= True positives
True positives + False positives

and

NPV = True negatives
All negatives

= True negatives
True negatives + False negatives
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A conditional probability is the probability that one event occurs given that another
has occurred. Positive and negative predictive values, as well as sensitivity and speci-
ficity, are examples of conditional probabilities.

Counting and theoretical probabilities: How many?
To calculate a theoretical probability, one often needs to calculate the number of
ways something can happen. The most basic way of counting for this purpose is the
Counting Principle. It says that if we perform two experiments in succession, withN
possible outcomes for the first andM possible outcomes for the second, the number
of possible outcomes for the two experiments is N ×M.

Suppose we perform an experiment. Two events are independent if knowing
that one event occurs has no effect on the probability of the occurrence of the
other. Events A and B are independent exactly when the probability of Event A and
Event B occurring is the probability of Event A times the probability of Event B,
that is,

P(A and B) = P(A) × P(B)

More ways of counting: Permuting and combining
More sophisticated ways of counting that can be deduced from the Counting Principle
involve permutations and combinations. A permutation of items is an arrangement
of them in a certain order. The number of permutations of n distinct objects is
n× (n− 1) × · · · × 2 × 1. This expression is denoted by n!. The number of ways to
select k items from n items and arrange them in order is the number of permutations
of n objects taken k at a time, denoted P(n, k). It is given by the formula

P(n, k) = n!
(n− k)!

The number of ways to select k items from n items when order makes no
difference is the number of combinations of n objects taken k at a time, denoted
C(n, k). The formula for calculating this is

C(n, k) = n!
k!(n− k)!

Expected value and the law of large numbers: Don’t bet on it
The expected value for you of a game is a measure of the average amount you can
expect to win (or lose) per play in the long run. The theoretical expected value is
calculated by multiplying the probability of each outcome by the amount you win
(or by minus the amount if you lose) and adding up these numbers. The expected
value can be estimated from empirical information (such as the percentage of money
paid out as prizes in a lottery). The concept of expected value is applied not only to
games of chance but also in such areas as manufacturing, finance, economics, and
insurance.

The law of large numbers says that if you play a game many times, then
you will almost certainly win or lose approximately what the theoretical expected
value of the game says you will win or lose. Because the expected value for the
player for games of chance in a casino is always negative, the law of large num-
bers ensures that casinos will make a profit and that in the long term gamblers
will lose money.
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CHAPTER QUIZ
1. If I draw a card at random from a standard deck of 52
cards, what is the probability that I draw a red queen? Write
your answer as a fraction.

Answer 2/52 = 1/26

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.1.

2. Suppose I flip two identical coins. What is the probabil-
ity that I get a head and a tail? Write your answer as a
fraction.

Answer 1/2

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.2.

3. Suppose a softball team has 25 players. Assume that 13
bat over .300, 15 are infielders, and 5 are both. What is the
probability that a player selected at random is either batting
over .300 or an infielder? Write your answer as a fraction.

Answer 23/25

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.6.

4. A new medical test is given to a population whose disease
status is known. The results are in the table below.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 300 100
Test negative 10 200

Use these data to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of this
test. Write your answers in percentage form rounded to one
decimal place.

Answer Sensitivity 96.8%; specificity 66.7%

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.10.

5. The table below shows test results for a certain population.

Has disease Does not have disease

Test positive 10 30
Test negative 5 40

Find the positive predictive value and negative predictive
value for this test for this population. Write your answers in
percentage form rounded to one decimal place.

Answer PPV 25.0%; NPV 88.9%

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.12.

6. How many four-letter codes can we make if the first letter
is A, B, or C and the remaining letters are D or E? Letters may
be repeated. One such code is ADDE.

Answer 24

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.16.

7. It has been found that only 1 in 100 bags of M&Ms
have five more than the average number of M&Ms. Only
1 in 20 boxes of Cracker Jacks has a really good prize. I
buy a box of Cracker Jacks and a bag of M&Ms. What is
the probability that I get a really good prize and five more
than the average number of M&Ms? Write your answer as a
fraction.

Answer 1/2000

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.20.

8. In how many ways can I choose 4 people from a group
of 10 and make them president, vice president, secretary, and
treasurer? Write your answer in terms of factorials.

Answer 10!/6!

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.22.

9. In how many ways can I select a 4-person committee from a
group of 10 people? Leave your answer in terms of factorials.

Answer 10!/(4!6!)

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.25.

10. The expected value for the player of a certain lottery is
−20%. If you spend $5 each week on lottery tickets, howmuch
money do you expect to win or lose over a 10-week period?

Answer Lose $10

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.30.
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11. You roll a single die. If you roll 1 or 2, you win $10.
Otherwise, you lose $4. What is your expected value for this
game?

Answer 67 cents

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.31.

12. A company manufactures coats at a cost of $20 each. The
following are probabilities of defective coats in a given produc-
tion run: probability of no defective coats: 5%; probability of

1% defective coats: 75%; probability of 2% defective coats:
20%. When a defective coat is detected, it must be removed
from the assembly line and replaced. This process adds an
extra $10 to the cost of the replaced coat. What is the expected
cost to the company of a batch of 4000 coats?

Answer $80,460

If you had difficulty with this problem, see Example 5.37.
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